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Preface 

Sir Harvey McGrath
This report began with a conversation between Ben 
Rogers and I about three years ago, when we both 
agreed that it would be helpful to step back a bit and 
take the measure of recent developments in London’s 
philanthropic, volunteering and social enterprise sector. 

Critics sometimes draw a contrast between the US, 
which is said to have a very strong culture of charitable 
giving, and the UK, where we are more inclined to 
look to the state to step in. But this report reminds 
us that London has a long and, in some respects, very 
impressive story to tell. As Centre for London points  
out, London’s leading trusts, foundations and civil 
society infrastructure bodies work increasingly well 
together to address the pressures faced by London-
focused charities and communities. As someone 
closely involved in efforts to promote philanthropy, 
SOCIAL×INVESTMENT×AND×SOCIAL×ENTERPRISE�×)×KNOW×ĚRST
hand that London is viewed around the world as a 
leading and highly innovative centre of “investing for 
good”. As a trustee of several London charities, I am 
also aware how much London-based businesses and 
philanthropists do to support the city.

However, this report also highlights some of the 
challenges London faces – including a worrying decline 
in the giving of time and money by ordinary Londoners, 
stubbornly low levels of giving by the city’s wealthiest 
residents, and a tendency among corporates to plough 
THEIR×OWN×ĚELD×RATHER×THAN×WORK×TOGETHER�×

Nevertheless, there is no doubt in my mind that if 
London government, civic and business leaders set their 
sights high and work together in the ways suggested here, 
we can take investing for good in London to a new level. 
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London’s economy has boomed in recent decades. 
At the same time, need has in many ways deepened. 
Against this background, it is often argued that we 
need a step change in charitable giving. This report 
sets out to trace the recent history of the giving of time 
and money in London; take the measure of its current 
state; and identify what the city can do to give more, 

give better and give together. It encompasses giving 
TO×SPECIĚCALLY×,ONDON×CAUSES�×AND×,ONDONiS×ROLE×AS×A×
centre for national and international philanthropy. It 
FOCUSES×ON×ĚVE×FORMS×OF×GIVING×IN×PARTICULAR�

• Giving by trusts and foundations

• Giving by the general public

• Giving by the wealthiest Londoners

• Corporate philanthropy

• Social investment

Contemporary London: Wealth, need 
and philanthropy
London has re-established itself as a leading international 
economic and cultural centre in recent decades, but it has 
also struggled to manage the downsides of its success. 
Wealth inequality has grown and the housing shortage 
has worsened. The face of poverty has changed, as in-
work poverty has increased and poor households have 
moved from their traditional Inner London heartlands 
to private rented accommodation in outer areas. 
Nonetheless, poverty and exclusion remain stubbornly 
high. Growth has put intense pressure on London’s 
ENVIRONMENT�×WITH×TRAFĚCRELATED×POLLUTION×A×MAJOR×PUBLIC×
concern. Violent crime appears to be on the rise. And the 
capital’s famed cultural creativity is being squeezed by 
high living and working costs. 

This story of a booming world city struggling to 
manage the downsides that come with success is in 
MANY×WAYS×REĥECTED×IN×RECENT×DEVELOPMENTS×IN×GIVING�×
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London has long been an important global centre for 
philanthropy and remains so today. 

•  The number of charities based in London has 
risen by 7 per cent, even as the number of non-
London charities has fallen by 1 per cent. 

•  Eleven of the country’s 20 largest charities 
are based in the city, as are 38 per cent of all 
international charities and 47 per cent of charities 
that work both nationally and internationally. 

•  The capital accounts for 47 per cent of the 
income of all UK charities and holds 68 per 
cent of charitable assets. 

•  Over a quarter of the UK’s social enterprises  
are based here. 

London has also been at the forefront of recent 
philanthropic innovations, and has established itself 
as an important centre for social investment, “impact 
philanthropy”, “technology for good”, and various 
ground-breaking experiments in voluntary 
sector collaboration.

However, London’s success as a centre of 
philanthropy has not necessarily translated into 
donations to London causes. New research commissioned 
for this report shows that London has considerably fewer 
locally focused charities per head of the population (1.4 
per 1000 population) than the average for England as a 
whole (1.9). Moreover, while the number of charities in 
London has grown, the number of charities focused on 
London causes has not. 

London-focused giving is also very unevenly spread 
and is heavily concentrated towards the centre of the city. 
While Camden, Hackney, Islington and Westminster 
all have more than two London-focused charities per 
1000 population, Barking and Dagenham, Bexley, Brent, 
Hounslow and Newham have fewer than one per 1000 
– well below the English average. Moreover, while two 
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boroughs – Hackney and Tower Hamlets – have seen 
a big increase in locally focused charities, most other 
AREAS×HAVE×SEEN×A×FALL×OVER×THE×LAST×ĚVE×YEARS�×!ND×EVEN×AS×
poverty has moved outwards, the fall in London-focused 
charities has been most pronounced in Outer London. 

Some of this decline in locally focused charities is 
likely due to cuts in public sector spending on voluntary 
and community organisations. London borough spending 
per head (excluding education and public health) has 
FALLEN×BY×A×ĚFTH×BETWEEN×�������×AND×��������×AND×
spending on “discretionary” services – including support 
for the voluntary sector – has fallen much further. In 2013 
(the most recent year for which there is data) just over 
half of London charities had seen their funding reduced 
from the previous year. 14 per cent held no free reserves 
and a quarter had closed services. 

Giving by trusts and foundations
As with other forms of giving, London is the trust and 
foundation capital of the UK. 61 per cent of the country’s 
largest 300 independent foundations are head-quartered 
in London – and 11 of the largest 20. 

Though the majority of the funding is directed 
beyond London to national and international causes, 
most large national grant-makers make grants to London. 
There are also an array of independent foundations 
focusing exclusively on the capital. The 12 largest of these 
GAVE×©��M×IN×��������×-ANY×OF×THESE×,ONDONFOCUSED×
trusts have a long history. But there have also been 
SIGNIĚCANT×DEVELOPMENTS×IN×,ONDONFOCUSED×GRANT
making. These include ongoing investment in civil society 
“infrastructure” – such as organisations that develop 
evidence on need and impact in London, encourage 
joint working, and build voluntary sector capacity – as 
well as the coming together of various local community 
foundations into the London Community Foundation, 
and the creation of a number of new “place-based” giving 
schemes. One feature of recent grant work has been a rise 
in collaborative grant-making, which is at least partly a 
response to public sector funding cuts.
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Connections between independent foundations 
and City Hall have arguably been limited, but this is 
changing with GLA involvement in a number of strategic 
initiatives – including Trust for London’s partnership with 
the Mayor on the Citizenship and Integration Initiative, 
which aims to improve social integration in the capital. 
That said, many of the experts we consulted took the 
view that trusts and foundations could still be more 
joined up.

Giving by the general public
On average, Londoners donate more than non-Londoners 
to charitable causes, as might be expected from a wealthy 
city. Recent years have seen huge numbers of the capital’s 
residents galvanised around giving time and money, both 
in times of celebration (e.g. London 2012) and crisis 
(e.g. the London Bombings and the Grenfell Tower 
ĚRE	�×"UT×,ONDONiS×GIVING×INFRASTRUCTURE×HAS×BEEN×HIT×
by public spending cuts – especially borough-based 
voluntary sector support. And the average amount given 
by Londoners has fallen since the banking crisis, with the 
subsequent squeeze on living standards. 

Moreover, while the proportion of Londoners who 
give or volunteer regularly has long been lower than in 
THE×COUNTRY×AS×A×WHOLE�×BOTH×HAVE×FALLEN×OVER×THE×LAST×ĚVE×
years and the gap in regular monthly giving between 
London and the rest of the UK has widened. 

With its young and highly skilled population, London 
has tended to adopt new technology early, so it is no 
surprise that digital giving has spread quickly through the 
capital – in the form of monetary giving through sites like 
Just Giving, crowdfunding sites like Spacehive, digitally 
enabled volunteering, and remote volunteering. Yet it is 
not clear that the digital revolution has made it easy to 
navigate around opportunities. 

London has extraordinary housing wealth. Inner 
London’s properties are worth over 30 per cent more 
than all of the housing in Wales and Scotland combined. 
But legacy giving, low across the whole nation, is slightly 
LOWER×IN×,ONDON×m×ONLY×���×PER×CENT×OF×,ONDONERS×WHO 
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died in 2016 left a charitable bequest, compared to 6.2 per 
cent nationally. 

Experts differ on how much the dial can be shifted 
on the giving of time and money by ordinary Londoners 
but we found a strong consensus that London’s ask to 
residents could certainly be stronger, especially its ask on 
behalf of Londoners. London is a fast-paced and high-
churn city with a large migrant population. Despite this, 
the sense of being a Londoner remains as strong now as 
it was forty years ago. Many migrants come from cultures 
where norms of giving are strong and give relatively 
generously themselves. There is a well of goodwill 
towards the city that London government and London 
civil society needs to do a better job of drawing on. 

Giving by wealthy Londoners
The ranks of London’s wealthy have swelled in recent 
decades. It is estimated that the number of ultra-high-
net-worth Londoners (individuals with more than $30 
MILLION×IN×ASSETS	×ROSE×BY×��×PER×CENT×BETWEEN×����×AND×
�����×7E×HAVE×ALSO×SEEN×A×CONCENTRATION×OF×WEALTH×IN×
London, with as many as half of the UK’s richest living 
in the capital. As a result, more than 70 per cent of all 
£1m-plus donations come from London. This report 
estimates that London millionaires give in the region of 
©�BN×TO×©���BN×ANNUALLY�×WITH×AS×MUCH×AS×HALF×OF×THESE×
gifts going to universities.

It is sometimes suggested that we are living in a 
“new age of philanthropy”. High-net-worth philanthropy 
has certainly become more professionalised, with the 
development of philanthropic expertise (including 
professional philanthropy advisers and peer-led 
initiatives) supporting more strategic and evidence-
based approaches to high-net-worth giving. Yet it is 
not clear that we have seen a serious step change in 
donations from London’s richest residents. Research 
suggests that, nationally, the average giving by those 
with investable wealth of more than £10m stands at 
©������×m×PERHAPS×����×PER×CENT×OF×THEIR×TOTAL×WEALTH�×
Estimates suggest that the median level of giving among 
THOSE×WITH×©�M×TO×��M×IN×INVESTABLE×ASSETS×IS×JUST×©���×
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a year. Among the ultra-wealthy – those with more 
than £10m – it falls to £240. Some of our interviewees 
expressed dismay at what they saw as the disconnect 
between the wealth of many Londoners and their lack 
of engagement with philanthropy. 

Corporate philanthropy
London is an important business centre. Around 
a quarter of national economic value is created in 
the capital, and a relatively high proportion of the 
population work for big employers. However, data on 
charitable contributions from London’s businesses and 
employers is very limited. One survey estimates that 
corporate giving in London amounts to £327m – about 
6 per cent of the total amount given across the capital. 
But this only assesses the value of giving from corporate 
donations, which represent just one aspect of corporate 
philanthropy. The latter also encompasses grant making 
from corporate foundations, employee giving and 
volunteering as part of a broader CSR agenda. 

As of 2013 there were 140 corporate foundations 
in England and Wales (of which almost half were 
based in London), donating nearly £180m to charitable 
causes across London, the UK and the world. A recent 
study found that 39 per cent of all London employees 
volunteered. While employers support a wide range of 
charitable causes – and some change the causes they 
support very regularly – much giving goes to promoting 
education, skills and social mobility. 

For all the contributions that corporate giving 
makes to the capital, there is room for improvement. 
Some charities that work with corporates complain that 
they are interested more in “what’s in it for them” than in 
the charitable cause itself. Support can be episodic and 
tokenistic. And corporates are not always willing to share 
what they are doing or work collaboratively with others, 
even if doing so would hugely increase their impact. 

Social investment
Social investment can come in many shapes and sizes. On 
THE×WIDEST×DEĚNITION�×IT×INCORPORATES×INVESTMENT×ACTIVITY×
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that, while seeking a return on capital, also aims to  
do social good – or at least not do social harm. It might 
forgo investment in activities that exploit workers, hurt 
consumers or damage the environment. This report 
EMPLOYS×A×MORE×PRECISE×DEĚNITION�×INVESTMENT×ACTIVITY×
that is willing to accept a below-market return in 
exchange for positive social impact. 

At its most basic, social investment works to  
direct repayable funding to initiatives that tackle social 
issues. But the arguments for it go beyond simple funding 
provision. Champions of social investment contend that 
it can encourage a more disciplined and business-like 
approach to voluntary activity, encouraging a focus on 
EARLY×INTERVENTION�×EFĚCIENCY�×EFFECTIVENESS× 
and sustainability. 

The UK has been a pioneer of social investment 
from the creation of the Social Investment Taskforce 
in 2000 through to the founding of Big Society Capital 
in 2012 and the promotion of social investment during 
its presidency of the G8 in 2013. As a result, the UK’s 
social market has grown in recent years. The value of 
INVESTMENTS×COMMITTED×IN×����×STOOD×AT×©���M�×A×NEAR
trebling in the value of deals done in 2012. That said, 
while the total value of the social investment market 
SEEMS×LARGE�×IT×IS×STILL×SIGNIĚCANTLY×BELOW×THE×LEVEL×OF×
mainstream lending by high street banks to charities 
and social enterprises. There have been some high-
PROĚLE×AND×INNOVATIVE×FORMS×OF×INVESTMENT�×INCLUDING×
Social Impact Bonds – essentially a contract with the 
public sector in which a commitment is made to pay for 
improved social outcomes that result in public sector 
savings – but many of these have been slow to develop.

!S×BOTH×A×LEADING×ĚNANCIAL×AND×PHILANTHROPIC×
centre, London has been at the forefront of 
DEVELOPMENTS×IN×SOCIAL×ĚNANCE�×'OVERNMENT×AND×
the City have actively sought to promote London 
as the world’s leading centre for social investment 
AND×MISSIONBASED×ĚNANCIAL×SERVICES�×4HE×,ONDON×
investment landscape is made up of a complex web 
of social investment intermediaries, fund managers, 
investment platforms, and advisory organisations, as 
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well as other sources of capital such as institutional 
investors. London-based trusts and foundations have 
been particularly active social investors. 

More recent innovation within the capital has 
included attempts to focus the power of social investment 
on addressing key London issues. Initiatives looking 
to tackle London’s housing and homelessness crisis are 
particularly suitable for social investment, enabling 
secured lending backed by property. But we are also 
beginning to see interesting experiments in the use of 
SOCIAL×ĚNANCE×TO×HELP×VULNERABLE×FAMILIES�×INCLUDING×A×
Social Impact Bond – commissioned jointly by Sutton, 
Tower Hamlets, Bexley, Merton and Newham – that will 
support families with children at risk of going into care 
(the Positive Families Partnership). 

,ONDONSPECIĚC×DATA×IS×HARD×TO×ĚND�×BUT×PERHAPS×
a third of UK social investment goes to London-based 
organisations. That said, as the social investment market 
has grown, it has been eager to avoid too great a skew 
towards London in terms of investment location. While 
London is certainly a leading global and national centre 
for social investment, it is not clear that it has produced 
a particularly large or vibrant market to support 
London-focused initiatives. In particular, there is some 
evidence to suggest that the market for smaller, high-risk 
investments in social enterprises and charities  
is underdeveloped. 

Giving more, giving better, giving together
London is in many ways a generous city. And, with its 
highly skilled and enterprising workforce, it has been 
at the forefront of creating more effective philanthropy 
and encouraging the giving of time and money. However, 
there are undoubtedly opportunities to increase the 
QUANTITY×AND×QUALITY×OF×GIVING×ACROSS×ALL×THE×ĚVE×SECTORS×
surveyed in this report – to both London-based causes 
and more national or international concerns. 

Our recommendations are addressed mainly to 
London government, businesses and civic organisations 
rather than national ones – though we recognise the 
distinction is often a hazy one. We think the greatest 
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opportunity for London-level action lies in encouraging 
a more strategic and joined-up approach to giving to 
London causes. Most of our recommendations are 
focused on this. However, we also believe that there 
are opportunities to grow London’s role as a centre of 
national and international giving, and we additionally 
advance recommendations that will help achieve this. 

Strengthening giving to London 
We argue that encouraging Londoners to give better and 
give more requires a move to a “whole city” approach 
– one where leading public sector, business and civic 
organisations work together to encourage giving, identify 
priorities, ensure resources are directed at these, and 
CONĚRM×THAT×THEY×ARE×BEING×USED×EFFECTIVELY�×

Achieving this will require collaborative work across 
London giving sectors. This may be a challenge. London 
has an unusually decentralised system of government, 
with power distributed across the 32 boroughs and in the 
City of London, in addition to the many organisations 
working within each of our giving sectors and London 
civil society more generally. Clearly, however, some 
organisations are well positioned to take a lead, and 
most of our recommendations are directed at them. 
These include the Mayor of London and the Greater 
London Authority, the City of London Corporation 
and its charitable funder, City Bridge Trust, London 
Funders, Trust for London, London Councils and 
“London Plus” - the merger of the London Voluntary 
Sector Council and new body that will support London’s 
voluntary and community sector.

The Mayor has a particularly important role. As 
London’s directly elected leader, the Mayor has a unique 
power to convene leading stakeholders, articulate and 
promote a vision, set expectations, and push change 
forward. The Mayoralty, only 18 years old, has not shown 
a great deal of strategic leadership on giving so far. That 
will need to change if we are going to see a step change in 
the quantity and quality of giving in the capital. 

What then, is involved in a whole-city approach  
to giving more, giving better and giving together?  
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We start with giving better, on the grounds that people 
and organisations are more likely to give when they are 
CONĚDENT×THEIR×TIME×AND×MONEY×WILL×BE×WELL×DIRECTED�× 
The principle of giving together runs through all 
our recommendations. 

Giving better
If London is to give better it will need to develop a 
stronger, shared understanding of its priorities – and  
of how to address them. 

Understanding priorities

We distinguish two elements in developing an 
understanding of giving priorities. 

&IRST�×,ONDON×WOULD×BENEĚT×FROM×A×BETTER×AND×
shared understanding of need. Over the last decade, 
4RUST×FOR×,ONDON×HAS×PUBLISHED×A×REGULAR×0OVERTY×0ROĚLE×
that sets out how a range of poverty measures – such as 
child poverty, old-age poverty, and poverty in working 
households – change over time and place. The London 
0OVERTY×0ROĚLE×IS×AN×EXCELLENT×RESOURCE�×BUT×IT×COULD×BE×
usefully built on in various ways. It could go below the 
borough level and analyse developments within boroughs, 
identifying particular pockets of need; it could also go 
beyond poverty, covering issues important to Londoners 
such as crime, victimisation and environmental 
degradation. It could also introduce a richer range  
of metrics, including qualitative measures. 

There are examples from other cities that point  
the way. Many US and Canadian cities are far ahead  
of London in using quantitative and qualitative work to 
build a shared understanding of need. One option would 
be for Trust for London to use need data and citizen-
LED×RESEARCH×TO×ENHANCE×ITS×,ONDON×0OVERTY×0ROĚLE×AND×
identify giving priorities for the city. 

Recommendation 1: London’s giving leaders should develop a richer 
understanding of need in the capital, perhaps through building on 
Trust for London’s London Poverty Profile.
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Second, we need to develop a better understanding of 
who is giving what, where donations of time and money 
are going, and how these can be more effectively directed. 

Acting on priorities

)F×THE×ĚRST×ELEMENT×OF×GIVING×BETTER×IS×THE×DEVELOPMENT×OF×A×
shared understanding of patterns of need and giving, the 
second is ensuring coordinated and effective approaches 
in addressing needs.

London is already a relatively well-networked 
city with a degree of coordinated giving. Nonetheless, 
London’s civic leaders need to continue to encourage 
joint working. The Mayor and other leaders should 
reiterate their support for strategic approaches at every 
turn. Moreover, there are a number of practical measures 
that could assist more coordinated approaches to giving. 

Our research also suggests that too much corporate 
giving takes place in a private world of its own. The new 
London Plus offers an opportunity to connect corporates 
that support employee volunteering with each other, and 
to ensure that volunteering efforts are directed at  
priority causes. 

For two decades, London Funders has been central 
to connecting and convening the capital’s independent 
and statutory grant-makers. Its network groups have 

Recommendation 3: Strengthen London Plus’ capacity to encourage 
employee volunteering, ensuring volunteering efforts go where they 
are needed most. 

Recommendation 2: London’s giving leaders should encourage all 
major London funding organisations – foundations, local authorities 
and corporates – to provide greater transparency on grant data 
by publishing on 360Giving. London Funders should also publish 
a regular “state of giving” review that would show the direction of 
giving in London.
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enabled knowledge-sharing around London issues, 
strengthened funder practice in areas like measurement 
and evaluation, and encouraged collaborative working. 
Nonetheless, London Funders’ engagement of corporates 
and private philanthropists has been limited. With public 
SPENDING×CUTS×INCREASING×THE×SIGNIĚCANCE×OF×THESE×GIVING×
sectors to London’s wider funding mix, there is a pressing 
need to get corporates and individual philanthropists 
around the table in order to increase cross-sector 
communication and foster collaborative working. 

Donors could also work together to reduce the 
BURDENS×THEY×PLACE×ON×THEIR×BENEĚCIARIES�×7HILE×THE×
Grenfell tragedy posed huge challenges for London 
funders, it also catalysed innovation. London’s voluntary 
sector led in bringing together funders to create a 
single online funding portal for charities working with 
Grenfell victims. London could build on this with, for 
example, a group of funders interested in addressing 
a particular social problem coming together to invite 
applications from relevant delivery organisations. 

London is well positioned to build on its role as a 
centre of national and international philanthropy and 
develop a leading role as a hub for social investing. Yet 
London-based social investors have at times struggled to 

Recommendation 4: London Funders should make its work with 
corporates and private philanthropists a priority – encouraging 
more of them to join the organisation, promoting good practice, and 
advocating joint working among them. The Mayor of London and 
London’s other giving leaders should support London Funders in this. 

Recommendation 5: London Funders should lead in adapting the 
Funders Portal – which allows voluntary sector organisations to 
access multiple funding streams with a single application – into a 
systemic London resource.
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ĚND×INVESTIBLE×OPPORTUNITIES×IN×THE×CAPITAL�×3OME×OF×THOSE×
involved in social investment in London have argued 
THAT×THE×SECTOR×WOULD×BENEĚT×FROM×A×PHYSICAL×SPACE×WHERE×
philanthropists, social investors and social entrepreneurs 
could meet. 

Giving more

Londoners’ generosity has been best expressed in recent 
years when galvanised around a particular event or cause. 
International examples and the City of London’s own 
City Giving Day show us that citywide giving days can 
work to raise large sums for city charities. 

Many Londoners have seen their wealth increase 
dramatically in recent decades as property values have 
ballooned. But only one in twenty Londoners leaves a 
charitable legacy. London’s giving leaders should review 
how best to increase the proportion of Londoners leaving 
a legacy, with a particular focus on property owners. 

Public spending cuts have often hit smaller charities 
hardest. There is much that London’s funders can do to 
relieve the burdens on them and make it easier for them 

Recommendation 8: London’s giving leaders should review how best 
to increase the proportion of Londoners leaving a charitable legacy 
in their wills, with a particular focus on property owners. .

Recommendation 6: London Funders should review the need for a 
physical space to act as a centre for philanthropy, social investment 
and enterprise in London.

Recommendation 7: The Mayor, working with the City of London, 
London Funders and other partners, should establish an annual 
London giving day.
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to apply for grants – such as creating shared application 
processes. But smaller charities are going to have to 
look for funding from new sources, including major 
donors and corporates. In a number of our interviews we 
heard from fundraising and charity experts who argued 
that smaller organisations often lacked the fundraising 
capacity and expertise to navigate this new funding 
world, this can be a particular problem for charities 
operating in under-served Outer London locations. 
London civic leaders should therefore be looking for ways 
to help SME charities build up their fundraising capacity, 
such as through funded advice and training programmes. 

Cross-cutting

In addition to measures that would help London give 
more, give better and give together, our research has also 
IDENTIĚED×A×NUMBER×OF×CROSSCUTTING×ACTIONS×THAT×WOULD×
achieve all three. 

The current Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, has 
shown a strong interest in supporting London’s civil 
society and promoting giving. However, over the 
longer term, City Hall’s engagement with non-statutory 
funders has been limited. The Mayor could learn from 
approaches taken by other cities such as New York, 
which has taken a more hands-on approach to convening 
PHILANTHROPIC×RESOURCES×AND×DIRECTING×THEM×AT×IDENTIĚED×
city priorities. Among other priorities, the Mayor 
should explore ways of encouraging social investment 
approaches to tackling London’s social problems.

Recommendation 9: London Funders should support fundraising 
capacity-building programmes among small and medium- 
sized charities. 
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We know from our interviews that awards can 
have a huge impact on grassroots community 
organisations. These organisations work tirelessly (and 
mostly without recognition) to stimulate giving and 
community engagement in their local area. Awards are 
also a great way to spotlight giving from communities 
who may be overlooked in traditional conversations 
around philanthropy in London. Various London 
organisations already give awards. But there is an 
ABSENCE×OF×HIGHPROĚLE×AWARDS×FOR×,ONDONFOCUSED×
monetary giving or London-focused corporate giving. 

Though London has developed as a leading 
global social investment hub, it’s not clear that this has 
translated into a particularly large or vibrant market 
supporting London-focused initiatives. In particular, 
there is some evidence to suggest that the bottom end of 
the market – i.e. smaller, high-risk investments in social 
enterprises and charities – is underdeveloped. London’s 
SMALLER×SOCIAL×ENTERPRISES×CAN×ĚND×IT×HARD×TO×SECURE×THE×
social investment they need. 

Recommendation 11: The Mayor, working with London Funders and 
the City of London Corporation, should review how best to recognise 
individuals and organisations that give most and give best in London. 

Recommendation 12: London Funders and other London giving 
leaders should promote funder collaboration to develop the bottom 
end (risk capital) area of the market in London.

Recommendation 10: The Mayor should establish a function within 
the GLA with the authority and resource to speak on philanthropy, 
harness the Mayor’s convening power, and leverage philanthropic 
support to address important London issues.
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Strengthening London’s national and global role

Much of the emphasis in our recommendations is on 
promoting more and better giving to London causes. But 
THE×BENEĚTS×OF×A×MORE×CONCERTED�×STRATEGIC×AND×JOINED
up approach will not be limited to the city. Many of 
the recommendations set out above will have national 
BENEĚTS�×MOVES×TO×ENCOURAGE×LEGACY×GIVING×OR×BOOST×SOCIAL×
enterprise, for example, would increase giving in general 
–not just to London causes. 

Nevertheless, we also argue that there are real 
opportunities for London to boost its position as a 
global giving capital, both by attracting new players 
and supporting the development of those already here. 
Moreover, there are opportunities for London to share 
resources and lessons with other cities and regions in 
the UK and beyond. 

As already set out, London is a well-established 
centre of global civil society in general and giving in 
particular. Many international philanthropists choose 
to establish their trusts and foundations in the capital 
m×NOT×LEAST×BECAUSE×OF×ITS×LEGAL×AND×ĚNANCIAL×EXPERTISE�×
9ET×DESPITE×ITS×ECONOMIC×SIGNIĚCANCE×AND×BROADER×
“soft power”, London’s giving sector rarely gets the 
same attention as other economic sectors. Developing 
London’s position as a global capital of giving could 
MAKE×A×SIGNIĚCANT×CONTRIBUTION×TO×,ONDONiS×ECONOMY×
AND×INĥUENCE×m×AS×WELL×AS×HELPING×THE×GROWTH×OF×
philanthropy globally. 

We recommend that the Mayor, working with 
the City of London Corporation, The Philanthropy 
Collaborative and other partners, review London’s 
current position as a global centre of giving and 
identify ways this could be further developed. Such a 
review should look at recent global trends in giving, 
as well as London’s strengths and weaknesses as a 
global giving capital compared to other cities, and  
what it can do to strengthen its position. With the 
ranks of the wealthy and super-wealthy growing all 
the time, and emerging economies in Asia, Africa 
and South America producing a new generation of 
wealthy individuals, the greatest opportunity likely 
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lies in attracting wealthy philanthropists and new 
philanthropic trusts or foundations to London. The 
review should particularly focus on how London can 
attract and retain these.

Although it is a slow process, the governance of 
England’s cities is changing. Central government is 
promoting new and more accountable mayoral models 
of leadership in exchange for devolution of new powers. 
Devolution presents an opportunity to re-establish 
traditions of civic urban philanthropy that were once a 
very prominent feature of many UK cities, and which 
remain a feature of many US cities today. As London 
continues to develop a more strategic and joined-up 
approach to city giving, it should look for opportunities 
for sharing knowledge with other UK cities, as well as 
learning from them. One option would be for London, 
led by the Mayor, City of London Corporation and 
London Funders, to establish a network of UK cities 
focused on developing and promoting city giving. 

Recommendation 14: London’s giving leaders should work with 
other UK cities in developing and promoting city-focused giving. 

Recommendation 13: The Mayor, working with the City of London 
Corporation, The Philanthropy Collaborative and other partners, 
should establish a review of London’s current position as a global 
centre of giving and identify ways in which this could  
be strengthened. 





1. 
Introduction
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London is often portrayed as a highly atomised or 
unfriendly place.1 But it would be fairer to describe  
it as a city of contrasts – of angry commuters and 
dedicated community workers; global citizens and  
proud EastEnders; Silicon Roundabout and the Palace 
of Westminster; wealthy bankers and rough sleepers. 
4HIS×LAST×COMPARISON×REĥECTS×A×BROADER×JUXTAPOSITION×
– that of wealth and poverty – which in many ways has 
COME×TO×DEĚNE×MUCH×OF×THE×CAPITALiS×HISTORY�×)N×PARTICULAR�×
the close proximity of the two has shaped a great 
tradition of charitable giving in London, a tradition 
now baked into the physical landscape of the capital. 
London’s history abounds with stories of individuals 
making their fortunes in the city before leaving their 
wealth for its betterment– often through building or 
supporting hospitals, orphanages and schools.

This report tries to get a measure on recent 
developments in charitable giving in London and 
suggests ways that this can be strengthened. Below, 
we review the history of philanthropy in the capital, 
before looking at how need in London has changed and 
assessing the current state of London’s civil society. We 
then present a detailed assessment of charitable activity 
ACROSS×ĚVE×TYPES×OF×GIVING�×DERIVED×FROM×AN×ANALYSIS×
of secondary data sources and interviews with sector 
experts. We conclude by combining insights from across 
these philanthropic sectors and assessing how London 
and Londoners can be encouraged to give more, give 
better, and give together. 

London’s philanthropic history
The history of philanthropic giving and the history of 
London are heavily entwined. Many of London’s great 
HISTORICAL×ĚGURES×MADE×AT×LEAST×PART×OF×THEIR×NAME×AS×
benefactors of the capital – from the late-medieval 
Lord Mayor of London Dick Whittington and Tudor 
philanthropists Thomas Gresham and Thomas Sutton, to 
%NLIGHTENMENT×AND×6ICTORIAN×ĚGURES×SUCH×AS×/CTAVIA×(ILL×
and Angela Burdett-Coutts. The history of philanthropy 
IS×ALSO×ĚRMLY×EMBEDDED×IN×THE×FABRIC×OF×CONTEMPORARY×
London, through hospitals such as Guy’s and St Thomas’, 
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housing estates like those of Peabody, and the  
many galleries and performance spaces supported by 
charitable giving – from small community theatres to 
huge institutions like Tate Modern. 

While much of the history of philanthropy in the 
capital may conjure up bygone images of medieval guilds, 
Elizabethan merchants or Victorian slums, some of the 
fundamental ingredients that fuelled philanthropy in 
earlier times remain in place today. In their 2013 study 
of philanthropy in the City of London, Cheryl Chapman 
and Dr Cathy Ross argue that the City’s “philanthropic 
DNA” is made up from the collision of four elements: 
wealth, poverty, (the virtue of) charity, and business.2 The 
close proximity of the former two – wealth and poverty 
– clearly remains today, with London both the global 
billionaire capital and the site of some of the worst child 
poverty rates in the UK.3 

A charitable outlook is also a feature of 
contemporary London society, albeit with Christian 
and Jewish traditions now complemented by Islamic, 
Hindu and Sikh cultures of giving, as well as a secular 
conception of “giving something back”. And while ‘social 
ĚNANCEi×MAY×SEEM×LIKE×A×THOROUGHLY×MODERN×CONCEPT�×
THE×ENTREPRENEURIALISM×AND×ĚNANCIAL×EXPERTISE×WHICH×
propelled early London’s economic growth were also 
central to its development as a centre of philanthropy.

Other comparisons with previous philanthropic 
ages shed further light on the contemporary context. 
First, while many of London’s philanthropists have 
directed their efforts towards improving the lives of 
Londoners, the capital has long been the centre for 
national and international philanthropic movements. 
As Britain’s empire grew, so did London’s role as a 
centre for philanthropic activity devoted to helping 
“native populations” and ending the worst abuses of 
imperialism, including slavery. This activity was the 
forerunner to London’s role as a centre of international 
development charities today.4

Turning to London-focused activity, it is clear that 
while philanthropy has historically supported a diverse 
range of causes, three really stand out: health; young 
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people; housing. Some of the earliest philanthropic 
endeavours focused on hospitals and health – including 
THE×ĚVE×HOSPITALS×ESTABLISHED×BY×RELIGIOUS×ORDERS×IN×THE×
late medieval and early Tudor periods� – followed by 
Guy’s Hospital in 1726 (funded by Thomas Guy) and 
THE×7ESTMINSTER×)NĚRMARY×IN×����×�MAINTAINED×BY×
charitable subscription). Youth has been a second focus, 
including the endowment of an independent charitable 
school by Sir John Cass in 1709, and Thomas Coram’s 
Foundling Hospital (a children’s home) founded in 1741. 
Finally, during the Victorian era, housing emerged as 
THE×MOST×HIGHPROĚLE×CAUSE×m×WITH×THE×LIKES×OF×'EORGE×
Peabody and Angela Burdett-Coutts pioneering the 
DEVELOPMENT×OF×TENEMENTS×IN×3PITALĚELDS�×#LERKENWELL×
and Bethnal Green. 

Today, while state involvement has changed the 
dynamics of giving in each of these areas, they remain 
key sites of voluntary activity. Guy’s & St Thomas’ 
Charity and Barts and the London Charity are the two 
largest NHS charities, both fundraising and providing 
grants to support their hospitals and public health in 
the local area. Education remains a focus, thanks in 
PART×TO×THE×CHARITABLE×LEGACIES×OF×ĚGURES×LIKE×3IR×*OHN×
Cass and John Gresham (Gresham College), as well as 
longstanding relationships between livery companies 
and academic institutions – but also due to a huge range 
of new charities devoted to improving skills and helping 
disadvantaged young Londoners. While the state and 
then the private sector have come to dominate housing 
provision, the impact of austerity and the housing crisis 
HAVE×PUSHED×THIS×ISSUE×ĚRMLY×BACK×ON×THE× 
philanthropic agenda. 

The kinds of philanthropy practiced in earlier periods 
– and the types of people who did so – also echo today. 
The role of bequests was central in establishing London’s 
philanthropic reputation, with wealthy benefactors 
leaving money in trust with the Church, the Lord Mayor, 
or the liveries. In the Enlightenment and Victorian eras, 
fundraising (often termed “subscriptions”) became 
more commonplace, while housing projects later in the 
PERIOD×WERE×OFTEN×FUNDED×BY×j�×PER×CENT×PHILANTHROPY×
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companies” that built social housing while also making 
A×ĚNANCIAL×RETURN�×,IKEWISE�×A×RANGE×OF×MOTIVATIONS×
have animated London’s long history of philanthropy. 
While many London philanthropists have been socially 
conservative, others like Octavia Hill, or Samuel Barnet, 
the founder of Toynbee Hall, have been committed social 
reformers. The distinction between philanthropy and 
social activism has and still is often hard to maintain. 

Contrasts
Nonetheless, giving in London is not a story of unbroken 
continuity. A number of contrasts stand out. 

First, the scope of giving has changed. The promotion 
of religious education and virtue feature much less today 
than they once did – giving has undergone a process 
of secularisation – while support for environmental 
and cultural causes has grown. London is now home to 
many international charities focused on preserving the 
natural environment and combatting climate change, 
as well as efforts to improve the city’s environment and 
public health. Likewise, while London’s thriving cultural 
life is powered partly by commerce and partly by public 
subsidy, charitable giving is increasingly a factor. 

Second, we have seen a substantial professionalisation 
of philanthropic activity – business, corporates and 
wealthy individuals can draw on an army of experts in 
charity management and impact, many of whom have 
spent their whole lives working in the third sector and 
some of whom have degrees in fundraising, running 
charities, evaluation and so forth. 

Third, philanthropy now sits alongside a far more 
developed system of national and local state support, 
albeit with austerity once again blurring the boundaries 
between two. At the same time, the voluntary sector has 
come to understand itself in a new way. Though support 
for many aspects of the welfare state remains strong in 
Britain, we have become more aware of the limitations 
(as well as the strengths) of state-provided services 
than we were in the heyday of the postwar welfare 
state. The public sector has often struggled to innovate 
in addressing social problems or “wicked issues” that 
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require sustained, joined-up or personalised care – from 
helping “problem families” and tackling homelessness 
to supporting people with chronic health conditions. 
Charities and social enterprises, by contrast, are often 
well positioned to experiment with new ways of solving 
the most stubborn social problems. Whereas voluntary 
activity was once seen as a supplement or alternative to 
the market, we are now more likely to conceive of it as 
addressing the limits of the market and the state. 

Finally, we have become more alert than earlier 
generations to the unequal power relations that are 
inherent in much philanthropy. We are also more 
concerned to mitigate these unequal power relations  
by working with and empowering the recipients of 
charity – rather than simply “acting upon them”.

Moving with the times 
What does this short review of the history of giving in 
London teach us? It is a tale of both caution and hope. 
There have always been limits to what philanthropists can 
provide and the scale of social problems they can address 
alone. Ross and Chapman’s work points out, for example, 
that Coram’s famous Foundling Hospital used a ballot to 
allocate places, and the London Orphan Asylum used to 
hold an annual election wherein its supporters would hold 
a vote on which children to admit. It’s naïve to think that 
London’s voluntary sector can solve the city’s problems 
alone. It is only by working in partnership with other 
institutions – particularly the state and communities – 
that systemic social problems can be effectively tackled. 
Much philanthropic giving in London has also long 
been characterised by problems of amateurism and 
particularism – by a failure to understand the dynamics 
of inequality, the nature of need, the opportunities 
for collaboration, and the effectiveness or otherwise 
of charitable activity. Octavia Hill famously said that 
there had been “terrible mistakes and failures” in some 
philanthropic activity of her era, and that “if money had 
been thrown into the sea, it would have been better”.6 
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At the same time, charitable giving has left a profound 
mark on the city, enriching the lives of both benefactors 
and recipients – and showing a remarkable ability to 
move with the times. 





2. 
Contemporary 
London: Wealth, 
need and 
philanthropy
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As well as giving an historical survey, any discussion of 
philanthropy has to recognise the particular context of 
London today. The city has changed remarkably over 
recent years. After the postwar decades, during which 
London’s population and economy shrank, London 
re-established itself as perhaps the world’s leading 
global capital – an economic, cultural and intellectual 
superpower that attracts migrants, visitors and investors 
from around the world. London’s spectacular rebirth has 
BROUGHT×MANY×BENEĚTS�×4HE×CAPITAL×NOW×GENERATES×AROUND×
a quarter of the UK’s wealth and closer to a third of its 
TAX×RECEIPTS�×-UCH×OF×THE×5+iS×SOFT×POWER×m×ITS×INĥUENCE×
around the world – is exercised through London. And its 
wealth, cosmopolitanism, youth and creative vitality can 
make it a very exciting place to live and visit.

Need in London
At the same time, the city has struggled to manage the 
pressures that come with growth. The rising cost of 
housing, transport, childcare and other necessities mean 
that, for all London’s wealth, inequality has increased, 
and poverty and exclusion remain stubbornly high.7 To 
take just a few examples:

• ×��×PER×CENT×OF×,ONDONiS×WEALTH×IS×OWNED×BY×
the richest 10 per cent of households, while the 
BOTTOM×��×PER×CENT×OWN×JUST×ĚVE×PER×CENT�8 After 
housing costs, 27 per cent of Londoners live in 
POVERTY�×A×ĚGURE×SIX×PERCENTAGE×POINTS×HIGHER×
than the rest of England. In two east London 
wards – Bethnal Green and Poplar & Limehouse 
– more than half of children now live in poverty.9

•  Seven in ten households in temporary 
accommodation in England are in London, a 
��×PER×CENT×INCREASE×ON×THE×ĚVE×YEARS×PREVIOUS�×
In 2017, over 80 per cent of these households 
contained children, and 66 per cent were BME.10
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• ×2OUGH×SLEEPING×HAS×INCREASED×BY×AROUND×��×PER×
cent in the last decade, and is currently almost 
DOUBLE×THE×ĚGURE�×RELATIVE×TO×POPULATION�×OF×THE×
rest of England.11 

•  Though the capital has the best performing 
schools of any English region in terms of 
GCSE attainment, educational inequalities 
remain stark. By the age of 16, the most 
persistently disadvantaged children are twelve 
months behind non-disadvantaged children.12 
Attainment in Barking and Dagenham, the 
worst-performing borough, is 21 per cent 
behind the best performers – Redbridge, 
Kensington & Chelsea and Harrow.13 

•  London has the widest health inequalities in 
England. Children born in Kensington and 
Chelsea are half as likely to have a low birth 
weight as those born in Redbridge.14 Just 13 
per cent of children in Richmond are obese, 
WHEREAS×THE×ĚGURE×RISES×TO×��×PER×CENT×IN×
Barking & Dagenham.��×

•  Though London’s overall crime rate has fallen 
over the last two decades, violent crime is on the 
RISE�×4HE×LATEST×ĚGURES×FROM×THE×#RIME×3URVEY×FOR×
England and Wales (CSEW, formerly the British 
Crime Survey) detail a 37 per cent increase in 
ROBBERY×IN×THE×LAST×YEAR�×)N×THE×ĚRST×THREE×MONTHS×
OF×�����×THERE×WERE×��×MURDERS×ACROSS×THE×CAPITAL�×
ALMOST×DOUBLE×THE×NUMBER×IN×THE×ĚRST×THREE×
months of 2017.16 

London as a national and global capital of giving
The story told above – of a booming world city struggling 
to manage the downsides that come with success – is in 
MANY×WAYS×REĥECTED×IN×RECENT×DEVELOPMENTS×IN×GIVING�

*UST×AS×,ONDON×IS×ONE×OF×THE×WORLDiS×LEADING×ĚNANCIAL�×
academic and creative hubs, so it is also a leading centre 
of philanthropy. Indeed, the characteristics that have 
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ENSURED×ITS×SUCCESS×IN×THE×FORMER×ĚELDS×HAVE×ALSO×ENSURED×
its success in the latter: a great infrastructure and built 
environment offer, a global language, a convenient time 
zone, a highly trusted legal system, openness to migrants 
from different backgrounds, and the sheer depth and 
range of its services and talent pool. 

As a result, London is very much the national capital 
OF×GIVING�×4HOUGH×,ONDON×ACCOUNTS×FOR×ONLY×AROUND×��×
per cent of the UK’s population, it is home to: 

1—  18 per cent of English charities – around  
24,200 in total.17

2—  11 of the UK’s 20 largest charities (e.g. Cancer 
Research UK, Save the Children, The Salvation 
Army and the British Heart Foundation).18

3—  47 per cent of all English charitable income and 
68 per cent of total charitable assets.

4—  Around a quarter of the UK’s  
social entrepreneurs.19 

�n Up to one-third of all social investment activity.20

4HE×����×More to Give report by City Philanthropy 
Trust estimated that annual cash giving from London 
CITIZENS�×FOUNDATIONS×AND×BUSINESSES×STOOD×AT×©���BN�21 
This is equivalent to an impressive 40 per cent of the 
total non-governmental voluntary income22 for all UK 
charities.23 Nearly three-quarters (73 per cent) of all 
donations or grants over £1m made between 2008  
and 2017 have come from London-based donors,  
totalling £9.8bn.24

Moreover, just as London’s economy has grown 
relative to that of the UK, so has its charitable sector. 
To give just one example: according to our analysis of 
Charity Commission data, the number of charities based 
IN×,ONDON×HAS×RISEN×BY×SEVEN×PER×CENT×OVER×THE×ĚVE×YEARS×
TO×�����×EVEN×AS×THE×NUMBER×OF×CHARITIES×OUTSIDE×,ONDON×
has fallen by one per cent (see Table 1).
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London is not only a national capital of giving – it is 
also a global one. Many foreign philanthropists choose 
to give through London, whether by setting up their 
own family trusts or in other ways. London has been 
described as a “global centre of civil society”, playing 
host to thousands of internationally focused charities. 
These encompass large organisations like the Red Cross 
and Amnesty International as well as small innovative 
startups. As Danny Skriskandarajah has noted, London 
has been at the forefront of recent creative global 
philanthropic organisations and movements such as 
Band Aid, Drop the Debt and Make Poverty History.��×

The international nature of London’s voluntary sector is 
REĥECTED×IN×THE×MAKEUP×OF×ITS×WORKFORCE�×4HE×PROPORTION×
of Londoners employed in the charitable sector is a little 
higher than across England as a whole – 3.2 per cent 
compared to 2.7 per cent.26 But 17.6 per cent of London’s 
voluntary sector workforce are non-UK nationals, 
COMPARED×TO×���×PER×CENT×ACROSS×THE×REST×OF×%NGLAND�× 
���×PER×CENT×OF×,ONDONiS×VOLUNTARY×SECTOR×WORKFORCE×ARE× 
EU nationals, compared to 3 per cent across England.27 

Given London’s role as both national and global 
voluntary sector capital, it’s not surprising that London 
CHARITIES×HAVE×A×DISTINCT×PROĚLE×IN×TERMS×OF×SIZE�×3EVEN×PER×
cent of its voluntary organisations have an annual income 
of more than £1m, compared to 2-3 per cent for other 
regions. 68 per cent of charities with over £100m annual 
income are based in London, with none in the North East 
or Yorkshire and Humberside.28
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London’s local charities
While London is undoubtedly an important national 
and global centre of giving, it does not necessarily 
follow that this favours London causes. London is 
sometimes presented as a hotspot of charitable activity 
and contrasted to “cold spots” or “charity deserts” in 
other parts of the country.30 But this picture fails to fully 
recognise the difference between where charities are 
based and where they operate: London is home to many 
LARGE×CHARITIES×THAT×DONiT×CONĚNE×THEIR×ACTIVITY×TO×THE×
capital, with some (particularly international charities) 
operating entirely outside of it.

In an attempt to unpick these issues, Centre for 
London has partnered with the Third Sector Research 
Centre at the University of Birmingham to conduct an 
analysis of Charity Commission data based on charities’ 
j!REA×OF×"ENEĚTk×�!/"	�×4HIS×ANALYSIS×HAS×ENABLED×US×TO×
distinguish between those charities that work nationally 
OR×INTERNATIONALLY�×AND×THOSE×THAT×CONĚNE×THEIR×WORK×TO×
the local area – London as a whole or a part of it. Clearly, 
this doesn’t entirely resolve the issue of where charities 
conduct their work: many national charities also give 
to London causes and deliver services in the capital. 
However, our analysis does allow us to say more than 

Figure 1: Proportion of charities by size in London and the Rest of England, 2015/1629
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previous studies about the types of charity operating in 
London at an aggregate level, and how this compares to 
the rest of England (see Table 1).

4HIS×ANALYSIS×CONĚRMS×THAT×,ONDON×DOMINATES×
when it comes to charities working nationwide and 
internationally. In particular, nearly half of charities 
that work both nationally and internationally are based 
in the capital. This gives London a much higher per 
capita charity count than England as a whole – 2.8 per 
1000 population in the capital, compared to 2.4 across 
%NGLAND�×4HE×ĚGURE×RISES×TO×AN×IMPRESSIVE×�����×CHARITIES×
per 1000 resident population in the City of London – 
though these are of course largely the creation of the 
City’s businesses rather than its residents. Yet London 
has considerably fewer locally focused charities per head 
of population than the average for England as a whole – 
1.4 per 1000 people, compared to 1.9 nationally. 

We need more research to understand exactly what 
IS×GOING×ON×HERE�×4HIS×ĚNDING×DOES×NOT×NECESSARILY×MEAN×
that London’s population is underserved. It could be, 
for example, that London-focused charities are larger or 
more effective than those that operate outside the capital. 

Table 1: Comparison of charity numbers between England and London, by charity 
area of benefit31

Area of  
benefit

Number of charities Charities per  
1,000 population % of all based  

in London
England London England London

All charities 133,547 24,385 2.4 2.8 18

International 8,635 3,294 0.2 0.4 38

National & 
international 5,128 2,406 0.1 0.3 47

National 17,026 6,605 0.3 0.8 39

Local 102,758 12,080 1.9 1.4 12
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"UT×THE×ĚNDING×DOES×AT×LEAST×RAISE×THE×CONCERN×THAT�×FOR×
all its standing as a capital of charitable activity, parts of 
London are going underserved. 

Our analysis also reveals a strikingly uneven 
distribution of charities across the capital. The pattern 
is most pronounced for national and international 
charities, which tend, like businesses, to concentrate 
towards the centre of the metropolis. But the same 
pattern can be seen in relation to London-focused 
charities. Perhaps surprisingly, the City of London 
is home not just to a disproportionate number of 
international and national charities, but to London-
focused ones as well – 33.7 London-focused charities 
per 1,000 people (see Figure 2). Inner London as a 
whole also has more than its share of London focused 
charities, with Camden, Hackney, Islington, and 
Westminster all with densities above 2, while Barking 
and Dagenham, Bexley, Brent, Hounslow and Newham 
all have less than one local AOB charity per 1,000 
residents – way below the national average. 



Map design: After the Flood

Figure 2: Charity density (local AOB), by London borough
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We also looked at changes in the number of London-
FOCUSED×CHARITIES×OVER×THE×ĚVE×YEARS×TO×����×�SEE×&IGURE×
3). As already mentioned, we found the overall number 
of charities in London has grown by seven per cent, with 
every borough seeing some growth, even if that growth 
was unevenly spread. At one end of the spectrum, Tower 
Hamlets and Newham saw a 16 per cent increase; at the 
other, Havering saw only a one per cent increase.

However, the picture looks very different when we 
look exclusively at locally focused charities (see Figure 
4). Indeed, while London might have experienced a 
growth in the number of charities overall, it saw a modest 
reduction of around 100 (1 per cent) in charities with 
A×LOCAL×AREA×OF×BENEĚT�×!GAIN�×THE×PATTERN×LOOKS×VERY×
different according to borough. Hackney and Tower 
Hamlets have seen a big increase in locally focused 
CHARITIES×m×NO×DOUBT×REĥECTING×THEIR×RELATIVE×ECONOMIC×
dynamism and thriving startup scenes. Most other areas 
have seen a fall. This includes Inner London boroughs 
like Westminster (-4 per cent) and Southwark (-4 per 
cent), but is particularly notable in Outer London 
boroughs, including Croydon (-7 per cent), Kingston 
��×PER×CENT	�×"ROMLEY�×7ALTHAM×&OREST�×(OUNSLOW×AND×
Hillingdon (all -4 per cent). The decline in local Outer 
London borough charities is particularly concerning 
given that London’s economic geography is changing 
– with poverty spreading from its heartlands in “old 
London” to the outer boroughs.32

In summary, our analysis suggests that while 
London has continued to attract national and 
international charities, locally focused grassroots 
provision appears to have declined in many boroughs, 
especially Outer London ones, just as poverty rates 
have been rising in Outer London.



Figure 3: Net change in number of registered charities in London, by borough, 2009/10-2014/15
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Figure 4: Net change in number of local AOB charities in London, by borough, 2009/10-2014/15
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Statutory funding
This report focuses on giving by individuals, corporates, 
and trusts and foundations. But to fully understand 
patterns of giving in London, we also need to review 
developments in giving by the state. 

The reliance of many charities on public sector 
income – nationally, one-third of all charity income 
comes from statutory sources – means that the sector 
has been hit hard by austerity, and particularly by 
the dramatic cuts to local authority budgets. Borough 
spending per head (excluding education and public 
HEALTH	×FELL×BY×A×ĚFTH×BETWEEN×�������×AND×��������×
cuts to “discretionary” services, including support for 
the voluntary sector, has fallen much further.33 Local 
government cuts are also likely to fall most heavily 
on locally focused charities, and seem likely to be an 
important factor in the decline of London-focused 
CHARITIES×ACROSS×MOST×BOROUGHS×THAT×WE×IDENTIĚED×EARLIER�

According to a recent NCVO and Lloyds Bank 
Foundation report, London-based charities with incomes 
of under £1 million saw local government funding fall 
BY×��×PER×CENT×BETWEEN×������×AND×�������×m×THE×SECOND×
largest reduction of any region of the UK.34 The London 
Voluntary Service Council’s (LVSC) Big Squeeze report 
series, which ran between 2009 and 2013, provided an 
insight into the experience of many charities.�� In the 
2013 edition, just over half of organisations had seen their 
overall funding reduced from the previous year, 23 per 
cent were expecting to close services the following year, 
AND×��×PER×CENT×HELD×NO×FREE×RESERVES�×4HE×ĚNAL×REPORT×
pointed to the double impact of government austerity, 
simultaneously increasing levels of need and reducing 
income for charities working in the capital:

“The cumulative impacts on Londoners and 
VCS organisations mean that there is little 
flexibility to rise to new challenges and it is 
difficult to see how this problem of growing 
needs and decreased income will be resolved.”
The LVSC, The Big Squeeze, 2013
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There is no doubt that for many smaller London-
focused charities, fundraising has become increasingly 
DIFĚCULT�×

“All sorts of projects now find themselves 
having to raise money from multiple different 
sources, when they’d previously relied on 
public sector grants […] and what that’s 
thrown into the mix is a lot of people who 
don’t really know how to go about it.” 
Individual philanthropist

“80 per cent of my time is now spent on 
fundraising and finances, I have no time  
for my team […] it’s unbelievable.”
Director, volunteering charity

Civil society and London’s governance
London’s recent history has been characterised by 
important changes in the city’s civic life and governance. 
On the one hand, 2020 will mark 20 years since the 
creation of a new pan-London level of government, 
centred on a directly elected Mayor. This has proved a 
strikingly popular innovation: while the Mayor’s role 
brings relatively little hard power, all three Mayors to 
date have quickly established themselves as important 
NATIONAL×AS×WELL×AS×,ONDON×ĚGURES×m×THE×VOICE×OF×THE×CITY×
in UK and international affairs.36 On the other hand, 
London’s boroughs have, as we have seen, experienced 
dramatic cuts in their funding – thereby weakening what 
is already, by international standards, an underpowered 
system of city government.37 

The impacts of austerity on London’s communities 
and voluntary sector have challenged traditional 
boundaries between statutory service provision and 
programmes funded by grant-makers or other private 
sources. This has in some ways opened up new space for 
dialogue and collaboration between the public sector and 
INDEPENDENT×FUNDERS�×BUT×SIGNIĚCANT×BARRIERS×STILL×REMAIN�×
A recent report by local authority think tank New Local 
Government Network (NLGN), for example, found that a 
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lack of shared understanding of respective responsibilities 
and success criteria, together with continued concerns 
around organisational independence, had the effect 
of limiting collaborative work between councils and 
independent funders.38 

At a pan-London level, the Greater London 
Authority’s (GLA) interaction with the voluntary sector 
has often been relatively narrowly focused and reactive. 
/N×THE×POSITIVE×SIDE�×,ONDONiS×ĚRST×TWO×-AYORS×BOTH×
supported charitable fundraising efforts in various 
ways: Boris Johnson in particular saw the promotion of 
philanthropy as an important part of the Mayor’s job, 
and took a lead in setting up the Mayor’s Fund (a charity 
located in City Hall developed to focus on improving 
life chances for young Londoners from less advantaged 
backgrounds) and the Foundation for Future London 
(which supports the transformation of the Olympic Park 
into a cultural and education hub). But neither Mayor 
showed much interest in strategic support for London 
civil society or London giving in particular. The main 
interface between the GLA and civil society in recent 
years has been Team London, the organisation set up 
within the GLA to further the volunteering legacy of the 
2012 Olympics. 

Recent years have, however, seen a number of 
indications that London’s government institutions, 
independent funders and voluntary sector organisations 
are developing a more strategic relationship. The 
catalyst for some of this work has been the Review 

of the Future of Civil Society Support in London, 
commissioned by infrastructure bodies London 
Funders, London Voluntary Service Council (LVSC)  
AND×'REATER×,ONDON×6OLUNTEERING×�',6	×IN×�����×AND×
funded by City Bridge Trust -the Charitable arm of the 
#ITY×OF×,ONDON×#ORPORATION�×4HE×ĚNAL×REPORT×OF×THE×
commission was published in 2016 as The Way Ahead, 
and calls for a new era of cross-sector collaboration:
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“The GLA, elected representatives, London 
Councils and independent funders should 
bring civil society into strategic planning and 
decision making about the future of London.”
The Way Ahead39 

Mayor Sadiq Khan and the GLA have 
commissioned research and launched consultations 
to inform a new Civil Society Strategy, together with 
a separate review of the GLA’s role in supporting 
philanthropy. The City of London Corporation and  
City Bridge Trust were already more active, and had 
launched various strategic initiatives to cultivate 
greater philanthropic giving within and beyond the 
Square Mile, promote London as a centre of ‘investing 
for good’, support local placed based giving schemes 
and other initiatives to strengthen giving in London. 
But following a review of its own strategic funding 
activities in 2016, the Corporation has hired a new 
Head of Philanthropy to “effect more collaborative 
working and reduce the propensity to operate in 
silos”.40 At the time of writing, the Corporation has 
also embarked on a programme of research around 
GIVING×BY×ĚNANCIAL×AND×PROFESSIONAL×SERVICES×ĚRMS�×

This report
Through an evidence-based approach to the analysis of 
GIVING×IN×THE×CAPITAL�×THIS×REPORT×AIMS×TO×INĥUENCE×AND×
cultivate the new landscape of emerging (but still nascent) 
strategic and cross-sectoral collaboration. 

4O×ACHIEVE×THIS�×WE×PRESENT×A×DETAILED×ANALYSIS×OF×ĚVE×
“giving sectors”:

• Individual donating and volunteering

• High Net Worth philanthropy

• Trust and foundation grant-making
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• Corporate philanthropy

• Social investment

Following this sector-by-sector analysis, we present 
a comparative assessment of the state of philanthropy in 
London today. Addressing both particular sectors and 
the philanthropic landscape as a whole, we also make 
recommendations to increase the quantity and quality of 
giving in London.





3. 
Sector analysis
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In this chapter, we review existing evidence and draw on 
our primary qualitative research with sector experts. This 
enables us to give a snapshot of giving patterns and trends 
ACROSS×OUR×ĚVE×jGIVING×SECTORSk�×

a)  Trusts and foundations: grant-making by 
INDEPENDENT×FOUNDATIONS×AND×FAMILY�COMMUNITY×
trusts; wider “funder plus” activity such as 
CAMPAIGNING×AND×INĥUENCING�×AND×VOLUNTARY×
sector capacity building.

b)  General Public: charitable donations and 
volunteering from individuals.

c)  High Net Worth (HNW) individuals: donating 
and in-kind support from wealthy individuals 
(predominantly those with over £1m in 
investable wealth).

d)  Corporates: corporate fundraising, corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) activity, and employee 
giving and volunteering.

e)  Social investors: social and impact investing from 
individuals, foundations, corporates, and social 
investment intermediaries.

For each of our sectors, we provide an overview, 
bringing together available data on the level and 
distribution of giving as well as relevant trends. We 
identify important actors, describe the institutional 
makeup of each sector, and provide case studies on 
innovative practice in the capital and internationally. 
We start with trusts and foundations, as they play an 
outsized role – not so much in the amount they give, 
but in their support for London’s giving infrastructure 
and other vital strategic initiatives.
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How does London compare to other global cities?
$EĚNITIONAL×AND×METHODOLOGICAL×DIFFERENCES×MAKE×IT×DIFĚCULT×TO×DRAW×ROBUST× 
like-for-like comparisons with research into giving in other major cities,  
but available studies do provide broad benchmarks for levels of giving in 
London. Data is, however, extremely patchy, and this project was unable to  
ĚND×COMPREHENSIVE×STATISTICS×ACROSS×ALL×ĚVE×jGIVING×SECTORSk×FOR×ANY×OTHER×
major global city. The best evidence comes from a number of studies and 
 publicly available datasets reviewing levels of giving by individuals, trusts  
AND×FOUNDATIONS�×AND�OR×CORPORATES×IN×.EW×9ORK�×#HICAGO�×AND×4ORONTO�×

0ERHAPS×UNSURPRISINGLY�×THESE×ĚGURES×SUGGEST×THAT×,ONDON×IS×OUTPERFORMED×
by some of the major US cities (New York on grant-making, and Chicago on 
individual giving). The differentials are, however, possibly less than we would 
EXPECT×BASED×ON×NATIONALLEVEL×STATISTICS×SHOWING×THAT×IN×����×!MERICANS×GAVE×
������BN×TO×CHARITY×����×PER×CENT×OF×'$0	�×COMPARED×TO×�����BN×IN×THE×5+×����×
per cent of GDP).46 

With its strong giving culture, the US is often a source of inspiration for 
those interested in growing philanthropy in the UK. But while there is much 
to learn from the US, we are not going to boost giving in London without 
understanding what is distinctive about its particular strengths and weaknesses. 
Charities Aid Foundation’s (CAF) Rhodri Davies argues that: 

“It seems neither feasible nor desirable to try and replicate exactly 
the US system and culture of giving here in the UK [and while] we 
can […] use the top line figures as a benchmark for where we would 

Table 2: Giving in London, New York, Chicago, and Toronto 

London41 New York42 Chicago43 Toronto

 Individuals £2.0bn (2015) - £4.3bn 
($7.1bn, 2013)

£0.6bn  
($1.3bn, 2015)44

 Foundations £2.0bn (2015) £6.2bn  
($9.1bn, 2015)

£1.4bn  
($2.4bn 2013)

£0.1bn  
($0.2bn, 2015)45 

 Corporations £0.3bn (2016) - £0.3bn  
($0.5bn, 2013) -

Exchange rates: US$, 31st Dec 2013 ($1=£0.6038); US$ 31st Dec 2015 ($1=£0.6783); Can$ 31st Dec 
2015 ($1=£0.4882)
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a. Trusts and foundations

Sector overview
London is the national capital for independent grant-
making trusts, with 11 out of the country’s 20 biggest 
trusts and foundations based in the city.48 In total, 61 per 
cent of the UK’s largest 300 independent foundations 
are headquartered in London.49 Analysis commissioned 
for this project, conducted by the Directory of Social 
#HANGE×�$3#	�×ĚNDS×A×TOTAL×GRANT×SPEND×BY×ALL×,ONDON
based grant-makers of £2.04bn in 2016, equivalent to 31 
per cent of all grant spending in the UK.�� Much of this 
FUNDING×ĥOWS×OUTSIDE×OF×THE×CAPITAL×TO×OTHER×PARTS×OF×THE×
UK and internationally, with the DSC analysis estimating 
that £600 million (or 29 per cent) was retained within 
the capital in 2016. National-level funders are supported 
by a range of advisory and infrastructure organisations 
also located in the capital, including membership bodies 
– such as the Association of Charitable Foundations 
(ACF) and National Council for Voluntary Organisations 
(NCVO) – and research and advisory organisations such 
as New Philanthropy Capital (NPC) and the Institute 
for Voluntary Action Research (IVAR). 

London’s trust and foundation ecosystem is 
complex and multi-layered, with huge national and 
international foundations like the Wellcome Trust 
(which alone accounts for over 10 per cent of all UK 
grant spending)�� sitting alongside more locally focused 
funders. London’s reputation as a “centre of global civil 
society” is at least in part a result of its concentration 
of international development foundations.�� All 10 of 
the UK’s largest internationally focused foundations 
are based in the capital, with the most recent estimates 
putting annual grants from these organisations at 
£171m per year.�� These organisations are again 

like levels of giving in the UK to be, our ambition should  
be to achieve this goal through developing a uniquely British  
giving culture”.47 
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supported by a strong London-based infrastructure, 
including Bond, the national membership body for 
INTERNATIONAL×DEVELOPMENT×CHARITIES�×4HEY×ALSO×BENEĚT×
from proximity to the Department for International 
Development (DFID), which oversees the 0.7 per cent  
of UK gross national income spent on foreign aid.�� 

London-focused funders
While most large national funders make grants to 
London, there are also a large number of independent 
foundations focusing exclusively on addressing need 
within the capital. These can be segmented in a 
number of ways, including by their geographical area 
OF×BENEĚT×m×DIVIDING×INTO×LARGE×PAN,ONDON×FUNDERS×
such as City Bridge Trust, Trust for London and the 
London Community Foundation (established in its 
present form only in 2012, from the merging of various 
local foundations), multi-borough funders like John 
Lyon’s Charity, and single-borough funders such as 
the Cripplegate Foundation. In the latter category, 
while most boroughs will have some kind of localised 
community fund (often administered by the London 
Community Foundation), the distribution of larger 
single-borough funders is highly uneven, with only 
four boroughs – Islington, Lambeth, Kensington, and 
Richmond – having dedicated funders making annual 
GRANTS×OF×OVER×©�M×�SEE×4ABLE×�	�×

London’s philanthropic history can be traced in 
many of the names of its national (e.g. Henry Smith) 
and London-level funders (e.g. John Lyon and Edmund 
Walcot), as well as the charitable activities of the City’s 
110 livery companies.�� While funding activity from many 
of the liveries is small or directed solely at one institution, 
a number – particularly the Clothworkers, Mercers, and 
Goldsmiths – operate sizeable open grant programmes 
and function much like other independent grant-
makers. These grant programmes, while often weighted 
towards London, also have national reach. While most 
London-focused funders make grants from their own 
endowments, London’s two community foundations 
– London Community Foundation and East End 
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Community Foundation – manage other endowments 
and also develop new grant programmes through active 
fundraising from business and individuals.

As well as support from national-level infrastructure, 
London’s funder ecosystem is connected by a number 
OF×,ONDONSPECIĚC×NETWORKS�×!T×A×PAN,ONDON×LEVEL�×
London Funders convenes over 100 public and private 
funders based in the capital – predominantly foundations 
and local authority grant-makers, but also corporate 
funders and advisory organisations. Funders have an 

Table 3:List of independent foundations with annual grant spend of over £1m 
focused exclusively on London56

Foundation Area of benefit Issue £m (2015/16)

The City Bridge Trust Pan-London Multi-issue 18.3

Trust for London Pan-London Multi-issue 11.3

John Lyon’s Charity Multi-borough Children &  
young people 9.6

Jack Petchey Foundation Pan-London Children &  
young people 6.7

London Community 
Foundation Pan-London Multi-issue 5.2

Sir John Cass’s Foundation Multi-borough Education 3.2

London Marathon  
Charitable Trust Pan-London Sport 3.2

Cripplegate Foundation Islington Multi-issue 2.2

The Walcot Foundation Lambeth Education & 
employment 1.8

The Campden Charities Kensington Grants to 
individuals 1.5

The Metropolitan  
Masonic Charity Pan-London Multi-issue 1.5

Richmond Parish  
Lands Charity Richmond Multi-issue 1.2
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opportunity to meet throughout the year through a 
number of thematic (e.g. Children and Young People) 
and practise-based (e.g. Measurement and Evaluation) 
network groups. There are also networks emerging at a 
more local level, such as Lambeth Funders Forum, which 
brings together local funders like the Walcot Foundation, 
Battersea Power Station Foundation, and Guy’s and St 
Thomas’ Charity. 

Key trends in giving by trusts and foundations

The distribution of grant funding in London

No comprehensive aggregate statistics currently exist 
on the causes funded by independent foundations in the 
capital (although progress on this is being made through 
the 360Giving initiative). Taking a sample of the top 
ĚVE×,ONDONFOCUSED×FUNDERS×BY×GRANT×SPEND�×WE×CAN×SEE×
THAT×EDUCATION�EMPLOYMENT×AND×HEALTHRELATED×CAUSES×
are the most commonly funded causes – accounting for 
24 and 23 per cent of funding respectively in 2016 (see 
&IGURE×�	�×/VER×THE×LAST×FOUR×YEARS�×FUNDING×FROM×OUR×
sample has risen for health whilst falling for education 
and employment. This is in part due to additional funds 
made available by the City of London Corporation to 
City Bridge Trust to tackle unemployment in the wake  
of the “Great Recession” coming to an end, together with 
a growth in mental health funding from City Bridge and 
a new partnership between The London Community 
Foundation and a borough Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG). 

We have also seen a rise in “strategic” funding –  
NOT×NECESSARILY×TIED×TO×A×SPECIĚC×CAUSE�×BUT×INSTEAD×
focused on what is sometimes called “funder plus” 
activity, including direct capacity-building support with 
GRANTEES×AND×WIDER×CAMPAIGNING×AND×INĥUENCING×WORK�×
This includes Trust for London’s longstanding funding 
OF×THE×,ONDON×0OVERTY×0ROĚLE×m×WHICH×SINCE×����×HAS×
provided a detailed borough-by-borough analysis of 
trends linked to poverty and disadvantage – and City 
Bridge Trust’s strategic initiative to “embed a culture of 
philanthropy” across the City and the wider capital.�� 
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&UNDER×COLLABORATION�×AN×INTENSIĚCATION×OF×JOINT× 
working in response to austerity

Another important trend has been a move towards 
greater coordination and collaboration among trusts 
and foundations.

“Whereas 10 years ago maybe you could still 
plough your own furrow and just go down one 
grant stream or one commissioning stream 
[…] now you have to collaborate if you’re 
going to achieve impact.”
Director, infrastructure organisation

!USTERITY×HAS×UNDOUBTEDLY×BEEN×A×SIGNIĚCANT× 
factor in catalysing the collaborative ethos among trusts 
and foundations. One expert interviewee spoke about 
“austerity in effect forc[ing] collaboration onto us”, with 
independent funders seeing collaboration as a route to 
addressing emerging funding gaps. Collaboration has also 

Strategic / capacity building / research

Figure 5: Grant spend by issue area, top 5 London-focused funders58
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been “forced on” funders as a result of a need to gather 
together all available resources in responding to moments 
of crisis, particularly around recent terror attacks and 
the Grenfell Tower tragedy (see Case Study 1). That 
said, there is also a growing recognition across the sector 
that entrenched social problems can only be effectively 
tackled through collaboration: 

“[There’s a growing] recognition that complex 
problems require complex systemic solutions, 
and no one institution, or one category of 
institution, has all that is required to change 
the system.”
Independent consultant

Collaborative initiatives include Moving On Up,  
a £1m project to increase the employment rates for 
young black men in London, funded jointly since 2014 
by the two largest pan-London foundations (City Bridge 
Trust and Trust for London). There have also been 
joint funding programmes between pan-London and 
borough-level funders, including City Bridge Trust and 
Cripplegate Foundation’s funding of the Islington Giving 
initiative from 2010; and a partnership between Trust for 
London and the Walcot Foundation, supporting in-work 
progression for low-income groups in Lambeth  
FROM×�����×

While there has traditionally been some reluctance 
around joint working between the local public sector and 
private funders, this is also changing, aided in part by the 
cross-sector networks cultivated by the likes of London 
Funders. Collaboration in this context is driven by the 
necessities of much-reduced local authority budgets, 
but also by a shift to more place-based approaches from 
foundations. As NLGN points out, a renewed focus on 
place by independent funders means that they can often 
jĚND×COUNCILS×TO×BE×STRONG×PARTNERS×WHO×CAN×HELP×THEM×
to rethink their investment programmes in line with 
place-based priorities, with rich data on local need”.��×

Concrete collaborative projects are beginning to emerge, 
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including joint funding between John Lyon’s Charity 
and local authorities in Camden, Westminster, and 
Hammersmith and Fulham around youth service 
provision (see Case Study 2). 

Case Study 1: The funder response to the Grenfell Tower fire 
The tragedy of the Grenfell Tower fire in June 2017 triggered a huge giving 
response from Londoners and people across the country. It also mobilised large 
parts of London’s civil society, including community groups, faith groups, large 
national charities, and local, national, and international funders. Developing a 
coordinated response was a huge challenge, for funders, given the scale and the 
immediacy of need, the level of donations from the general public, and the intense 
media scrutiny that accompanied the fundraising effort. 

The funder response to Grenfell falls into two broad areas. First, there were 
funders who, with other NGOs, helped coordinate the distribution of funds raised 
by the general public to the victims and their families. Second, there was also 
funder collaboration around the provision of grant funding to local community 
organisations. 

)N× THE× ĚRST× CATEGORY�× THREE×MAJOR× FUNDRAISING× CAMPAIGNS×WERE× SET× UP× IN× THE×
immediate wake of the incident:

•  Evening Standard and London Community Foundation Dispossessed 
&UND�×WHICH×HAD×RAISED×©���M×BY×��TH×*ANUARY×�����60 

•  British Red Cross and London Emergencies Trust fund, which has raised 
£7.2m.

• Kensington and Chelsea Foundation, which has raised £6.8m.

In the second category, London Funders helped to convene relevant foundations 
AND×PUBLIC×FUNDERS×BY×SETTING×UP×A×NUMBER×OF×SPECIĚC×FUNDS×TARGETING×SUPPORT×TO×LOCAL×
community organisations. John Lyon’s Charity led two of these funds – dedicated 
to providing grants to organisations supporting young people in the area – while 
other funding programmes were set up to fund the core costs of community groups, 
AND×FOR×ORGANISATIONS×PROVIDING×LEGAL×AND×ĚNANCIAL×ADVICE×TO×SURVIVORS�×

All of the funds were developed through matched funding by a range of different 
public and private funders, and enabled by an online portal set up by London 
Funders. The portal allowed one single application point for all community groups 
in need of funding. It also provided a forum to bring together grant managers from 
each of the supporting funders, who would make collective decisions about which 
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grant-makers would be best placed to fund individual applicants. In the case of the 
John Lyon’s-led funds, this received matched funding from Big Lottery Fund, the 
Tudor Trust, City Bridge Trust, and the Department for Education, among others. 
In total, £2.3m was distributed to local community organisations.61 

"OTH× SETS× OF× FUNDERS× FACED× SIGNIĚCANT× CHALLENGES�× 4HOSE× SUPPORTING× LOCAL×
community organisations had to rapidly come together to establish a single 
application form – something that had been discussed for many years in London 
but never developed. For those distributing fundraised income, there were initial 
problems identifying victims, and there has been criticism around the duplication of 
campaigns and the speed at which money reached victims and families.62 However, 
IN×INCREDIBLY×DIFĚCULT×CIRCUMSTANCES�×EACH×OF×THESE×CAMPAIGNS×HAD×ALLOCATED×OVER×
80 per cent of fundraised income to distributing organisations by January 2018. 
,ONDON×%MERGENCIES×4RUST×HAS×NOW×MADE×PAYMENTS×OF×BETWEEN×©�����×AND×©������×
to those hospitalised, as well as £100,000 to bereaved next of kin.63 

Case Study 2: Young People’s Foundations
John Lyon’s Charity (JLC), which makes grants to charities working with young 
people across eight London boroughs and the City, has over the past three years 
established a new collaborative funding model in response to large cuts in local 
authority funding for youth services. 
Beginning in Brent in 2014, where the council had announced a 75 per cent cut in 
funding for youth services, JLC worked to convene local youth organisations to 
pool expertise, build resilience, and develop a more sustainable collective funding 
model. Young Brent Foundation was established in 2015, along with the Young 
Barnet Foundation and Young Harrow Foundation, with core funding provided 
by JLC and City Bridge Trust. Since then, four more Young People Foundations 
(YPFs) have been established, three of which (Westminster, Camden, and 
Hammersmith & Fulham) have been co-funded by the local authority. 

4HE× 90&S× OPERATE× AS× MEMBERSHIP× ORGANISATIONS× WHICH× PROVIDE× ĚVE× CORE×
functions: 

1— Acting as a prime contractor at a local level. This involves building 
consortia among the membership, and applying for grants or contract 
incomes as a single entity.

2— Running local network groups. This includes issue- and locality-based 
groups to enable the sharing of expertise, and the delivery of capacity-
building support.
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3— Operating a small grants scheme. This local funding pot is aimed 
particularly at smaller organisations such as youth clubs that may not be 
able to engage in consortia bidding.

4— Creating an online “venue bank”. This will enable members to share 
space, and match need for venue space with spare capacity. 

5—  Acting as a single point of contact to pull in other philanthropic support. 
This will establish a brand and single access point, particularly for 
CORPORATES×LOOKING×TO×PROVIDE×ĚNANCIAL×AND×INKIND×SUPPORT×TO×YOUTH×
organisations in the borough. 

Following the initial set-up phase, the YPFs have begun to bring in new funding 
streams. Young Barnet Foundation was, for example, successful in securing 
FUNDING×AS×PART×OF×THE×.ATIONAL×#ITIZENSHIP×3ERVICE×0ATHĚNDER×PROGRAMME�×9OUNG×
Westminster Foundation has secured funding from a number of corporate partners 
– and other foundations have been given venue space by businesses through the 
new venue bank system. 

Strategic projects and “funder plus”: innovation  
to transform the funding landscape
As public spending cuts transform the funding 
landscape, trusts and foundations are increasingly 
RECOGNISING×THEIR×INĥUENCE×AND×RESPONSIBILITIES×IN×
creating a supportive funding environment. This is 
in part about changing grant-making practices in 
response to the needs of grantees around core funding 
and capacity building, but it has also required broader 
thinking about what they can do to manage the market  
in more open, transparent, and supportive ways. 

“By the competitive nature of fundraising 
that we’ve created as funders, we made 
voluntary sector organisations just run 
around after money, and the government 
does the same: therefore we have to do 
something to make it easier, because the 
way it works now isn’t working.”
Grant Manager, independent foundation
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A number of London-focused funders have been at 
the forefront of efforts to transform the capital’s funding 
environment, with the particular aim of promoting 
more giving. The City of London Corporation has been 
particularly active here, seeding initiatives such as City 
Philanthropy and Heart of the City that are aimed at 
strengthening philanthropy within the Square Mile. 
They have also provided funding to London Funders’ 
London’s Giving programme to expand the number 
of place-based giving schemes across the capital and 
embed a culture of giving at a local level (see General 

Public section). 
London’s trusts and foundations are also investing 

more on capacity building in order to increase the 
resilience of civil society organisations to the challenges 
of the current funding environment. At a borough level, 
the Walcot Foundation has, for example, partnered with 
Battersea Power Station Foundation to provide grant 
support in order to help strengthen the voluntary sector 
in Lambeth and Wandsworth. And at a pan-London 
level, City Bridge Trust has set up The Cornerstone Fund: 
this will provide funding for infrastructure organisations 
across the capital, who in turn can direct capacity-
building support to local organisations. A number of 
funders have gone a step further and are actively trying 
to shift the balance of power in the funding environment, 
introducing more participatory approaches to grant-
making and philanthropy.64 John Lyon’s Charity in 
particular has seeded local membership organisations 
known as Young People’s Foundations across seven of the 
boroughs in which it works. These aim to bid collectively 
for funding, and distribute money and capacity-building 
support on the basis of open dialogue with members (see 
Case Study 2). Trust for London have taken a slightly 
different tack with funding aimed at giving disadvantaged 
Londoners voice.��

For many of those working within the grant-making 
sector, London-level work represents a leading edge of 
funder practice within the wider UK context. 
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“There are funders who are doing brilliant 
things, things like the Young People’s 
Foundations, the Poverty Profile, the Way 
Ahead. They’re doing provocative things,  
and it’s gone far beyond ‘here’s £10,000, 
go and do your project, send a monitoring 
report, and that’s it.’ ”
Grant Manager, livery company

International Case Study 1: Vital Signs – Toronto
In 2001, Toronto-based community foundation Toronto Foundation launched its 
first Vital Signs report, a study of pressing social issues within its area of benefit. 
This has since become an annual initiative, providing a consolidated overview 
of the trends and issues affecting the quality of life for local citizens.66 The 
report is intended to help direct the work of the Foundation, leverage additional 
philanthropic funding from individuals, corporates and government, and guide 
activity around identified social issues.

The Vital Signs model employs a range of annually updated indicators to track 
trends in need and quality of life in Toronto across 10 thematic areas including 
income & wealth, housing, public safety, arts & culture, and the environment. The 
AUTHORS×COLLATE×ĚNDINGS×FROM×OVER×���×SURVEYS×AND×DATASETS× INTO×THE×COMPILATION×
of the report, incorporating both qualitative and quantitative research. As well 
AS×UPDATING×STANDING×METRICS�×EACH×YEAR×THE×REPORT×IDENTIĚES×SPECIĚC×THEMES×FOR×A×
MORE×DETAILED×CROSSISSUE×ANALYSIS�×4HE×�������×REPORT×APPLIED×AN×EQUALITY×LENS×TO×
its analysis, detailing the extent to which race, geography, income and gender effect 
the quality of life of Torontonians.67 

6ITAL× 3IGNS× ALSO× HELPS× RAISE× THE× PROĚLE× OF× ORGANISATIONS× WORKING× TO× ADDRESS×
issues raised within the report. Through the Community Knowledge Centre – a 
searchable resource hosted by the Toronto Foundation – readers of Toronto’s Vital 
Signs are able to search an online database of over 260 community organisations. 
This provides information on organisations’ mission statements, how they are 
responding to problems highlighted in Vital Signs, and ways to give. Readers of 
Vital Signs are also asked to engage in a “Vital Conversation” with peers, in which 
discussants are encouraged to share opinions of the report as well as their own 
ideas on how pressing local issues can be addressed. 

An increasing number of community foundations in the UK and internationally 
(including East End Community Foundation) are adopting the approach pioneered 
in Toronto. In the UK, studies modelled on Vital Signs often include a survey 
OF× LOCAL× RESIDENTS× TO× ENSURE× THAT× IDENTIĚED× ISSUES× ARE× GROUNDED× IN× COMMUNITY×
experience and opinion. 
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b. General public

Overview and trends
As we have seen, London is an important national and 
global centre of giving. But how does this translate into 
the giving of time and money by ordinary Londoners, 
both generally and to London causes in particular?

There are good reasons to think that ordinary 
Londoners might give generously.68 To begin with, 
London is a wealthy city. Greater wealth should feed 
through to a higher value of charitable donations. It  
also has a relatively large ethnic minority population 
with high levels of religiosity and research suggests 
that many migrant communities, especially religious 
ones, give generously. Research by the University of 
Manchester found that giving as a proportion of income 
was highest among Britons of Pakistani or Bangladeshi 
ETHNICITY�×WHO×GAVE×���×PER×CENT×OF×THEIR×MONTHLY×INCOME×
compared to 1.7 per cent among white Britons.69 National 
polling by the BBC and ComRes in 2014 found that 
giving was higher among religious people, with 78 per 
cent donating money to charity in the previous months 
compared to 67 per cent of atheists.70 

Finally, while London is often thought of as a 
transient, atomised city, the capital is in fact characterised 
by a relatively strong sense of belonging. Recent research 
BY×#ENTRE×FOR×,ONDON×HAS×HIGHLIGHTED×THAT×IDENTIĚCATION×
with London is as strong now as it was 40 years ago, 
despite the share of Londoners born outside the capital 
having doubled.71 Again, we might expect this to result  
in high levels of giving to London causes. 

In some respects, the actual picture is a positive 
one. Londoners give an estimated £2bn a year to 
charity, equivalent to 20 per cent of the total value 
of UK donations.72 The most recent edition of CAF’s 
annual giving report found that Londoners gave the 
HIGHEST×MEAN×MONTHLY×DONATION×TO×CHARITY×AT×©��×�5+×
= £40), and the joint-highest73 median donation at £20 
(UK = £18).74

Moreover, recent years have seen Londoners 
MOBILISED×IN×HUGE×NUMBERS×AROUND×SPECIĚC×FUNDRAISING×
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and wider giving campaigns. This has been seen  
most vividly in response to the series of tragic events 
occurring over the spring and summer of 2017 in 
the capital – namely the four terrorist attacks in 
Westminster, London Bridge, Finsbury Park and 
0ARSONS×'REEN�×AND×THE×HORRIĚC×ĚRE×AT×'RENFELL×4OWER�×

Clearly, these campaigns reached far beyond  
THE×CAPITAL�×AND×THIS×MAKES×IT×DIFĚCULT×TO×UNTANGLE× 
the contribution of Londoners from the generosity 
shown by people from across the UK. In the case of the 
terrorist attacks, the British Red Cross (in partnership 
with London Emergencies Trust) launched a national 
appeal – the UK Solidarity Fund – which also raised 
money for those affected by the attack in Manchester.��×

The approach in these cases, and for Grenfell, were 
themselves modelled on the London Bombings Relief 
&UND�×SET×UP×IN×RESPONSE×TO×THE×���×BOMBINGS×IN×THE×
capital, which was successful in raising and distributing 
£12m to support victims and their families.76

For Grenfell, a number of different campaigns  
WERE×ESTABLISHED×�SEE×#ASE×3TUDY×�	�×RAISING×©����× 
million in total by the end of January 2018.77 Again, 
many of these campaigns (including the British Red 
Cross and the National Zakat Foundation) were national 
IN×SCOPE�×HOWEVER�×SOME×ĚRMLY×TARGETED×,ONDONERS�×
In particular, fundraising by the Evening Standard 
(London’s only mass-circulation daily paper) through  
its Dispossessed Fund (managed by London Community 
Foundation) – and by the locally based Kensington and 
Chelsea Foundation – collectively raised £13.6 million. 
(The Evening Standard Grenfell Campaign was one of 
A×SERIES×OF×HIGHPROĚLE×FUNDRAISING×CAMPAIGNS×RUN×BY×
the paper.). While the money raised was substantial, this 
fails to fully capture the outpouring of support from the 
local community and from across the capital, with large 
numbers of individuals, community organisations, and 
faith groups coming to donate goods or volunteer time. 
The donation of goods reached such intensity that it 
quickly became a major logistical challenge for charities 
on the ground. The British Red Cross, for example, had 
to sort and distribute 211 tonnes of donations, although 
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this ultimately helped raise a further £200,000 for  
the appeal.78 

As well as responding to moments of crisis and 
adversity, Londoners have shown a readiness to 
respond in large numbers to calls for volunteering 
support around major public events. In 2017, the  
World Athletics Championships came to the capital,  
with Team London recruiting and deploying some 
4,000 volunteers to support athletes and spectators.79 
This had echoes of London’s watershed moment for 
volunteering – the London 2012 Olympic Games –  
in which 240,000 people applied to become one of 
70,000 “Games Maker” volunteers.80 While debates 
continue as to the long-term impact of the Games 
on volunteering (see Case Study 3), there is a broad 
CONSENSUS×THAT×IT×HELPED×RAISE×THE×VISIBILITY×AND×PROĚLE× 
of volunteering in the capital.81 

“The Olympics put the fun back into 
volunteering. And people valuing the 
volunteers and what they did was really 
good. If nothing else it was good publicity 
for volunteering.”
Volunteer Manager, infrastructure organisation

Case Study 3: The volunteering legacy of London 2012
A key question hanging over Londoners’ impressive mobilisation around major 
giving and volunteering events is whether that level of engagement is ever 
sustained. This has been an especially vexed question in relation to London 2012. 
While the Games engaged substantial numbers of people, seeded volunteering 
organisations like Team London and helped raise the profile of volunteering, 
many feel that it failed in its promise to “Inspire a Generation” by creating a 
sustained volunteering legacy. 

In the immediate wake of the Games, two 2013 reports from the House of 
Commons and House of Lords voiced concern over prospects for a volunteering 
legacy, with the Commons report stating: “We are not convinced that as much 
as possible is being done to build a lasting volunteering legacy”.82,83 More recent 
RESEARCH×HAS×SUGGESTED×THAT×THESE×FEARS×WERE×CORRECT�×ĚNDING×VERY×LIMITED×AND×SHORT
term increases in volunteering engagement following the Games.84 Many of the 
VOLUNTEERING×EXPERTS×WE×SPOKE× TO×AS×PART×OF× THIS× RESEARCH×ECHOED×THESE×ĚNDINGS�×
voicing pessimism about any lasting legacy from the Games.
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“I think Londoners thought that 2012 would come along, and 
suddenly we’d engage lots and lots of new people, which we did in 
2012 […] I just don’t think that translated into anything after that.”
Chair, infrastructure organisation

Reasons given for the failure to achieve a lasting volunteering legacy include: 

•  Lack of clear objective-setting around the funding or delivery of a 
volunteering legacy.��

• ×!N×OVERESTIMATION×OF×THE×NUMBER×OF×ĚRSTTIME×VOLUNTEERS×ENGAGED×BY×THE×
Games.86

•  A failure to engage existing infrastructure organisations in planning and 
delivering the volunteering legacy.87, 88

As a consequence of these failings, comparative analysis with the Sydney 
Olympics concluded that in Sydney the Olympics “broadened the scope of 
volunteering in people’s minds, encouraging them to participate in episodic and 
event volunteering”, while in London, by contrast, “there was limited evidence of 
an increase in post-Games volunteering”.89 

A Decline in Giving?
While individual Londoners are often generous, the 
big picture is by no means all positive. Surveys of 
giving habits have long shown that it is less common 
for Londoners than non Londoners to donate and 
volunteer regularly. But the same surveys also show 
falls in both regular donating and formal volunteering 
�DEĚNED×AS×jPROVIDING×UNPAID×HELP×THROUGH×GROUPS�×
clubs or organisations”) by Londoners since 2013, when 
current data series begins. And while monetary giving 
and volunteering have fallen across the rest of England  
as well, the gap between monetary giving in London 
AND×THE×REST×OF×%NGLAND×HAS×WIDENED××IN×��������×��×PER×
CENT×OF×,ONDONERS×GAVE×ONCE×A×MONTH×BUT×IN×��������×
only 73 per cent did (see Figure 6).
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Proportion of individuals engaged in formal volunteering at least once a month by 
region (percentage)
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Moreover, though Londoners have long given more 
money on average to charity than non-Londoners (and 
still do), the gap has narrowed. A decade ago the average 
Londoner was giving twice as much to charity per week 
AS×THE×AVERAGE×5+×PERSON×�,ONDON×�×©����×PER×WEEK�×5+×
= £2.30 per week). But this differential is now just 23 per 
cent (London = £3.43, UK = £2.80; see Figure 7). 

Legacy giving
London also scores poorly when it comes to legacy 
giving. Across the UK as a whole, legacy giving remains 
stubbornly low, with just 7 per cent of people leaving 
a charitable bequest – a huge gulf when compared to 
the proportion of people who say they give to charity in 
their lifetime.92 But while participation in legacy giving 
is low across the country as a whole, it is lower still in 
,ONDON×�SEE×&IGURE×�	�×/NLY×���×PER×CENT×OF×,ONDONERS×
who died in 2016 left a charitable bequest, 0.9 percentage 
points below the average for Britain.93 What’s more, the 
potential for fundraising in London seems particularly 
high given the level of asset wealth locked up in housing. 

Figure 7: Weekly household expenditure on charitable donations, three-year 
rolling average91
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Since 2009 house prices in the capital have risen by over 
60 per cent, outstripping all other major towns and cities 
other than Cambridge.94 Homes in Inner London are 
worth over 30 per cent more than all of the housing in 
Wales and Scotland put together, and Westminster and 
Kensington & Chelsea alone contain housing valued at 
£260bn.95 If just a fraction of that asset wealth could be 
channelled towards legacies, the impact on the voluntary 
sector could be enormous. 

London’s giving infrastructure

Volunteering

The landscape of advisory and infrastructure support for 
individual giving in London is complex, fragmented, and 
fast-changing. Infrastructure support for volunteering is 
ARGUABLY×THE×MOST×ĚRMLY×ESTABLISHED�×WITH×BOROUGHLEVEL×
and pan-London organisations dedicated to encouraging 
the giving of time and matching volunteers to civil  
society needs. 
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Most boroughs will have some kind of volunteering 
support organisation tasked with helping local people 
ĚND×VOLUNTEERING×OPPORTUNITIES×AND×SUPPORTING×LOCAL×
charities to meet demand. The form and function 
of volunteer centres varies, however: 16 boroughs 
have an integrated volunteer centre and CVS, while 
11 have an independent volunteering organisation.97 
4HERE×IS×ALSO×SIGNIĚCANT×VARIABILITY×IN×THE×OFFER×FROM×
different volunteer centres – some running their own 
volunteering programmes, others solely providing 
brokerage services, and still others only providing these 
services online. Research by Rocket Science reveals 
substantial variability in the resources available to local 
volunteer infrastructure organisations, with Newham’s 
volunteer centre receiving an income equivalent to one-
ELEVENTH×THAT×OF×ITS×COUNTERPART×IN×3UTTON×�©������PA×VS×
£600,000pa).98

At a pan-London level, the GLA has been active 
in promoting and facilitating volunteering through Team 
London. Team London provides brokerage services 
through its website and runs its own volunteering 
programmes – including provision of volunteer teams 
for major sporting events, training charity trustees, and 
PROGRAMMES×FOR×CERTAIN×BENEĚCIARY×GROUPS×�E�G�×&ORCES×
for London, focusing on employability outcomes for 
military veterans). A number of interviewees working 
at a borough level, however, spoke about a degree of 
wariness of Team London among some locally-based 
volunteering organisations, with Team London seen as 
“exclusive” and too focused on pursuing its own agenda – 
a wariness no doubt exacerbated by the funding squeeze 
on local organisations. 

“It became more about Team London than 
it did about the groups on the ground. It 
felt like it was promoting Team London, 
promoting the GLA, but not promoting the 
groups on the ground.”
Director, volunteering organisation
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However, the GLA seems alert to these issues and 
moves are now afoot to better coordinate and integrate 
Team London’s work with other London initiatives  
(see below).

There are also a variety of other organisations 
and networks supporting volunteering at different 
geographical scales and with different thematic priorities. 
Employee volunteering, in particular, is an area with a 
range of different organisations focused on supporting 
BUSINESSES×�E�G�×%AST×,ONDON×"USINESS×!LLIANCE	×AND�
or individual employees (e.g. BeyondMe) to access 
volunteering opportunities. (See the Corporates 
section for more detail). National and international 
volunteering organisations also operate across London, 
including Groundwork, which has an emphasis on 
green volunteering, and Hands On London, part of an 
international network of volunteering organisations 
providing opportunities for small community projects. 
Finally, there are a small number of active time banks  
in London, including Rushey Green and West Euston 
Time Banks, which provide opportunities for members  
to volunteer support. 

London is always going to have a broad range of 
organisations promoting and supporting volunteering. 
"UT×THE×LARGE×NUMBER×WE×HAVE×IDENTIĚED×RAISES×THE×
question of whether there is some opportunity for 
rationalisation. Our own research accords with  
those of the recent Way Ahead report: “[while] there 
are multiple routes to formal volunteering, [there 
is] no accessible route map for those searching for 
volunteering opportunities”.99

Monetary giving

Monetary giving is most commonly driven by individual 
charities. There is limited organisation-level coordination 
between charities with respect to fundraising in London 
– although the Institute of Fundraising does connect 
individual fundraisers through its London and South 
East network group, and there are emerging examples 
of collaborative work between homelessness fundraisers 
(see Case Study 4). 
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Case Study 4: London Homeless Charities Group
With rough sleeping in London doubling since 2010, fundraisers at leading 
homeless charities developed an informal working group over 2016 and 2017 
to share expertise and facilitate collaboration between charity fundraising 
teams. This forum ultimately grew to become the London Homeless Charities 
Group (LHCG), a coalition of 18 charities including St Mungo’s, Crisis, Shelter, 
Centrepoint, and Depaul – uniting behind a single campaign to raise funds for 
tackling rough sleeping in the capital.100 

In December 2017, LHCG partnered with the Mayor of London to launch the 
No One Needs to Sleep Rough in London campaign.101 This joint initiative aimed 
to raise money for charities working with people sleeping rough, and develop 
awareness among the public about what they could do to help. It also aimed to raise 
awareness of new Mayoral policies designed to tackle the problem. As part of the 
campaign, a single donation point was set up for anyone looking to give towards 
rough sleeping prevention, with money raised being equally divided among the 
partner charities. In a traditionally competitive fundraising environment, this 
REPRESENTS×THE×ĚRST×TIME×THAT×FUNDRAISING×TEAMS×FROM×HOMELESS×CHARITIES×HAVE×JOINED×
forces to back a single campaign.

$ESPITE×LIMITED×TIME×TO×DEVELOP×THE×CAMPAIGN�×THE×ĚRST×FEW×WEEKS×SAW×©������×
raised from individual donations. While there is clearly scope to expand the reach 
AND×PROĚLE×OF×THE×CAMPAIGN×AND×PARTNERSHIP�×,(#'×BELIEVES×THAT×IT×HAS×ESTABLISHED×
an approach that, with further development, has the potential to become a new 
model for fundraising in the homelessness sector. The group’s partnership with the 
GLA looks set to continue, and it is currently working to expand its fundraising 
activity to corporates, with the Mayor convening corporate partners to address 
rough sleeping in the capital.

It seems, unfortunately, that a number of giving 
campaigns within the capital have failed to “shift the 
dial” on individual giving. Most notably, the Penny for 
London initiative, which was launched in October 2014 by 
FORMER×-AYOR×"ORIS×*OHNSON�×HOPED×TO×RAISE×©��×MILLION×
through encouraging Londoners to donate a penny every 
time they used their Oyster Cards. The scheme failed to 
engage a critical mass of Londoners (only 4,000 people 
signed up), and closed in August 2016 having raised just 
over £3,000.102 Again, and despite some examples of 
coordination, there is probably opportunity to develop 
a much more strategic and collaborative approach to 
the promotion of monetary giving – especially where it 
concerns London causes. 
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International Case Study 2: Giving days – Washington, DC
Washington, DC has developed city-wide giving days as a way of driving citizen 
engagement in charitable giving and addressing need within the Washington, DC 
city region.103 This began in 2011 with a one-off campaign, Give to the Max, and 
has run from 2013 onwards with the annual Do More 24 initiative, now in its fifth 
year. The current campaign is led by United Way NCA (part of the global United 
Way network of charities) and hosted online by a third party platform, which acts 
as a focal point for donations and as a directory of participating organisations. 

Regional, national and local organisations with a presence in the Washington, 
DC area qualify to participate in the giving campaign. As well as an opportunity 
to raise cash and in-kind donations, the 24-hour giving event is recognised by its 
participants as an opportunity to increase awareness of social issues, raise their 
ORGANISATIONAL× PROĚLE�× AND× GROW× THEIR× SUPPORTER× BASE�× 7HILE× THE× $O× -ORE× ��×
initiative principally harnesses individual donations from members of the public, 
it also channels support from sponsorship and engages community and media 
partners. Deloitte, Goldman Sachs and Reed Smith are among the campaign’s lead 
sponsors.

During the giving day, participants can select the amount of money they would 
like to donate, and the organisation to which they would like the money to go. 
The event organisers have also created a prize system to spur both campaigning 
and giving. The prize structure awards additional monetary contributions to 
PARTICIPATING×CHARITIES×BASED×ON×THEIR×SUCCESS×IN×RAISING×THEIR×PROĚLE×AND×DONATIONS�×
Prizes are awarded across a number of categories including size of organisation and 
impact on social media.

)N×ITS×ĚRST×YEAR�×THE×CAMPAIGN×RAISED×OVER×����M×IN×CASH×AND×INKIND×DONATIONS×
FOR×���×PARTICIPATING×ORGANISATIONS�×)N×�����×�����M×WAS×RAISED×FOR×���×ORGANISATIONS�×
representing an absolute giving increase of 24 per cent in four years.104 

Giving infrastructure in flux: risks and opportunities 
for a step-change in giving by ordinary Londoners
The challenges of austerity and fragmentation have 
CATALYSED×A×SIGNIĚCANT×RESPONSE×FROM×WITHIN×THE×SECTOR×m×
much of which has been driven by collaboration between 
GLV, the London Voluntary Service Council (LVSC), 
London Funders and City Bridge Trust around the Way 

Ahead Report. Following the publication of the report 
in 2016, a number of initiatives have been established 
that seek to rejuvenate local infrastructure. This 
includes City Bridge Trust’s Cornerstone Fund, which 
will provide £3m in additional funding to infrastructure 
organisations. Work is also currently underway to set up 
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another key recommendation of the Way Ahead report – 
the London Plus. This will connect and strengthen local 
INFRASTRUCTURE×ACROSS×,ONDON×�SEE×#ASE×3TUDY×�	�×"OTH×
of these initiatives also have promise in bridging the 
divides between volunteering support organisations in the 
capital, with involvement from important stakeholders 
INCLUDING×THE×',!�4EAM×,ONDON×AND×,ONDON×#OUNCILS�×

Alongside efforts to revitalise existing volunteering 
and wider civil society support organisations, a new 
infrastructure is emerging to encourage greater 
individual and corporate giving at a local level. This 
network of place-based giving schemes (PBGSs) has been 
inspired by the Islington Giving initiative, which was 
established by Cripplegate Foundation alongside other 
local and London-wide funders in 2010. Islington Giving 
aims to address inequality in the borough through a 
needs- and community-led approach, a core part of which 
involves growing the culture of giving in the local area.��� 
So far Islington Giving has raised £6 million and engaged 
ALMOST×�����×VOLUNTEERS�×AND×THE×MODEL×IS×BEING×REPLICATED×
across the capital thanks to a programme of work by 
London Funders and City Bridge Trust.106 Between 2014 
AND×����×ĚVE×NEW×0"'3S×WERE×SET×UP�×COLLECTIVELY×RAISING×
£4.3m.107 At the time of writing, there are currently 11 
active PBGSs in the capital.

While there are core principles underlying all PBGSs 
– including a commitment to collaborative working, a 
deliberative approach to establishing funding priorities, 
and a focus on promoting giving from local business and 
the community – the diversity of London’s boroughs 
means that PBGSs take quite different forms in each 
one. Southwark Giving, for example, has a strong focus 
on engaging the substantial number of corporates based 
in the borough, while Lewisham Local instead looks to 
encourage local community engagement from residents 
(including corporate employees who live in the borough). 

“You mustn’t be jealous because the context 
is different. And the whole thing about place 
giving is actually it’s not about what you 
haven’t got, it’s about what you’ve got, and 
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capitalising on what you have got. Don’t try 
and emulate because otherwise you’ll fall flat 
on your face.”
Director, local giving scheme

The differences between boroughs are also  
REĥECTED×IN×THE×MAKEUP×OF×PARTNER×ORGANISATIONS�×)N×
some boroughs PBGSs are “anchored” by a local grant-
making trust (e.g. Cripplegate in Islington and East End 
Community Foundation in Newham). However, in many 
other areas giving schemes don’t have grant-maker 
support, and this has made sustaining core costs a key 
challenge for many. While the PBGS model clearly has 
promise in stimulating a local giving culture, the issue  
of long-term sustainability represents the major obstacle 
to ensuring they become embedded features of local 
social infrastructure. 

“The vision to have a giving model in each 
borough is a really good start. There’s 
potential there because people feel more 
passionate about what’s happening on their 
doorstep […] [but] a key question is how are 
they sustainable, because they just become 
a constant fundraising burden unless they’re 
endowed in some way. From a fundraising 
perspective it’s easy for fatigue to set in.” 
Director, independent foundation

Case Study 5: London Plus
London Plus was a key outcome of the 2016 Way Ahead report, which 
recommended the creation of a pan-London infrastructure body to replace 
Greater London Volunteering (GLV) and the London Voluntary Service Council 
(LVSC). The Way Ahead set out a number of core functions for London Plus, 
including:

• ×!×TRIAGE×�×CONNECT×ROLE�×DIAGNOSING×NEEDS�ISSUES×OF×FRONTLINE×VOLUNTEERS×
and groups, and connecting these groups with support from civil society 
and business around knowledge, skills and resources.
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•  Sharing data and gathering real-time intelligence: supporting the collation 
of pan-London data on need and civil society, as well as gathering and 
standardising need data from locally embedded organisations.

•  Campaigning for and catalysing change: providing a forum for a collective 
voice from infrastructure organisations, while also holding a mirror up to 
the sector and addressing poor practice. 

Over 2017 and early 2018, GLV has led on developing London Plus, including 
setting up its steering group and terms of reference. The steering group has been 
established with a cross-sector membership, including representatives from London 
#OUNCILS×AND×THE×',!�4EAM×,ONDON×AS×WELL×AS×PRIVATE×FUNDERS×SUCH×AS×THE×"IG×
Lottery and City Bridge Trust. 

The development of London Plus is now focused around three core strands: 
data, networks, and voice & community. While still in its early stages, the ambition 
of London Plus is to act as a shared platform of support, enhancing intra- and 
inter-sectoral connections and maximising the assets of civil society – including 
the giving of time and skills by individual Londoners to support their communities.

c. Wealthy Londoners

Private wealth in London
There is currently no commonly agreed metric for 
establishing, with any precision, the number, or national 
share, of “high net worth” individuals (HNWs) living in 
the capital.108 But on any metric it is clear that London has 
a disproportionate share of the UK’s wealthiest. To take 
just one example, almost half the richest 1000 people in 
the UK (according the Sunday Times Rich List) live in 
the capital (see Table 4). 

Comparative studies show that the capital also 
dominates on a global stage, with London having more 
billionaire residents than any other major city.109 While 
THIS×REĥECTS×A×GREATER×CONCENTRATION×OF×NATIONAL×WEALTH×
in the capital than many other Western nations, it also 
underlines the internationalism of London’s wealthy 
elite. Knight Frank’s 2016 wealth report found, for 
EXAMPLE�×THAT×SEASONAL×ĥOWS×OF×THE×WEALTHY×IN×AND×OUT×
of the capital mean that London’s multi-millionaire 
population (resident in permanent or second homes in 
London) more than trebles over the course of a year, 
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FROM×A×LOW×OF×������×IN×*ANUARY×TO×A×PEAK×OF×������× 
in July.110 

Research also suggests that the concentration of 
the very wealthy has grown in London, at least relative 
to the rest of the UK and almost certainly to the globe. 
According to the most recent Sunday Times Rich List, 
the number of billionaires in the UK has nearly doubled 
FROM×��×IN×����×TO×���×IN×�����×WITH×THE×COLLECTIVE×WEALTH×
of this group rising from £200bn in 2008 to £480bn over 
the same period. The capital is home to over 60 per cent 
(93) of all recorded billionaires in the UK, who hold 
OVER×��×PER×CENT×�©���BN	×OF×THE×TOTAL×WEALTH×OF 
UK billionaires.116 

Table 4: The number of HNWs in the UK and London 

Source Cohort UK total London % in London

ONS 2016111 Total population 65,648,054 8,769,659 13.4

Barclays 2017112 Total net worth > £1m 625,000 165,000 26.4

Knight Frank 
2017113

Net worth, excluding 
main residence > $1m 802,800 357,200 44.5

Net worth, excluding 
main residence > $10m 25,370 12,070 47.6

Net worth, excluding 
main residence > $30m 9,470 4,750 50.2

Sunday Times 
Rich List 2017114

UK’s richest 1,000 1,000 436 43.6

Total net worth > £1bn 134 86 64.1

Scorpio 
Partnership115

Investable wealth, 
excluding main 
residence > £1m

340,000 - -

Investable wealth, 
excluding main 

residence > £10m
16,320 - -
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!T×A×,ONDONWIDE×LEVEL�×+NIGHT×&RANK×ĚNDS×THAT×THE×
number of ultra-high-net-worth individuals (>$30m in 
ASSETS	×ROSE×BY×��×PER×CENT×BETWEEN×����×AND×�����×AND×
predicts a continued increase of 30 per cent over the next 
decade.117 And at the lower end of the HNW distribution, 
Barclays’ most recent UK Prosperity×REPORT×ĚNDS×THAT×THE×
NUMBER×OF×,ONDON×MILLIONAIRES×�THOUGH×IT×DOES×NOT×DEĚNE×
WHAT×IT×COUNTS×AS×A×jMILLIONAIREk	×ROSE×BY×���×PER×CENT×
between 2016 and 2017.118 

Giving by London’s wealthiest
In many ways this concentration of wealth represents 
a major boon for giving in London. Over the ten years 
since Coutts have been running their annual Million 

Pound Donor Report (2008-2017), 72 per cent of all 
donations119 over £1m have come from the capital, 
totalling £9.77bn.120 This broadly tallies with City 
Philanthropy’s estimate121 for the value of major gifts 
FROM×,ONDONERS×OF×©���M×A×YEAR�×EQUIVALENT×TO×��×PER×
cent of cash giving in London.122 

While we have relatively strong data on major 
 gifts from committed HNW philanthropists, little  
data is available on regular giving from the capital’s 
WEALTHIEST×RESIDENTS�×4HE×#OUTTS×ĚGURES�×FOR×EXAMPLE�×
while substantial in total value, relate to a relatively 
small number of individual donations. In the most 
RECENT×ANNUAL×ĚGURES×�����	�×#OUTTS×RECORDED×JUST×��×
donations from individuals at a national level. General 
surveys of giving (e.g. CAF’s annual giving survey or 
ONS’ Living Costs and Food Survey) also fail to pick 
up the contribution of the very wealthy, who are too 
thinly distributed across the population to be included 
in survey samples. 

Figures on regular giving are available at a national 
level, however, with wealth consultancy and research 
agency Scorpio Partnership estimating that average 
giving from individuals with an investable net worth of 
over £1m currently stands at £3,916 per year.123 If we use 
THE×"ARCLAYSi×ĚGURES×FOR×THE×NUMBER×OF×MILLIONAIRES×LIVING×
IN×THE×CAPITAL×��������	�×THIS×GIVES×AN×ESTIMATE×FOR×REGULAR×
GIVING×BY×(.7×,ONDONERS×OF×©���×MILLION×PER×YEAR�×4HIS×
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ESTIMATE×WILL×INCLUDE×SIGNIĚCANT×DOUBLE×COUNTING×WITH×
ĚGURES×ON×MAJOR×GIFTS�×(OWEVER�×IT×IS×REASONABLE×TO×ASSUME×
that regular and major gift giving by HNWs in London 
LIES×SOMEWHERE×IN×THE×REGION×OF×©�BN×TO×���BN124 annually. 

Unengaged HNWs: average levels of giving remain 
low among the wealthy
For at least the last decade, research and commentary 
around HNW giving has regularly heralded a “new age 
of philanthropy” or a “boom time” for major giving.���×

This has been accompanied by the emergence of new 
terminology – such as “philanthrocapitalism” and 
“philanthropreneurship” – signalling a modernisation 
and professionalisation of approaches to philanthropic 
giving. In particular, this involves applying business 
principles to the funding of social good.126 The impact 
of austerity in London, and on the UK as a whole, has 
meant that giving from wealthy individuals has become 
an increasingly important part of the wider funding mix, 
with major donor fundraising one of the fastest-growing 
areas of UK charity fundraising practice.127

Research into major gifts suggests that growing 
wealth has to some extent resulted in an increased 
number of large donations. The best evidence of this 
comes from Coutts’ national monitoring of donations 
OVER×©�M�×THE×NUMBER×OF×WHICH×ROSE×FROM×���×IN×������×
to 310 in 2016.128 This was driven by a rise in both 
UNIQUE×AND×REPEAT×DONORS×���×PER×CENT×AND×��×PER×CENT×
respectively) over this period – which suggests growing 
engagement with, and regularity of, major giving. 

However, it is less clear whether growth in major gift 
GIVING×HAS×BEEN×REĥECTED×IN×SHIFTS×IN×THE×GIVING×PRACTICES×
of most HNWs. Again, the best available data on this 
comes from national-level analysis. Research by Scorpio 
Partnership estimates that average giving by those with 
investable wealth of between £1m and £10m stands at 
©�����×A×YEAR�×WHILE×THOSE×WITH×OVER×©��M×GIVE×©������×
on average.129 Scorpio Partnership estimates that this 
is equivalent to just 0.06 per cent of the total wealth of 
the £1-10m group, while those with over £10m fare little 
better at giving just 0.14 per cent of their total wealth.130 
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The Philanthropy Collaborative (see Case Study 6) has 
calculated that the median level of giving among those 
WITH×©���M×IN×INVESTABLE×ASSETS×IS×JUST×©���×A×YEAR�×
Among the ultra-wealthy – those with more than £10m – 
it is just £240.131 

Research on how the wealthy give also casts a 
somewhat negative light on HNW giving. Polling by 
NPC, for example, shows that high-income donors are 
more likely to give on an ad hoc basis (e.g. through one-
off cash or credit card donations) than ordinary donors.132 

!S×ALREADY×MENTIONED�×THESE×ARE×NATIONAL×ĚGURES�×IT×IS×
possible that London’s wealthiest residents give somewhat 
more generously at a local level, encouraged, for instance, 
by the greater concentration of giving networks in the 
capital. However – anecdotally at least – many of our 
interviewees expressed dismay at what they saw as the 
disconnect between the wealth of many Londoners and 
their lack of engagement with philanthropy. 

“London is one of the top five richest cities in 
the world, and, in that light, it is spectacularly 
unphilanthropic if I’m being brutal about it.”
CEO, charity

“It’s often very self-serving, and there’s 
lots more that individuals who are well 
off, particularly given the scale and size of 
bonuses […] could do, and it’s surprising that 
it doesn’t happen.”
Individual philanthropist

Which causes do London’s wealthy support?
Our knowledge of where giving by London’s wealthiest 
GOES×IS×ALSO×LIMITED�×!T×A×NATIONAL×LEVEL�×#OUTTS×ĚNDS×THAT×
the most common £1m+ donation between 2008 and 
2017 was actually to other foundations. Once these gifts 
ARE×REMOVED×FROM×THE×OVERALL×TOTAL�×WE×ĚND×THAT×THE×MOST×
popular causes were higher education – with nearly half 
the value of all large donations (49 per cent) – followed by 
overseas organisations (14 per cent) and the arts  
(11 per cent).133 Given that the vast majority of these 
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gifts came from London-based donors, we can be 
REASONABLY×CONĚDENT×THAT×THIS×DISTRIBUTION×REĥECTS×
giving in the capital. 

Research by New Philanthropy Capital into the wider 
COHORT×OF×(.7×INDIVIDUALS×�DEĚNED×IN×BY×THE×.0#×STUDY×
AS×INDIVIDUALS×WITH×ANNUAL×INCOMES×OVER×©�������	×ĚNDS×
little contrast with the rest of the population, with both 
GROUPS×MOST×LIKELY×TO×GIVE×TO×MEDICAL×RESEARCH×���×PER×CENT×
high-income donors vs 49 per cent mainstream donors), 
HOSPITALS×AND×HOSPICES×���×VS×��×PER×CENT	�×AND×CHILDREN×
and young people (46 vs 40 per cent).134 High-income 
donors were, however, twice as likely to give to education 
and universities (24 vs 13 per cent) and the arts (14 vs 7 
per cent) than mainstream donors.

HNW giving vehicles and advice in London
The concentration of wealth in London, combined with 
heightened visibility around philanthropy, has supported 
a growing constellation of organisations, networks, and 
platforms designed to encourage and facilitate giving by 
HNWs. For individuals and their families there are a 
broad range of organisations based in the capital that 
provide bespoke vehicles for giving, as well as wider 
philanthropy advice or education services. National 
organisations such as CAF and London’s community 
foundations (London Community Foundation and 
East End Community Foundation) facilitate giving 
from HNWs through a range of tailored structures 
and vehicles, including assistance with setting up and 
managing personal charitable trusts – often referred 
to as named or donor-advised funds (DAFs). These 
vehicles enable donors to endow a fund with cash, 
shares or other assets in much the same way as setting 
up an independent foundation, but with fewer legal 
and administrative requirements (e.g. there is no 
requirement for a board of trustees). At a national 
level, there are currently £1bn worth of charitable 
assets managed through DAFs, which made grants  
OF×©���M×IN×�����������

Individual philanthropists can also seek support 
from a wider range of advisory and consultancy 
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organisations based in the capital. This includes 
consultancies, such as New Philanthropy Capital and 
Ten Years’ Time, which provide bespoke guidance 
across the entirety of an individual’s “giving journey” 
– from establishing a causal focus to deepening subject 
knowledge and sector expertise, identifying promising 
ideas and delivery organisations, and understanding the 
impact of their giving on an ongoing basis. 

There are also a growing number of organisations 
which aim to provide broader philanthropy education 
programmes to HNWs, including the London branch of 
The Philanthropy Workshop – an international network 
of philanthropists providing peer-based training around 
strategic approaches to giving. These organisations also 
include dedicated philanthropy centres at leading London 
universities (namely the Centre for Charitable Giving 
and Philanthropy at Cass Business School, and the newly 
established Marshall Institute at the LSE). As well as 
PHILANTHROPY×SPECIALISTS�×PROFESSIONAL×SERVICE×ĚRMS×�E�G�×
ĚNANCIAL×ADVISORS�×ACCOUNTANTS�×WEALTH×MANAGERS	×CAN×
also play a key role in guiding and facilitating giving by 
HNWs – though research has shown that nationally just  
�×IN×�×WEALTH×MANAGERS×OFFER×ADVICE×ON×PHILANTHROPY�136 

As well as support for individuals, London is home 
to a broad range of networks and groups that enable 
COLLECTIVE×APPROACHES×TO×GIVING×�SEE×4ABLE×�	�×4HESE×
include giving campaigns that encourage wealthy 
individuals to pledge a certain amount of their income 
or assets; smaller giving circles, where members pool 
FUNDS×TO×SUPPORT×SPECIĚC×CHARITIES�×AND×EVENTS×THAT×GIVE×
charities and projects a platform to pitch for funding 
FROM×ATTENDEES�×4HERE×IS×SIGNIĚCANT×VARIABILITY×IN×THE×
level of wealth targeted by these initiatives, and hence 
their potential reach: the international Giving Pledge, 
for example, is focused on billionaires, while other 
initiatives aim to engage City graduates early in their 
CAREERS�×&OR×THIS×REASON�×SOME×INITIATIVES×HAVE×SIGNIĚCANT×
blurring of edges with employee giving schemes (see the 
Corporates section). 
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Table 5: Giving networks in London

Giving 
network Description Example initiatives

Giving 
pledges

Donors commit to giving 
a proportion of income 

or lifetime assets towards 
philanthropic causes

Giving Pledge* – founded by Bill Gates and 
Warren Buffett in 2010 to encourage UHNWs 
to give away at least half of their net worth 

during their lifetime or upon their death

 Founders Pledge** – targeting commitments 
from tech entrepreneurs above 2 per cent of 

proceeds from sales of companies

Giving What You Can* - commitment to give 
10 per cent of income to most well-evidenced 

charities (linked to Effective Altruism 
movement)

Giving 
circles

Groups that pool funds 
and expertise among a 
small number of people 

to support particular 
causes or charities. Often 

includes mentoring 
around effective giving, 

and brokerage with 
charities. 

 BeMore – groups of 10 pool funds (average 
£10,000 per group), and are supported by 
a BeMore mentor to define an issue area, 

develop philanthropic expertise, and select 
relevant charities

BeyondMe - facilitates giving by young 
professionals, setting up teams of 8 that work 

on a project to support a partner charity 
through both the giving of money and time

Event-based 
networks

Groups that gather 
through regular events to 
learn about and give to 

presenting charities

City Funding Network – 3 charities selected 
by members to pitch to attendees, followed by 

a ‘live crowdfunding’ session, where those in 
attendance pledge donations to their favourite 

projects

Contact Collective young philanthropy 
network – a regular series of fundraising 

events (eg, dinners, talks, networking events) 
for 20 to 40 year olds with funds raised going 

to the charity Contact a Family

*International campaign; **International campaign, founded in London
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Ideas and initiatives to support more and 
better HNW giving are also emerging from within 
philanthropic peer networks. Peer-led initiatives include 
the Philanthropy Collaborative, established in 2017, 
which aims to bring leading philanthropists and support 
organisations together to “normalise philanthropy among 
the wealthiest in Britain” and “generate an additional £2 
billion per year of philanthropic giving” (see Case Study 
6).137 There has also been growing debate within the 
sector, encouraged in part by City Philanthropy, about 
whether to promote the idea of a City Bonus Pledge to 
increase giving among HNW Square Mile employees. 
This idea may well be gaining traction – with Rocket 
Science’s review of the City of London Corporation’s 
ongoing work to stimulate philanthropy in the Square 
Mile recommending a “market test [of] the viability of 
A×BONUS×GIVING×PLEDGE×FROM×WITHIN×THE×#ITYiS×ĚNANCIAL�
professional services sector”.138

Case Study 6: The Philanthropy Collaborative
The Philanthropy Collaborative was formed in 2017 by the Hazelhurst Trust. This 
followed a 2016 report by New Philanthropy Capital, commissioned by the Trust, 
into how to increase the amount and effectiveness of giving from the philanthropy 
sector.139 The Philanthropy Collaborative aims to take a philanthropist-led 
approach, bringing together committed HNW philanthropists to achieve the 
following goals:140

• ×.ORMALISE×PHILANTHROPY×AND×SOCIAL�IMPACT×INVESTMENT×AMONG×THE×
wealthiest in Britain.

• Generate an additional £2bn per year of philanthropic giving.

•  Generate additional private social and impact investment to make civil 
society more sustainable.

•  Develop a functioning, self-sustaining, cooperating ecosystem of 
philanthropy organisations.

•  Develop a stronger civil society coexisting with a vibrant economy that 
will be an exemplar for other countries.
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Engaged HNWs: continued issues around 
transparency and collaboration
While questions remain about the aggregate 
contribution of HNWs in the capital, London 
undoubtedly has strong and growing networks of 
committed philanthropists. Those within the sector 
spoke about an increased willingness of individuals to 
take more strategic and evidence-based approaches in  
the capital, and to support a far larger range of causes 
than was the case 10 or 20 years ago.

“The scope of things that are supported 
has really expanded [...] Back in the 80s it 
was all about art sponsorship and support 
[...] but that effort now has really spread 
and expanded to include so many more 
dimensions of society, so you are seeing 
amazing philanthropists really supporting the 
broadest range of work you can imagine.”
Individual philanthropist

A key challenge remains, however: the lack 
of visibility and transparency around this kind of 
PHILANTHROPIC×GIVING�×4HIS×IN×PART×REĥECTS×THE×CHALLENGES×
of monitoring individual donor practice, but it also results 
from a longstanding “culture of privacy and reticence 
about giving in the UK”, which is often contrasted with 
the far more public (self-) promotion of HNW giving in 

To enable its collaborative approach the initiative will be run by a 
“philanthropists council”, supported by an administrative function, which will 
PARTNER×WITH×OTHER×ORGANISATIONS×TO×DRIVE×SYSTEMIC×CHANGE×IN×ĚVE×THEMATIC×AREAS�×
PEER×INĥUENCE�×PUBLIC×AWARENESS�×PROFESSIONAL×SERVICES�×RESEARCH×AND×MEASUREMENT�×
and political engagement. 

Within each area, the council will commission a working group, bringing 
TOGETHER× EXPERTISE× FROM× ACROSS× SOCIAL× AND× BUSINESS× SECTORS× TO× ADDRESS× IDENTIĚED×
CHALLENGES�×&OR×EXAMPLE�×WITHIN×THE×PEER×INĥUENCE×AREA�×THIS×WILL×INCLUDE×WORK×TO×
develop and expand co-funding networks and increase philanthropy education. For 
professional services, the Philanthropy Collaborative aims to increase philanthropy 
EXPERTISE×AMONG×ĚNANCIAL×ADVISERS×AND×DEVELOP×A×DIRECTORY×OF×PHILANTHROPY×ADVICE�×
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the US.141 While some may caution the emulation  
of US approaches, a lack of openness in the UK can  
act as a barrier to charities and social enterprises 
accessing funding. 

There is also substantial evidence that peer 
networks remain central to how many HNWs identify 
causes and organise their giving. The Richer Lives 
study, for example, found that the proportion of 
philanthropists who, when surveyed, said they had been 
INĥUENCED×TO×GIVE×BY×SOMEONE×THEY×KNOW×���×PER×CENT	×
WAS×MORE×THAN×DOUBLE×THOSE×WHO×HAD×BEEN×INĥUENCED×BY×
a professional fundraiser (31 per cent).142 One downside 
is that organisations lacking contacts with often opaque 
PERSONAL×PHILANTHROPIC×NETWORKS×CAN×ĚND×THEMSELVES×
shut out from an potentially vital source of funding. 

“There doesn’t seem to be much of an  
escape from who knows who, and that’s  
a difficult gulf to bridge for small charities 
and their fundraisers.”
Individual philanthropist

The lack of transparency in giving and the 
importance of personal networks also have other 
potentially deleterious consequences. First, these 
factors can limit the levels of interaction and 
collaboration between individuals who sit within 
separate peer networks. For some, this has prevented 
the acknowledgement and wider engagement of certain 
groups of philanthropists, particularly those from ethnic 
minority backgrounds (see Case Study 7). This presents 
a major problem for individual HNW giving in London, 
and risks suppressing the high propensity to give within 
the capital’s BME communities.

“There needs to be greater celebration and 
recognition of [BME] people who are making 
these important contributions, and there are 
many, but you need to acknowledge that 
these are people who have been doing it 
for a while and it’s not brand new. It’s that 
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acknowledgement that, it’s not because 
they haven’t done great things, it’s because 
they’ve been overlooked by the system.” 
Individual philanthropist

Second, a lack of transparency and engagement 
beyond immediate networks may hinder the extent to 
which individual philanthropists collaborate with other 
actors in London’s wider funding ecosystem. In our 
interviews with practitioners from other sectors, we 
heard about a lack of engagement with HNW donors, 
and a sense that they operated within fundamentally 
different spheres. Again, there is a real risk of missed 
opportunities here, with cross-sector collaboration 
having the potential to combine the strengths of 
different actors. For example, the agility of individual 
actors can work powerfully with the evidence and 
resource base of grant-makers. 

“The next key challenge is how you link some 
of the high-net-worth donors into those local 
groups as well. There needs to be a way of 
facilitating philanthropists to meet across 
the three main silos of trusts & foundations, 
corporates, and high value donors, and 
somehow getting those all talking.”
Grant Manager, independent foundation 

Case Study 7: The Beacon Awards
The Beacon Awards are a biannual awards ceremony run by UK Community 
Foundations. Held in London but open to philanthropists from across the 
country, the awards aim to celebrate “pioneering approaches to giving”. The 
event aims to raise the profile of philanthropy and inspire others to become 
engaged in philanthropy or improve their giving practice.143 The awards 
recognise good practice across a number of categories, including awards for City 
philanthropy (for philanthropists based in the Square Mile, Mayfair, or Canary 
Wharf), philanthropic innovation, impact investment, and partnership between a 
philanthropist and a charity. 

For the 2017 edition, the Beacon Awards introduced a series of measures to 
ensure better representation of the diversity within the philanthropy sector (both 
demographic and disciplinary) than had been the case in previous years. To do this, 
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organisers made a number of changes to key stages of the nominations and judging 
process, which included:

•  Nominations: The Beacon Awards partnered with other organisations 
to increase the diversity of its “nominees advisory panel” to access new 
networks and expand the pool of nominees. This included The Ubele 
Initiative – a social enterprise working with the African diaspora in the 
UK – who joined the nominees panel and provided additional advice. 

•  Dissemination: Organisers also partnered with other organisations to 
PROMOTE×THE×AWARDS�×IN×ORDER×TO×EXTEND×THEIR×PROĚLE×AND×REACH×IN×SOLICITING×
nominations. This included partnering with the British Asian Trust to 
help promote the awards among philanthropists from the British Asian 
community. 

•  Judging: New mechanisms were added to the judging process to ensure 
that the panel considered diversity throughout. Once provisional award 
winners had been decided, judging panel chairs met in order to review 
WHETHER×THE×AWARDS×WERE×SUFĚCIENTLY×REPRESENTATIVE�

•  Awards: New awards were added for the 2017 event. These included 
the Trailblazer Award to recognise emerging philanthropists, designed 
to spotlight younger philanthropists who had often been displaced 
in previous years by individuals with long-standing involvement in 
philanthropy. 

d. Corporates 

Sector overview
The latest statistics show that London is home to 1.1 
million businesses, accounting for 19 per cent of all 
enterprises in the UK. The capital has a far greater 
BUSINESS×DENSITY×THAN×OTHER×REGIONS×OF×THE×5+�×WITH×�����×
businesses per 10,000 people compared to a UK average 
OF×������×AND×JUST×���×IN×THE×.ORTH×%AST�144 London also 
HAS×A×GREATER×SHARE×OF×LARGE×EMPLOYERS�×WITH×��×PER×CENT×OF×
ALL×EMPLOYEES×IN×THE×CAPITAL×WORKING×FOR×ĚRMS×WITH×OVER×
���×STAFF�×COMPARED×TO×��×PER×CENT×OF×EMPLOYEES×ACROSS×
the UK as a whole.��� London is, of course, at the centre 
OF×THE×5+iS×ĚNANCIAL×SECTOR�×ACCOUNTING×FOR×��×PER×CENT×
OF×THE×TOTAL×5+×ĚNANCIAL×AND×INSURANCE×SECTOR×OUTPUT×
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(GVA).146 The sector makes up 16 per cent of London’s 
total GVA, far larger than is the case in any other UK 
REGION×�THE×SECONDHIGHEST×IS×3COTLAND×AT×���×PER×CENT	�×

While data on businesses in London is plentiful, 
there is a lack of clarity on how the makeup of London’s 
economy feeds through into levels of corporate giving. 
4HIS×IS×IN×PART×DUE×TO×THE×DIFĚCULTY×OF×GEOGRAPHICALLY×
isolating the giving activity of businesses with national 
or international reach. However, transparency around 
corporate giving has also been hampered by the 
scrapping, in 2013, of legal requirements (set out in 
the 2006 Companies Act) for businesses to report all 
donations above £2,000.147 Currently, the best aggregate 
data on corporate giving comes from CAF’s biannual 
Corporate Giving by the FTSE 100×REPORT�×WHICH×ĚNDS×
THAT×DONATIONS×BY×THESE×ĚRMS×AT×A×NATIONAL×LEVEL×STOOD×AT×
©���BN×�OR×���×PER×CENT×OF×PRETAX×PROĚTS	×IN×�����148 CAF 
analysis shows that giving by these largest companies 
HAS×ACTUALLY×FALLEN×IN×RECENT×YEARS�×BY×©���M×�OR×��×PER×
cent) since 2013. 

There is no publicly available data, however, on 
the contribution of London-based corporates to these 
NATIONAL×ĚGURES�×'IVEN×WHAT×WE×KNOW×ABOUT×THE×SECTORAL×
makeup of London’s economy we can, however, make 
some inferences. For example, three-quarters of the 
&43%×���×ĚNANCIAL×SERVICE×COMPANIES×ARE×BASED×IN×THE×
capital, and across this sector as a whole, the level of 
corporate donations has fallen by 19 per cent since 2009 
(despite just a 3 per cent fall in revenue over this period). 
In contrast, over two-thirds of the UK’s consumer goods 
companies are based in London, and this sector has 
seen a corresponding increase in giving of 40 per cent 
(compared to a 13 per cent rise in revenue). Taking this 
sector-by-sector approach, we estimate that giving by 
,ONDONBASED×&43%×���×COMPANIES×STOOD×AT×©���M× 
in 2016.149

This estimate should, however, be read with some 
caution. First, it only assesses giving from a narrow 
cohort of the largest businesses in the UK; and second,  
it may overestimate the London share of giving from 
THESE×ĚRMS�×MOST×OF×WHICH×WILL×RAISE×MONEY×ACROSS×
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REGIONAL×OFĚCES×AS×WELL×AS×THEIR×,ONDON×(1S�×3EPARATE×
analysis by City Philanthropy estimates corporate giving 
in London to be worth far less at £327m��� (or 6 per cent 
of the total amount given across the capital) – although 
THESE×ĚGURES×THEMSELVES×ARE×BASED×ON×A×SAMPLE×OF×JUST×���×
businesses in the capital.���

The landscape of corporate giving in London: 
Approaches and causes
Another issue with the above estimates is that 
they only assess the value of giving from corporate 
donations. These represent just one aspect of corporate 
philanthropy, which also encompasses grant-making from 
corporate foundations, corporate CSR programmes, and 
employee giving and volunteering.���×

Corporate foundations are, for example, a growing 
feature of London’s giving landscape, with more large 
corporates channelling their philanthropic activity 
through dedicated foundations.��� Due to their legal 
separation, the engagement of parent businesses in 
the day-to-day running of their foundations can vary 
SIGNIĚCANTLY�×3OME×CORPORATE×FOUNDATIONS×�SUCH×AS×
Lloyds Bank Foundation) operate in very similar ways  
to independently endowed trusts, while others have 
much closer ties to business priorities. As of 2013,  
there were 140 corporate foundations in England and 
Wales, of which almost half were based in London.��� 
According to their most up-to-date accounts, the 
foundations based in the capital donated nearly £180m 
in total to charitable causes across London, the UK  
and the world, which equated to two-thirds of the total 
GIVEN×BY×THE×TOP×��×CORPORATE×TRUSTS×AND×FOUNDATIONS����

Many companies also act as a vehicle to support 
monetary giving and volunteering by individual 
employees. This includes supporting employees to give 
on a regular basis through payroll giving. Using HMRC’s 
national data, our calculations suggest an estimated 
�������×,ONDON×EMPLOYEES×GAVE×A×COMBINED×TOTAL×OF×
©��M×THROUGH×PAYROLL×GIVING×IN×�����������×The giving of 
time and skills is another crucial element of corporate 
giving. A recent study by City Philanthropy found that 
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39 per cent of all London employees volunteered (either 
on an ad hoc or regular basis), while those engaged in 
formal giving networks donated over 10,000 pro bono 
hours of work per year.��� While there are a range of 
intermediary and brokerage organisations that support 
THE×GIVING×OF×TIME×BY×EMPLOYEES�×MANY×ĚRMS×ALSO×RUN×
their own corporate CSR programmes, which draw 
ON×ĚRMSi×ĚNANCIAL×AND×ĚXED×CAPITAL×RESOURCES×AS×WELL×
as their employee skills base to deliver social impact 
in local communities. It is worth noting that public 
sector employers also support employee volunteering: 
for example, the government allows all its staff three 
days of paid volunteering leave a year. Understanding 
THE×CONTRIBUTION×OF×THESE×INTERVENTIONS×IS×DIFĚCULT�×AND×
is exacerbated by wildly different levels of reporting 
AMONG×ĚRMS×m×WHICH×MAKE×COMPARISONS×AND×AGGREGATE×
assessments all but impossible. 

Limited publicly available data also makes it 
DIFĚCULT×TO×ACCURATELY×CHARACTERISE×THE×CAUSES×SUPPORTED×
by corporate giving activities. The giving priorities 
OF×MAJOR×ĚRMS×CAN×CHANGE×QUITE×QUICKLY�×WITH×MANY×
operating single- or multi-year corporate-charity 
PARTNERSHIPS�×AND×CAUSES×OR×SPECIĚC×CHARITIES×SELECTED×
by senior managers or the wider workforce. We do 
know, however, that there has been a strong presence 
of corporate giving in the areas of education, skills, 
employability and social mobility in the capital. A 2013 
study into corporate philanthropy in Canary Wharf by 
ACADEMICS×FROM×1UEEN×-ARY×5NIVERSITY�×FOR×EXAMPLE�×
found that “the main thrust of the [CSR] work has been 
WITH×YOUNGER×PEOPLE×WITH×A×SPECIĚC×FOCUS×ON×EDUCATION×
and training and access to employment”.��� The focus on 
education and social mobility has in part been driven by 
a desire to better utilise existing employee competencies 
through skills-based volunteering, as well as longer-term 
business planning to support a pipeline of talent into 
SPECIĚC×INDUSTRIES×OR×ORGANISATIONS�×

Case Study 8: UBS and Hackney Bridge Academy
UBS is an international financial services firm based in the City of London, which 
has supported education in nearby Hackney for over 15 years. In 2007, it helped 
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Infrastructure and advisory support
There are a broad range of London-based and London-
focused advisory organisations which support businesses 
to do good, including London-focused organisations like 
Heart of the City, as well as national (e.g. Business in the 
Community) and internationally operating organisations 
(e.g. London Benchmarking Group). 

A number of other intermediaries support whole-
BUSINESS×APPROACHES×TO×ĚNANCIAL×AND×NONĚNANCIAL×GIVING×
based on either place or cause. London’s community 
foundations (London Community Foundation and 
East End Community Foundation) play an important 
role here, advising companies on giving and wider 
CSR strategy based on expertise of local social need 
and knowledge of effective grassroots charitable 
organisations. Other place-based intermediaries include 
the East London Business Alliance (ELBA), which aims 
TO×jCHANNEL×THE×WIDEREACHING×RESOURCES×AND×INĥUENCE×
of the private sector to address key areas of need” 
in Tower Hamlets, Newham, Hackney, and Waltham 
Forest.161 The emergence of place-based giving schemes, 
beginning with the launch of Islington Giving in 2010 
(see earlier sections), has also provided a new and 
growing infrastructure to support corporate giving at a 
local level.162 There is also an established infrastructure 
of brokerage support around certain cause areas, most 
notably education and skills. This includes local 
Business Education Partnerships (BEPs) which bring 
together schools and employers to support employability 
development of students via work-related learning, 
enterprise education and work experience. Although 
there are BEPs in most boroughs, the scope of support 

set up the Bridge Academy, a secondary school in one of the most deprived parts 
of London. The partnership aims to reduce educational disadvantage for poorer 
schoolchildren, in terms of results and personal development as well as higher 
education access. 

"ETWEEN×����×AND×�����×�����×EMPLOYEES×PROVIDED×������×HOURS×OF×SUPPORT�×
while UBS employees, clients and suppliers donated a further £1m.��� Examples of 
support from UBS employees included maths lessons for GCSE students, careers 
assemblies, work experience placements, and university interview practice.160
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AND×LEVEL×OF×RESOURCES×VARIES×SIGNIĚCANTLY�×WITH×THE×LARGEST×
based in Tower Hamlets, Newham, and across a number 
of north Inner London boroughs. 

Another major area of intermediary support is 
PROVIDED×BY×EMPLOYEE×VOLUNTEERING×NETWORKS×AND�
or brokerage organisations. Many of these support 
organisations operate at a pan-London level (e.g. the 
London Employer-Supported Volunteering Network 
and BeyondMe), often with a particular focus on 
EMPLOYEE×VOLUNTEERING×IN×#ITY×ĚRMS�×(OWEVER�×THERE×
is also support given at a local level through borough-
based Volunteer Centres. As already set out, these local 
brokerage organisations have been badly hit by cuts to 
local authority budgets, and the level of provision for 
prospective businesses can vary quite dramatically from 
borough to borough. For individual employees, there are 
also a number of peer-led networks where like-minded 
professionals come together to use their work skills and 
time to help charities. There are an estimated 80 of these 
networks across the UK, with at least 10 in the capital.163 

Case Study 9: BeyondMe (formerly Young Philanthropy)
Focusing on the millennial generation, BeyondMe was founded in 2011 to develop 
a meaningful way for professionals to give to causes they care about. BeyondMe 
facilitates the creation of teams of employees (seven professionals and one senior 
leader) who want to donate time, skills and money, as well as the building of a 
portfolio of charity projects that require external support. The teams are then 
matched to a needy charity through an online voting system, and give to this 
charity for a period of a year.164 Over the 12 months, charities expect to receive 
about £2,500 of donations and 150 hours of skilled volunteer time.165 

)N× ITS× ĚRST× ĚVE× YEARS× "EYOND-EiS× ���× TEAMS× �COMPRISING× �����× INDIVIDUALS	×
helped over 80 charities and social enterprises. This included £262,417 worth of 
skilled volunteering hours alongside around £300,000 given in cash. 92 per cent 
of partner charities said they would try to continue working with their team of 
professionals for a second year.166 

London’s government institutions have also been 
instrumental in helping to cultivate giving among the 
capital’s businesses. The City of London Corporation, 
in particular, has been very active in seeding and 
providing ongoing support to organisations working 
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with business around giving. This has included the 
creation of City Philanthropy, an initiative designed 
to promote corporate philanthropy and embed giving 
into the everyday practice of businesses and employees 
based in the Square Mile and Canary Wharf. The 
Corporation has provided funding for many of the other 
organisations and initiatives discussed including Heart of 
the City, BeyondMe, Islington Giving and the East End 
Community Foundation.167 

The Lord Mayor’s Appeal has been a longer-running 
initiative aimed at fostering giving from City businesses. 
Since 2014 it has organised an annual City Giving Day, 
which acts as a major focal point for corporate giving 
activity in London (see Case Study 10). City Hall’s Team 
London has taken a more narrow focus on employee 
volunteering. Among other activities, Team London 
hosts the London Enterprise Adviser Network (part of 
the national network set up by the Careers & Enterprise 
Company), which allocates employee volunteers to 
individual schools and encourages employers to open  
up their workplaces to schoolchildren. 

Key trends
There has been an undoubted increase in the 
commitment to social purpose and impact among many 
corporates. Greater engagement at senior management 
levels and an increase in the level of resource and 
expertise directed towards corporate responsibility 
has deepened their capacity. For some voluntary sector 
organisations, corporate support has provided a lifeline  
in the context of diminished statutory funding. 

However, despite the genuine increase in engagement 
from businesses, many perennial challenges remain, and 
other actors within the wider philanthropic landscape 
can often be critical of the approach taken by some 
corporates. Many charities and volunteering brokerage 
organisations continue to complain about unhelpful or 
unrealistic volunteering demands placed on them by large 
corporates which – as they often come with fundraising 
support – many feel obliged to accommodate. Other 
funders and infrastructure organisations also note the 
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corporate tendency to want ownership over individual 
programmes and outcomes, which can limit collaborative 
working and lead to duplication of activity. 

While lack of data is an issue across all of our giving 
sectors, it’s particular issue when it comes to corporate 
giving. We don’t know nearly enough about what 
corporates are doing in terms of giving, whom they are 
giving to and what sort of impact they are having. This is 
particularly striking given that the very business of many 
leading corporate donors is built around data, research, 
and analysis. While there are bright spots of effective 
and transparent corporate impact reports, as well as 
substantial data collection going on behind paywalls 
(e.g. by the LBG), much more needs to be done by 
support organisations and individual businesses to make 
corporate giving and CSR activity more transparent.

Prioritising social purpose: a growing agenda 
for large corporates and an emerging opportunity 
for SMEs
2ECENT×YEARS×HAVE×SEEN×A×SIGNIĚCANT×MATURING×OF×
corporate philanthropy, with social purpose becoming 
INTEGRAL×TO×MANY×ĚRMSi×BUSINESS×STRATEGIES�×#ONCEPTS×
such as shared value – which focuses on the connections 
between societal and economic progress and how social 
HARMS×CAN×GENERATE×INTERNAL×COSTS×FOR×ĚRMS168 – have 
become more prominent, and there has been an adoption 
(particularly in large companies) of a more serious and 
integrated approach to social responsibility. 

“Businesses are definitely thinking harder 
about their moral purpose as well as their 
financial purpose.”
Chief Executive, charity

“There is a greater recognition that 
businesses need to reflect internally on their 
external goals… there is less room to hide 
for companies.”
Department Head, advisory company
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Case Study 10: City Giving Day
Launched by The Lord Mayor’s Appeal (TLMA) in 2014, City Giving Day is an 
annual celebration of corporate philanthropy within the City of London. The day 
functions, in part, to raise money for TLMA-backed charities: however, it also 
has a wider remit acting as a focal point for corporate and employee engagement 
in giving and volunteering. Businesses based within the Square Mile often use 
City Giving Day to promote CSR activities among staff and wider stakeholders, 
fundraise for their own partner charities, and launch new campaigns or charity 
partnerships. In 2016 some 211 companies took part, recruiting 4,000 new 
volunteers and raising over £300,000 for TLMA charities and around 200 other 
voluntary sector organisations. 

In 2017, TLMA announced a new three-year strategy in which new campaigns 
and partner charities would be launched on an annual basis. The new strategy 

Part of this increase in engagement relates to a 
RECOGNITION×AMONG×MANY×ĚRMS×OF×THE×GROWING×BUSINESS×
case for corporate social responsibility,169 in terms of 
consumer brand and employee recruitment, retention and 
engagement. Strikingly, a recent study of UK employees 
found that half felt disengaged with their work, with a 
main factor in this being the disconnect they experience 
between their own values and that of their workplace.170 

In London, polling by City Philanthropy points to the 
jMILLENNIAL×EFFECTk×ON×#ITY×BUSINESSES�×WITH×UNDER��S×
much more likely to want to work for a company that is 
socially and environmentally responsible, and keener to 
involve themselves with charitable work alongside their 
day job.171 

A shift in the level of engagement of business has 
meant that it has been central to driving innovation in 
certain aspects of giving. This has arguably been most 
visible around employee volunteering, where there has 
BEEN×A×SIGNIĚCANT×SHIFT×TOWARDS×SKILLSBASED×VOLUNTEERING×
in recent years. This shift has happened gradually and 
has been driven, at least in part, by companies and 
employees wanting to have a more meaningful impact 
through harnessing the valuable transferable skills of 
London’s corporate workers. Some of our interviewees 
even felt that the pendulum might have swung too far, as 
many charities need more generalist volunteering support 
alongside expertise. 
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While there are clear examples of deepening 
engagement and innovative practice from large 
corporates in London, less is known about the giving 
practices of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
London does, however, have a vast and varied array of 
SMEs, and many of the sector experts we spoke to felt 
that this was the “next frontier” in terms of company 
GIVING�×4HERE×ARE�×HOWEVER�×CLEAR×AND×SIGNIĚCANT×BARRIERS×
to SME involvement in philanthropic activities, with time 
and resource capacity a major hurdle for many.172 Many 
also lack the necessary advisory support around giving, 
which is often geared towards larger organisations. 

“SMEs don’t create [CSR] strategies, or set out 
their aims; no one has told them, given them 
guidance, or shared best practice”
Corporate giving expert

That said, many smaller businesses are in fact 
ENGAGING×IN×PHILANTHROPIC×AND×SOCIALLY×BENEĚCIAL×
activities – though often in a casual or undeliberate 
way (e.g. recruiting from the local area, providing work 
experience, and supporting local charities with event 
space). A number of initiatives now exist to encourage 
THESE×TYPES×OF×ĚRMS×TO×GIVE×MORE�×INCLUDING×THE×WORK×
of the BIG Alliance (see Case Study 11) in convening 
SMEs in Islington around giving, and John Lyon’s 
work with Young People’s Foundations in providing an 

contains initiatives structured across four areas, supporting a City that is inclusive, 
healthy, skilled, and fair. It will support three partner charities – Place2Be, Onside 
Youth, and Samaritans – for the duration. City Giving Day falls within the “Fair 
City” strand of work, emphasising the need for City businesses and employees to 
give back to the capital.

The success of City Giving Day in engaging corporates and employees has 
led to interest from other city regions in the UK. In particular, TLMA has been 
in discussions with a number of the new Metro Mayors about the prospects of 
launching similar days in their regions. Talks have progressed furthest with the 
Mayor of the West Midlands, Andy Street, who is looking to hold a similar event in 
2018. TLMA’s wider ambition is for a network of simultaneously occurring events, 
catalysing corporate philanthropic activity from across the country. 
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online platform for local businesses to contribute venue 
space (see Case Study 2). There are clearly untapped 
opportunities to increase and better coordinate giving 
activity from smaller businesses. 

An uneven landscape: the distribution of CSR assets 
and activity
Although data is limited on the distribution of 
corporate funding and CSR activity, there is little 
doubt that it tends to be overly concentrated around 
particular causes and particular localities. A mapping 
EXERCISE×BY×RESEARCHERS×AT×1UEEN×-ARY×5NIVERSITY×ON×
the CSR activities of Canary Wharf-based corporates 
found, for instance, that “the spatial scope of corporate 
BENEĚCENCE×IN×EAST×,ONDON×IS×RELATIVELY×LOCALISED�×
centring on the borough of Tower Hamlets and the 
‘inner’ or ‘old’ East End, [while] beyond the River 
,EA×AND×FURTHER×AĚELD×IN×'REATER×,ONDON×EVIDENCE×
of engagement appears to be patchier”.173 As the 2013 
company giving report from the Directory of Social 
Change makes clear: “The majority of companies 
ĚRSTLY×CONSIDER×SUPPORTING×CAUSES×WHICH×ARE×CLOSE×
TO×HOME�×ĚGURATIVELY×AND×GEOGRAPHICALLY�×WITH×MANY×
concentrating their giving around their headquarters, 
MAIN×OFĚCES×OR×BRANCHESk�174 Few would argue that 
corporates shouldn’t be looking to support their local 
communities, particularly when they are, like the City 
and Canary Wharf, surrounded by areas of deep and 
longstanding deprivation. 

However, while the current situation may be a 
natural upshot of business location and expertise, it does 
CONSTITUTE×A×SIGNIĚCANT×PROBLEM×FOR×,ONDON�×"USINESS×
activity is highly unevenly spread across the capital 
(see Figure 9), with the City having 320 businesses that 
EMPLOY×OVER×���×PEOPLE�×WHILE×"ARKING×AND×$AGENHAM×
HAS×JUST×������×,OOKING×AT×THE×VERY×LARGEST×ĚRMS×�THOSE×
EMPLOYING×MORE×THAN×�����×STAFF	�×ĚVE×BOROUGHS×m×
the City, Westminster, Tower Hamlets, Islington, and 
Camden – account for over half of these employers, 
while seven boroughs have no employers of this size at 
ALL�×4HIS×CAN×MAKE×IT×EXTREMELY×DIFĚCULT×FOR×CHARITIES×



Figure 9: Distribution of large business (250+ employees) in London176
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and grassroots organisations based in Outer London 
boroughs to attract corporate support. 

“We’re lucky because we have quite a lot of 
big corporates here, and smaller ones as well, 
but if you look at my colleague in Bromley 
they have very few […] that they can engage, 
so it depends on where you are and it can be 
very difficult.”
 Volunteering Manager, local  
infrastructure organisation

In this context, intermediary organisations  
have a major role to play in steering corporate giving 
activity to where it is most needed. Some progress is 
being made here, with both ELBA and the East End 
Community Foundation helping to direct activity 
beyond traditional hotspots in Tower Hamlets to other 
parts of east London. Place-based giving schemes 
are also helping to attract forms of corporate giving 
that may not have traditionally been present within 
their localities. In Lewisham, a borough with just 20 
LARGE×�����	×EMPLOYERS�×THE×,EWISHAM×,OCAL×0"'3×IS×
focusing on attracting volunteers who work in the City 
but live in the borough.177 

Working together: emerging bright spots of 
corporate collaboration
While corporate engagement with social issues has 
in many ways deepened in recent years, attention to 
brand image is still a key factor in shaping philanthropic 
decision-making. In many respects this shouldn’t be 
discouraged, and voluntary sector organisations should 
be aiming to tap into corporates’ “enlightened self-
interest”.178×(OWEVER�×A×FOCUS×ON×PROĚLE×OFTEN×FOSTERS×A×
tendency by businesses to expect individual ownership 
over social programmes. This can have a number of 
problematic consequences. It can limit the scope for 
collaboration with other businesses, or other types of 
funder. And it can increase the likelihood of programme 
duplication and churn. 
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“From a company point of view, they often 
want their logo over everything, they want 
ownership of it. [Therefore there’s a need 
to show businesses that] they can get 
greater social impacts through working 
collaboratively than they would if they  
were investing the same level of funding  
on their own.”
Chief Executive, independent foundation

“Corporates get bored quite quickly. Three  
to four years is about the maximum attention 
span for any one project, often it’s 18 months, 
and they’re onto the next new thing. Their 
attention is constantly caught by the latest 
new organisation coming along.”
Chief Executive, local infrastructure organisation

This said, recent years have seen the development 
of a number of promising cases of collaborative practice 
between corporates, as well as cross-sector partnerships 
between businesses and other funders. Examples 
include Impetus-PEF – a “venture philanthropy” 
foundation focused on improving school and work 
outcomes among young people, set up by a number of 
private equity leaders and companies in order to pool 
charitable efforts – and LandAid, a property sector 
charity focused on youth homelessness. Place-based 
initiatives include the BIG Alliance’s work to bring 
together corporates to address need in Islington (see 
Case Study 11). The East End Community Foundation 
has also seeded a number of collaborative initiatives, 
including a project with businesses based in the new 20 
Fenchurch Street building (the “Walkie Talkie”). By 
working together around a key social issue – in this case 
local unemployment – new tenants have raised £100,000 
and provided in-kind support around CV and skills 
training, which has so far moved over 160 people into 
sustainable employment.179
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There are also emerging examples of place-based 
business-led collaboration around corporate giving.  
This includes the work of Business Improvement 
Districts (BIDs) in bringing local businesses together  
to cultivate a culture of giving among members. A recent 
report noted the increasing role they are playing across 
London in brokering engagements between members and 
local voluntary and community-based organisations.181 
Examples include:

•  Better Bankside: as one of the oldest BIDs, 
Better Bankside pioneered the role of social 
responsibility as a focus, and currently invests 10 
per cent of its income (from business levies) into 
CSR activities including connecting community 
partners, offering volunteering opportunities, 
and holding promotional events.182 

•  Employ SE1 initiative: this involves 
collaboration by four different BIDs and aims to 
help local people into jobs. By the beginning of 
����×THE×INITIATIVE×HAD×IDENTIĚED×�����×LOCAL×JOBS×
and helped 197 people into work.183

Case Study 11: BIG Alliance
Businesses in Islington (BIG) Alliance was founded in 2012 when Islington 
Giving (an independent group of funders, businesses, residents, and voluntary 
organisations focused on tackling poverty and inequality in the borough) asked 
ELBA to help set up a new business-supported employee volunteer programme to 
strengthen links between businesses and community organisations.180 Its focus is 
on community, education and employment. There are currently 13 active business 
members, who are mostly larger corporates based in the south of the borough, but 
they are beginning to develop an offer for smaller companies. 

In six years, almost 1,000 employees have volunteered in a wide range of roles 
(one-off and ongoing opportunities) providing business support in areas such 
as HR, marketing, legal and business planning. This has been delivered to 124 
COMMUNITY�×VOLUNTARY×AND×NOTFORPROĚT×ORGANISATIONS×ACROSS×THE×BOROUGH�×&URTHER�×
THROUGH×THE×EDUCATION×PROGRAMME�×���×PUPILS×FROM×EIGHT×INSTITUTIONS×HAVE×BENEĚTED×
from mentoring relationships. Through its piloted employment initiative, it has also 
helped 148 people into work. 
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•  We are Waterloo BID: this works to  
publicise the contribution businesses make in 
the area, helping to promote links between local 
community groups, charities and businesses 
through projects and events such as OurWaterloo 
and Charity Matters.184

•  Team London Bridge: as part of the London 
Bridge BID, this initiative operates the BID’s 
responsible business strategy, which includes 
grant funding, promotional support for  
local voluntary sector organisations, and the 
sharing of best practice through a Responsible 
Business Alliance.

International Case Study 3: Office for Strategic Partnerships – New York
A number of major US cities including New York, Los Angeles and Denver have 
established agencies within city government which aim to leverage and direct 
philanthropy from foundations, corporates, and individuals in order to address 
city-wide issues.185

)N×.EW×9ORK×#ITY�×THE×/FĚCE×FOR×3TRATEGIC×0ARTNERSHIPS×�/30	×WAS×ESTABLISHED×
BY×-AYOR×DE×"LASIO×IN×�����×AND×IS×SITUATED×WITHIN×THE×/FĚCE×OF×THE×-AYOR�186 As well 
as mobilising philanthropic activity behind new initiatives, the OSP also provides 
INSTITUTIONAL×OVERSIGHT×OF×NOTFORPROĚT×MAYORAL× FUNDS×ESTABLISHED× TO× SUPPORT×CITY×
programmes, namely the Mayor’s Fund, the Fund for Public Health and Fund for 
Public Schools. 

e. Social investors

Sector overview
Social investment can come in many shapes and sizes. On 
THE×WIDEST×DEĚNITION�×IT×INCORPORATES×INVESTMENT×ACTIVITY×
that, while seeking a return on capital, also aims to do 
social good, or at least not do social harm (see Figure 10). 
4HIS×REPORT×FOCUSES×ON×A×NARROWER×DEĚNITION�×INVESTMENT×
activity that is willing to accept a below-market return in 
exchange for positive social impact. 

At its most basic, social investment works to direct 
repayable funding to initiatives tackling social issues. 
But arguments for it go beyond that. Champions of 
social investment contend that it can encourage a more 
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disciplined, businesslike approach to voluntary activity, 
FOSTERING×A×FOCUS×ON×EARLY×INTERVENTION�×EFĚCIENCY�×
effectiveness and sustainability. Where public services 
CAN×ĚND×IT×HARD×TO×WORK×BEYOND×SILOS×AND×INNOVATE×AROUND×
a problem, social investment approaches can support new 
and integrated ways of doing things. 

The UK has been a pioneer of social investment from 
the creation of the Social Investment Taskforce in 2000, 
through the founding of Big Society Capital in 2012, to 
the promotion of social investment during its presidency 
of the G8 in 2013. As a result, the UK’s social market has 
grown in recent years. 

Big Society Capital (BSC) estimates that at the 
end of 2016 the UK’s social investment market was 
WORTH×©����BN�×IN×TERMS×OF×OUTSTANDING×LOANS×AND×EQUITY×
investments.188 The value of investments committed 
IN×����×STOOD×AT×©���M�×A×NEARTREBLING×IN×THE×VALUE×OF×
deals done in 2012 (around £213m).189 Just over half of 
THE×VALUE×OF×ALL×INVESTMENTS×IN×����×���×PER×CENT	×CONSISTED×
in social bank lending or investment in charities, social 
ENTERPRISES�×OR×jPROĚTWITHPURPOSEk×BUSINESSES�×!×
further 22 per cent were investments in social property. 
Loans to charities and social enterprises from non-bank 
sources accounted for 11 per cent of all investments in 
�����×WITH×COMPARABLE×ĚGURES×OF×�×PER×CENT×AND×�×PER×CENT×
for charity bonds and community shares respectively. But 
SOME×OF×THE×MOST×HIGHPROĚLE×FORMS×OF×SOCIAL×INVESTMENT×
– including social impact bonds, Social Investment Tax 
Relief (SITR) and quasi-equity investments – collectively 
made up just 2 per cent of deals in 2016. While the total 
value of the social investment market seems large, it is 
STILL×SIGNIĚCANTLY×BELOW×THE×LEVEL×OF×MAINSTREAM×LENDING×
from high street banks to charities and social enterprises, 
which is estimated to be worth £3.1bn.190 

Social Investment glossary

 –  Social investment:×DEĚNED×BY×"IG×3OCIETY×#APITAL×�"3#	×AS×jTHE×USE×
OF×REPAYABLE×ĚNANCE×TO×ACHIEVE×A×SOCIAL×AS×WELL×AS×A×ĚNANCIAL×RETURNk�191 
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The term is increasingly used to describe investments in charities and 
social enterprises where the primary motivation is supporting these 
organisations to deliver social impact, often at the expense of market-
level returns.

 –  Social impact investment:×DEĚNED×BY×THE×'�×3OCIAL×)MPACT×)NVESTMENT×
4ASKFORCE×AS×jINVESTMENT×ĚNANCING×THAT×INTENTIONALLY×TARGETS×SPECIĚC×
SOCIAL×OBJECTIVES×ALONG×WITH×ĚNANCIAL×RETURNS×AND×MEASURES×THE×
achievement of both”.192 This term is used more broadly to describe 
investments in social sector organisations or businesses that create 
some kind of positive social impact, and may or may not generate 
market-level returns.

 –  $EBT×ĚNANCE�×DEĚNED×BY×"3#×AS×jINVESTMENT×WITH×THE×EXPECTATION×OF×
repayment [which] usually takes the form of loans, both secured and 
unsecured, as well as overdrafts and standby facilities [and] requires  
a borrower to repay the amount borrowed along with some form  
of interest”.

 –  Equity investment:×DEĚNED×BY×"3#×AS×jINVESTMENT×IN×EXCHANGE×FOR×A×
stake in an organisation, usually in the form of shares”.

 –  Quasi-equity investment:×DEĚNED×BY×.EW×0HILANTHROPY×#APITAL× 
(NPC) as “an equity-style investment for organisations, such as 
charities, that do not have shares. Investors receive success-based 
rewards for their investment.”193

 –  Community shares�×DEĚNED×BY×THE×#OMMUNITY×3HARES×5NIT×AS×jA×FORM×
of [withdrawable] share capital unique to co-operatives and community 
BENEĚT×SOCIETIESk�194 These are shares issued by community businesses 
(e.g. community energy and transport schemes, local retailers, pubs or 
sports facilities) with shareholders having the right to withdraw their 
shares, though not to sell or transfer them. 

 –  Social Investment Tax Relief: DEĚNED×BY×.0#×AS×A×jTAX×BREAK×
[introduced in 2014] which helps social enterprises and charities  
RAISE×ĚNANCE×FROM×INDIVIDUAL×INVESTORS×BY×OFFERING×THOSE×INVESTORS× 
30 per cent income tax relief on loans or equity investment into  
their organisations”.���×
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London’s share of the social investment market
$ATA×ON×,ONDONiS×CONTRIBUTION×TO×THESE×NATIONAL×ĚGURES×
– either in terms of investment to or from London – is 
hard to come by. The best existing research providing 
a geographical analysis of the social investment market 
dates back to a 2013 report published by the City of 
London Corporation.196 This found that 19 per cent 
OF×INVESTMENTS×IN×�������×�FROM×A×SAMPLE×OF×��×SOCIAL×
investment intermediaries) were made to London-based 
organisations, which represented the highest share of 
any UK region. BSC also provides more up-to-date data 
on a sample of deals (from its own portfolio and those of 
EXTERNAL×INVESTORS	�×WHICH×IN×����×COMPRISED×��×PER×CENT×
of the value of all UK investments, and 31 per cent of 

Figure 11: Value of social investment commitments, 2013-2016198 
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 –  Social impact bonds:×DEĚNED×BY×"3#×AS×jA×FORM×OF×OUTCOMES
based contract in which public sector commissioners commit to pay 
;INVESTORS=×FOR×SIGNIĚCANT×IMPROVEMENT×IN×SOCIAL×OUTCOMES×;a=×WHICH×
deliver a saving to the public purse”. Investors, therefore, provide 
the capital for an intervention upfront and are paid with a return if 
outcome targets are met or exceeded. 
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the total number of deals.197×&ROM×THIS×DATA�×WE×ĚND×THAT×
the proportion of investments going to London-based 
ORGANISATIONS×HAS×OSCILLATED×BETWEEN×A×ĚFTH×AND×A×THIRD×
of the total value of all investments in the UK between 
2013 and 2016 (see Figure 11). In 2016, new investments 
IN×,ONDON×WERE×WORTH×©���M�×EQUIVALENT×TO×��×PER×CENT× 
of all UK deals within the BSC deal-level sample.

The BSC deal-level data also provides information 
on the types of investment being made. Between 2013 
and 2016, 47 per cent of investments to London-based 
ORGANISATIONS×CAME×IN×THE×FORM×OF×DEBT×ĚNANCE�×WHILE×
41 per cent were equity or quasi-equity investments (the 
remaining 12 per cent were a blend of debt and equity). 
This represents a more even distribution than across the 
rest of the UK, where the vast majority (84 per cent) of 
investments over this period were in the form of debt. 
This is, however, at least in part due to the impact of one 
very large equity investment in a housing scheme in 2016. 
$ESPITE×THE×SIZE×OF×THIS×ONE×SINGLE×INVESTMENT�×WE×ĚND×THAT×
investments in London are also less concentrated within 
housing or property than in the rest of the UK, although 
this still accounts for nearly 40 per cent of all investments 
between 2013 and 2016 (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Investment by cause area, as proportion of total value of investment, 
2013-2016199
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London’s social investor ecosystem
When describing the institutional landscape of social 
investment in London, or the UK for that matter, a good 
place to start is Big Society Capital. The London-based 
social investment wholesaler – set up in 2012 under 
the coalition government with £400m from dormant 
bank accounts and £200m from the UK’s four largest 
banks200 – is charged with growing the social investment 
market through investments in intermediary funds and 
organisations, rather than directly investing in charities 
or social enterprises. By the end of 2016, BSC’s own 
portfolio of investments stood at £220m, and it had  
BEEN×SUCCESSFUL×IN×CATALYSING×A×FURTHER×©���M×THROUGH× 
co-investment.201 

Beyond BSC, the London investment landscape 
is made up of a complex web of social investment 
intermediaries, fund managers, investment platforms, 
and advisory organisations, as well as other sources 
OF×CAPITAL×SUCH×AS×INSTITUTIONAL×INVESTORS�×3OME×��×PER×
cent of fund managers covered by BSC’s deal-level 
DATA×ARE×BASED×IN×,ONDON�×MANAGING×��×PER×CENT×OF×
the total value of investments. There is no commonly 
established approach to categorising or typologising this 
institutional landscape. One approach is to segment by 
product type, with London-based organisations including 
specialists in unsecured lending (e.g. Big Issue Invest), 
quasi-equity investments (e.g. Bethnal Green Ventures, 
)MPACT×6ENTURES×5+×AND×#LEARLY3O	�×BOND×ĚNANCE×
(e.g. Threadneedle Social Bond Fund and Rathbone 
Investment Management), social impact bonds (e.g. 
Social Finance and Bridges Ventures) and social property 
(e.g. Cheyne Capital and Commonweal Housing). It is 
also worth noting that there are other specialists based 
outside of London that have been integral to developing 
innovative schemes within the capital. These include 
Cornwall-based Resonance, which has pioneered social 
property schemes to address London’s homelessness 
crisis (see Case Study 12), and Cambridge-based Allia, 
the creator of Retail Charity Bonds (which are traded on 
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the London Stock Exchange and have been used 
TO×ĚNANCE×MAJOR×,ONDON×PROJECTS×SUCH×AS×'OLDEN 
Lane Housing).

Another method, more closely aligned to our 
ĚVE×SECTORS×APPROACH�×IS×TO×CATEGORISE×BY×THE×SOURCE×
of capital. Research published by the Corporation in 
2014 found that trusts and foundations had up to that 
point contributed over £100m to the social investment 
MARKET�×CORPORATES×A×FURTHER×©����M�×AND×PENSION×
funds £300m.202 More recent research by BSC has found 
that trusts and foundations continue to be one of the 
main sources of co-investment support, with a growing 
number choosing to use part of their endowment to 
make so-called “mission-related investments”.203 From 
a London perspective, the capital is home to some of 
the most active trusts and foundations in this space – 
including national foundations such as Esmee Fairbairn 
and Barrow Cadbury Trust, as well as the two largest 
London-focused funders, City Bridge Trust and Trust 
for London. Foundation social investment programmes 
often include a blend of investment and grant funding to 
support capacity building and investment readiness, some 
of which is funded by Access – a foundation set up in 
����×BY×THE×"IG×,OTTERY�×"3#�×AND×THE×#ABINET×/FĚCE×TO×
grow investment among smaller social enterprises  
and charities. 

The contribution of corporates is less clear, although 
research by Oliver Wyman has found that many have set 
up sizeable social investment funds at a global level.204 

There is limited information on corporate involvement 
at a London level, although some have been important 
cornerstone investors in a number of funds; and certain 
fund managers, such as Bridges Ventures, have been 
successful in attracting corporate investment into their 
growth funds.��� As well as investment, corporates have 
ALSO×PROVIDED×ĚNANCIAL×AND×INKIND×SUPPORT×TO×CAPACITY
building and investment readiness programmes. Some 
of this is done through their own CSR programmes (e.g. 
Deloitte’s Super Pioneers programme), but a number of 
businesses have also partnered with other organisations: 
most notably there has been a partnership between City 
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Bridge Trust and UBS to deliver its Stepping Stones 
investment readiness programme.

In terms of individual investors, evidence is again 
limited. Hopes that Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) 
WOULD×DRAW×IN×SIGNIĚCANT×INVOLVEMENT×FROM×(.7×
investors has so far not been realised, contributing just 
���×PER×CENT×OF×NATIONAL×INVESTMENTS×IN×�����206 Donor-
advised funds (DAFs) are seen as another potential 
route to growing HNW engagement, and London-based 
funds and fund managers, including Big Issue Invest, 
have been successful in raising investment from DAFs.207 
!CROSS×THE×INCOME×PROĚLE�×THE×TOTAL×VALUE×OF×DIRECT×
positive investments (in products like community shares 
or charity bonds) remains relatively low (at £330m in 
����	�×(OWEVER�×A×FAR×LARGER×AMOUNT×IS×HELD×IN×jSOCIALk×
BANK×ACCOUNTS×�©���M×IN×����	�208 While none of the 
major social banks (e.g. Triodos and Charity Bank) are 
headquartered in the capital, survey evidence suggests 
that interest in positive savings is highest in London, with 
69 per cent of Londoners expressing interest compared to 
��×PER×CENT×ACROSS×THE×5+×AS×A×WHOLE�209

Key trends

A Hub of Innovation: London as a social  

investment pioneer

London now has a well-established track record as a 
pioneer of social and impact investment, with the creation 
of Big Society Capital and the development of Social 
Impact Bonds (SIBs) by Social Finance in 2010 being 
the most visible innovations. SIBs have been something 
OF×AN×EMBLEM×FOR×5+×LEADERSHIP×IN×SOCIAL×ĚNANCE�×AND×
have been exported nationally and internationally with 
some promising results. Examples include the DWP’s 
Innovation Fund with Tomorrow’s People, which 
supported 91 per cent of participants into employment, 
education or training (with investors paid in full with 
a return); and the Utah Preschool Programme, which 
prevented all but one of 110 “at-risk” children being 
IDENTIĚED×AS×REQUIRING×SPECIAL×EDUCATIONAL×SERVICES×
(at a cost saving of $2,607 per child).210 At the time of 
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writing, 108 SIBs have been launched across the globe, 
collectively raising $392m.211 

More recent innovation within the capital  
has included attempts to focus the power of social 
investment on addressing key London issues. Initiatives 
addressing London’s housing and homelessness crisis 
are particularly suitable for social investment, enabling 
secured lending backed by property. Recent initiatives 
include Resonance’s partnership with St Mungo’s and 
the Mayor (see Case Study 12) to make 330 properties 
available for Londoners at risk of homelessness; and 
#HEYNE×#APITALiS×©��M×INVESTMENT×IN×SOCIAL×HOUSING×IN×
Croydon. These two initiatives have demonstrated the 
ability of social investment to bring capital from both 
public (Resonance – from local authorities) and private 
(Cheyne – from hedge fund investors) sources to bear on 
tackling social problems. 

“One of the advantages of property- 
related schemes is that they have something 
that investors want, something that is  
asset-backed.”
Investment Director, independent foundation

London is also home to a number of promising social 
investment initiatives aimed at improving support for 
vulnerable young people and adults. Examples include:

•  The West London Zone: WLZ describes itself 
as “a place-based collective impact project, a 
partnership of organisations which together 
deliver support to children and young people 
living in three square miles of inner west 
London”. The project was inspired by the 
Harlem Children’s Zone (HCZ), a charitable 
ENTERPRISE×SUPPORTING×������×���×YEAROLDS×
“from cradle to college” in New York. It brings 
together funding from philanthropists, national 
organisations including the Big Lottery, and local 
authorities and schools – with service providers 
paid partly upfront and partly on outcomes. 
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•  Positive Families Partnership: PFP, also known 
as Pan-London Children on the Edge of Care, is 
a Social Investment Bond jointly commissioned 
by Sutton, Tower Hamlets, Bexley, Merton 
and Newham, with support from the Mayor of 
London. It aims to work with young people at 
risk of ending up in social care. Initial funding 
was provided by Bridges Fund Management 
and the Better Outcomes Fund, a partnership 
BETWEEN×THE×"IG×,OTTERY×AND×THE×#ABINET×/FĚCE�

Case Study 12: Real Lettings Property Fund 2
In February 2018 the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, announced an investment 
of £15m (alongside £45m from the London boroughs of Croydon, Lambeth and 
Westminster) into a fund designed to house Londoners currently experiencing 
or at risk of homelessness.212 The “Real Lettings Property Fund 2” (RLPF2) 
– a partnership between fund manager Resonance and homeless charity St 
Mungo’s – aims to purchase 330 properties, letting them out at affordable rents 
to individuals and families referred to the scheme by local authority partners. 
St Mungo’s Real Lettings division (a social enterprise based within the charity) 
will act as a guarantor of rents, with rental income used to pay investors. Tenants 
will also be signposted to other services provided by St Mungo’s and external 
partners, with a particular focus on supporting transitions into employment and 
increasing resilience against homelessness. The RLPF2 model aims to enable 
tenants to move on from their properties and into stable accommodation after 
three years in the scheme. 

The current fund is the third of its kind managed by Resonance and St Mungo’s, 
which have collectively housed 1,300 tenants. To date, 100 per cent of tenants 
have sustained their tenancy for more than six months, and 44 per cent are now 
in employment. At its close in mid-2016, Real Lettings Property Fund 1 (RLPF1) 
HAD×SUCCESSFULLY×DEPLOYED×©��M×IN×INVESTMENT×COMMITMENTS×INTO×A×PORTFOLIO×OF×���×
one- and two-bedroom properties in Greater London. RLPF1 was successful at 
raising capital from a cross-sector cohort of private, corporate, foundation, and 
statutory investors. These included a private HNW investor, property developer 
,�1�×#ROYDON×#OUNCIL�×#ITY×OF×,ONDON×#ORPORATION�×%SMEE×&AIRBAIRN�×4RUST×FOR×
London, Panahpur, and Big Society Capital.213 

Falling Behind: supply- and demand-side barriers to 

small-scale investment

As we have seen, London-centrism is certainly a 
feature of the UK’s social investment landscape, with 
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a disproportionate share of social investment activity 
emanating from the capital. Indeed, both national 
government and the City of London Corporation views 
establishing London as the pre-eminent global centre 
for social impact investment as a route to cementing 
the UK’s position as the leader in impact investing and 
SOCIAL×BUSINESS×m×AN×OPPORTUNITY×TO×PUT×,ONDONiS×ĚNANCIAL×
centre at the heart of a rapidly growing movement. 

However, the picture looks rather different when 
we look at where social investment goes – in part due 
to concerted efforts by Big Society Capital, Access 
and other foundations and intermediaries to direct 
investment and develop the market across the country. 
This has meant that in some areas London has arguably 
fallen behind, with the lower end of the capital’s market 
underdeveloped in particular in terms of both demand 
AND×SUPPLY�×!LTHOUGH×IT×IS×DIFĚCULT×TO×UNTANGLE×THE×
relationship between the two, our interviews revealed 
challenges on both the demand and the supply side. In 
terms of demand, a number of London-based investors 
spoke about the lack of investable opportunities in the 
capital, which had caused them to look to other parts of 
the country. 

“We have struggled to find London-focused 
opportunities. I think there’s still work to 
be done to have geographically focused 
opportunities as inclusive as the grant-making 
process is, for organisations of all sizes. I don’t 
think there is a huge number of deals that are 
credible at the moment.”
Investment Director, independent foundation

On the supply side, other UK regions have been 
MORE×EFFECTIVE×IN×PROVIDING×APPROPRIATE×ĚNANCE×TO×
SMALLER×ORGANISATIONS�×3HEFĚELDBASED×+EY×&UND×HAS�×
in particular, specialised at supporting this end of 
the market in the Midlands and North of England, 
predominantly through unsecured lending (or a mix 
OF×DEBT×AND×GRANTS	×OF×BETWEEN×©�����×AND×©��������×)N×
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�������×IT×AGREED×���×INVESTMENTS×WITH×AN×AVERAGE×SIZE 
of just £20,161.214

Evidence from BSC’s deal-level data suggests 
that investors in London have not been able to offer 
COMPARABLE×FORMS×OF×ĚNANCE×TO×SMALLER×ORGANISATIONS×
(see Figure 13). In 2013 and 2014, the median investment 
size in London was double that of other parts of the UK, 
STANDING×AT×AROUND×©�������×m×SIGNIĚCANTLY×OUT×OF×REACH×
for most small charities and social enterprises. The data 
does, however, show a fall in median investment size over 
����×AND×�����×4HIS×MAY×REĥECT×AN×INĥUX×OF×SUBSIDISED×
CAPITAL×FOLLOWING×THE×LAUNCH×OF×!CCESS×IN×�����×BUT×COULD×
also be a result of growth in the number of small-scale 
investments from other investors, particularly Big Issue 
Invest and CAF Venturesome.

It is not clear why this end of the market has been 
slower to grow in the capital, particularly given London’s 
high density of social ventures and businesses.216 A 
number of interviewees speculated that a focus from 
investors in getting money “out of the door” and growing 

Figure 13: Median investment size, 2013 - 2016215
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the total size of the social investment market could have 
crowded out smaller, more time-consuming or riskier 
investments. Some of our interviewees warned London’s 
governance institutions, particularly the GLA and City of 
London Corporation, not to repeat mistakes of the past – 
i.e. the mismatch between the supply of investors offering 
large equity investments and the demand of investees 
seeking out unsecured small-scale lending – and instead 
concentrate on ways to support smaller organisations in 
taking on investment and scale. 

“There’s a real danger that the Mayor, and 
the people around the Mayor, are getting 
seduced by the opportunity to cut the ribbon 
on a massive investment fund, rather than 
thinking what is the gap that we can most 
usefully fill […] What the Mayor of London or 
other public sector agencies could usefully 
do is to make interventions to make it more 
likely for organisations to find their way into 
the pipeline.”
Director, social enterprise

London as a global centre for social investing

At the other end of the spectrum of capital, London’s 
POSITION×AS×A×GLOBAL×ĚNANCIAL×CENTRE×AND×A×CENTRE×OF×
“global civil society” means it is well placed to both 
INĥUENCE×AND×CAPITALISE×ON×AN×EMERGING×MARKET×FOR×
international impact investment.217 Once a fringe idea 
WITHIN×MAINSTREAM×ĚNANCE�×THE×LAST×FEW×YEARS×HAVE×SEEN×
A×RAFT×OF×ANNOUNCEMENTS×BY×MAJOR×TRANSNATIONAL×ĚNANCIAL×
institutions related to impact investing.218×)N×�����×FOR×
example, Goldman Sachs purchased impact-investment 
ĚRM×)MPRINT×#APITAL�×THIS×WAS×FOLLOWED×IN×����×BY×THE×
launch of a new “impact” division at the world’s largest 
ASSET×MANAGER�×"LACKROCK�×)N×����×PRIVATE×EQUITY×ĚRM×
TPG raised $2bn for its new impact fund named “The 
Rise Fund” – the largest pool of this kind ever created.219 
Debate still rages within the UK social sector about the 
actual impact potential of these moves, and interviewees 
for this project were split on whether it simply constituted 
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a labelling exercise or had the potential to transform the 
global economic system. 

“Ideally social investment wouldn’t necessarily 
continue to exist as a niche product; you 
would have consideration of the social impact 
of any investment and some investments will 
be likely to generate considerably more social 
impact than others.”
Investment Director, independent foundation

!×����×REPORT×BY×0W#×INTO×,ONDONiS×PROSPECTS×OF×
becoming a global hub for social impact investment found 
THAT×IT×WHILE×IT×WAS×A×jSTRONG×NATIONAL×ĚNANCIAL×CENTRE×
for SII”, it was not yet an emerging global centre.220 The 
report noted a number of key strengths, including the 
MATURITY×OF×,ONDONiS×ĚNANCIAL×MARKETS�×THE×FAVOURABILITY×
of the policy and regulatory environment, and the 
strength of the capital’s international connections. 
However, it also argued that there were a number of 
areas where further development was required, including 
common reporting standards and the supply of capital, 
particularly from retail investors. 

In some of these areas we have seen progress since 
�����×)N×����×"RIDGES×6ENTURES×LAUNCHED×ITS×)MPACT×
Management Programme, which aims to develop 
a set of commonly agreed norms around impact 
investing and involves deliberative work with over 700 
organisations, including asset owners, fund managers, 
and social enterprises.221 We have also seen progress 
on the supply of capital, with the recent report by 
the National Advisory Board on Impact Investing 
catalysing 18 of the UK’s largest fund managers 
(including Allianz GI, Barclays and Legal & General)  
to commit to “goals aimed at expanding the market  
and making it more accessible for investors”.222

On the downside, however, the recent government-
commissioned Corley Report (entitled Growing a culture 

of social impact investing) argued that the UK was “not 
keeping pace with innovations elsewhere”, pointing 
to a gap between public interest in positive investing 
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and actual uptake – an interest which we have seen is 
particularly high in London.223 The report highlights the 
INĥUENCE×OF×&RENCH×SOLIDARITY×SAVINGS×FUNDS×IN×MOVING×
the impact agenda further in France. In the French 
SYSTEM�×ALL×BUSINESSES×WITH×OVER×��×EMPLOYEES×HAVE×TO×
offer a savings fund with 90 per cent of the value invested 
in responsible assets and the remaining 10 per cent in 
high-impact social enterprises. This has created far larger 
public engagement224 with impact investing in France 
compared to the UK.

There are also some continued unknowns that may 
INĥUENCE×,ONDONiS×SHORT×AND×LONGTERM×PROSPECTS�×-OST×
notably, the impact of Brexit on London’s potential 
leadership of impact investment has not been explored. 
While there are major concerns that the undermining 
OF×,ONDONiS×POSITION×AS×A×PREEMINENT×GLOBAL×ĚNANCIAL×
centre may choke its emergence as a leader in impact 
investing, some optimists interviewed for this research 
argued that specialisation in impact investing could help 
give London a helpful USP in the face of Brexit. 

There is also a huge gap in some of the debates on 
impact investing around the demand side.��� We have 
SEEN×THE×CHALLENGES×OF×STIMULATING×DEMAND×AND×ĚNDING×
investible opportunities when it comes to the smaller 
sums associated with social investment, so it is unclear 
where the far larger funds being set up are going to invest. 
There seems a real mismatch between the attempts to 
move institutional and retail capital into the supply side, 
while on the demand side the discussion focuses on the 
investment readiness of (often) small social enterprises 
and charities. 

One option to help stimulate greater innovation and 
bring supply- and demand-side organisations together – 
mooted in some of our interviews with social investors 
– is to set up a physical space to act as a focal point for the 
development of London’s social and impact investment 
markets. While there are numerous hubs and accelerators 
for social enterprises across the capital, a central space for 
social investment would bring together philanthropists, 
investors, investees, and support organisations. This idea 
takes inspiration, in part, from international examples 
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such as the MaRS district in Toronto (see International 
Case Study 4) or Civic Hall in New York.226 There is, 
therefore, a need for exploratory research to understand 
its suitability in a London context.

“What does it mean for London to be a centre 
of social investment? Does it mean having 
an actual centre or doing other work and 
activities that help to build that cluster effect? 
[…] I think there needs to be good evidence 
that that’s what key institutions want and 
that there’s actual interest.”
Investment Director, independent foundation

International Case Study 4: MaRS Centre for Impact Investing – Toronto
Founded in 2011, MaRS Centre for Impact Investing aims to catalyse the 
development of social investment in Canada by providing guidance and advice 
and facilitating cross-sector collaboration from government, business, and social 
sectors.227 The Centre aims to support better commissioning around social 
investment, and has taken a particular lead in developing social impact bonds 
across Canada. 

The Centre sits within the wider MaRS Discovery District – a dense innovation 
AREA×IN×4ORONTO×SPANNING×OVER×���×MILLION×SQUARE×FEET×ACROSS×MULTIPLE×BUILDINGS×THAT×
facilitates face-to-face interaction between investors and social startups seeking 
ĚNANCE�× 4HE× DISTRICT× BRINGS× TOGETHER× ENTREPRENEURS× WORKING× ACROSS× FOUR× BROAD×
sectors: social innovation, life sciences and health care, information technology and 
communications, and science, engineering and “cleantech”. 

While MaRS supports a broad range of business and social sector startups, 
it has played a key role in stimulating social innovation in Canada – particularly 
through its partnership with the Canadian McConnell Foundation. This included 
the Social Innovation Generation (SiG) programme – a 10-year scheme that ran 
from 2007 to 2017 and was housed within the MaRS District. Over this period SiG 
helped develop the evidence base around social innovation in Canada, increased 
the engagement of policymakers in social entrepreneurship, and convened the 
Canadian Task Force on Social Finance (the precursor to the MaRS Centre for 
Impact Investing).228 

-A23×HAS×AT×TIMES×RUN×INTO×ĚNANCIAL×DIFĚCULTIES�×CONTROVERSIALLY×BEING×jBAILED×
out” by the Ontario government with a $308m rescue package in 2014.229 However, it 
has since experienced a major upturn in growth, repaying its government loan three 
years early.230 Between 2010 and 2018 companies supported by MaRS collectively 
RAISED×����BN�×GENERATING×����BN×IN×REVENUE×AND×CREATING×�����×JOBS�231





4. 
Conclusions and 
recommendations
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As we have seen, London is in many ways a generous 
city. With its highly skilled and enterprising workforce, 
it has been at the forefront of developments aimed 
at encouraging giving and creating more effective 
philanthropy. However, there are undoubtedly 
opportunities to increase the quantity and quality  
of giving to London-level, national and international 
CAUSES�×ACROSS×ALL×ĚVE×SECTORS×SURVEYED×IN×THIS×REPORT�×

Our recommendations are addressed mainly to 
London government, businesses and civic organisations, 
rather than national ones – though we recognise the 
distinction is often a hazy one. This is not to say that 
there is nothing that national government and national 
organisations could and should be doing to strengthen 
giving in the capital. We support calls, for instance, to 
strengthen the Charity Commission’s regulatory role, 
obliging charities to provide more evidence of their 
impact and explore the case for mergers.232 But we also 
think there are opportunities for London to promote 
giving, independently of much-needed national action. 

We think the greatest opportunity for London-level 
action lies in encouraging a more strategic and joined-
up approach to giving to London causes. Most of our 
recommendations are focused on this. However, we also 
believe there are opportunities to develop London’s role 
as a centre of national and international giving, and we 
advance recommendations to achieve this as well. 

We argue that getting Londoners to give more, give 
better and give together requires a move to a “whole city” 
approach – one where leading public sector, business 
and civic organisations collaborate to encourage giving, 
identify priorities, and ensure giving addresses them in 
the most effective manner.

We recognise that there are clear limits on the extent 
to which donating and volunteering can be (or should 
be) planned and directed. By its very nature, giving is 
a voluntary activity, free of the demands of the state or 
the market. There are a vast number of worthy causes 
to which people might donate, and it is impossible to 
measure the value of all of these on a single metric. Who 
can say giving to a top-rank cancer research charity has 
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more impact than giving to an outstanding offender-
rehabilitation social enterprise? We need a giving culture 
that supports experimentation and innovation rather than 
discouraging them simply because they don’t conform to 
some London “giving plan”. 

Nevertheless, giving can be better or worse. And 
donors are more likely to give when the request is a 
clear and powerful one, and they are assured that giving 
will be well directed and effective. As we set out in our 
introduction, for all its reputation as a fast-moving and 
individualist city, many Londoners old and new feel a 
strong sense of belonging to the capital and are willing 
AND×EAGER×TO×INVEST×SOME×TIME×AND�OR×MONEY×IN×jGIVING×
something back”. All this points to the need for London 
to develop a more rigorous and strategic giving regime as 
well as a stronger philanthropic ask. 

“Carrying on doing more of the same is not 
going to increase the level of philanthropic 
support […] a positive campaign around 
philanthropy – ‘Look at the difference we can 
make together’ – would be a great thing to 
do.”
Chief Executive, charity

Achieving collaborative working across London 
giving sectors can be a challenge. London has an 
unusually decentralised system of government, with 
power distributed across the 33 boroughs, in addition 
to the many organisations working within each of our 
giving sectors and London civil society more generally. 
Clearly, though, some organisations are well positioned 
to take a lead; and most of our recommendations are 
directed at them. These include the Mayor of London, 
the City of London Corporation, London Funders, Trust 
for London, London Councils, London’s two community 
foundations, and the new London Plus. We refer to these 
leading London-focused organisations as “London’s 
giving leaders”.
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“It [philanthropy in London] is very poorly led 
politically; I don’t see enough or hear enough 
unified calls for philanthropy by London’s 
leaders. And the Lord Mayor and the Mayor 
are good examples of that for me. They could 
and should be doing much more, in a much 
more joined-up way.”
Chief Executive, charity

The Mayor has a particularly important role. As 
London’s directly elected leader, he or she has a unique 
power to convene leading stakeholders, articulate and 
promote a vision, set expectations and push change 
forward. At the same time, the Mayor will need to 
maintain a light touch – to lead rather than control. 
There are risks, for instance, in the Mayor associating 
himself too closely with individual London charitable 
organisations or causes. As many of the experts we 
heard from argued, mayors are inevitably somewhat 
controversial, “Marmite” characters. Their close 
association with an organisation or a cause won’t 
always help it. The Mayor needs to be a champion 
of giving in general, articulating a vision and setting 
standards, supporting collaborative and strategic 
working, celebrating philanthropists and volunteers,  
and promoting giving across the capital – especially  
to London-focused charities and causes. 

“…it’s about the Mayor enabling things to 
happen. We all know that the Mayor has 
incredible convening power, but that doesn’t 
mean the Mayor or the GLA has to deliver the 
outcomes of that convening […] The Mayor 
can be a powerful champion for throwing 
down the gauntlet for collaboration.”
Independent Consultant

What, then, is involved in a whole-city approach 
to giving more, giving better and giving together? We 
start with giving better, on the grounds that people and 
organisations are more likely to give when they are 
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CONĚDENT×THAT×THEIR×TIME×AND×MONEY×WILL×BE×WELL×DIRECTED�×
The principle of giving together runs through all  
our recommendations. 

Giving Better 
If London is to give better, it will need to develop a 
stronger and shared understanding of priorities and  
how to address these. 

“The London landscape is really 
complicated […] and a bit like the Wild 
West. It’s often very difficult to know what’s 
effective, what’s not effective, who’s bidding 
for what, it’s just a mess. Therefore, a lot 
of philanthropic decisions are often very 
personal and assumptive.”
Chief Executive, charity

Understanding priorities
We distinguish two elements needed to develop an 
understanding of giving priorities. 

&IRST�×,ONDON×WOULD×BENEĚT×FROM×A×BETTER×AND×SHARED×
understanding of need. “Philanthropic particularism” 
is still a real and perennial issue in the capital, with 
charitable activity often directed at particular causes or 
localities that don’t always correspond with where need 
is greatest. Several of the charities and intermediary 
organisations we interviewed spoke about corporate 
giving failing to adapt to some of the changing dynamics 
of need in the capital, with much CSR activity continuing 
TO×ACCUMULATE×IN×CLOSE×PROXIMITY×TO×OFĚCES×IN×THE×#ITY×AND×
Canary Wharf. 

It is true that London has made some progress 
in developing a shared understanding of need. The 
,ONDON×0OVERTY×PROĚLE�×ESTABLISHED×BY×4RUST×FOR×
London in 2009, is particularly important here. The 
0ROĚLE×HAS×QUICKLY×ESTABLISHED×ITSELF×AS×AN×ACCESSIBLE�×
AUTHORITATIVE×AND×INĥUENTIAL×SOURCE×OF×INFORMATION�×)T×
has been instrumental in catalysing policy and practice 
change, including providing the evidence base for the 
campaign for the London Living Wage.233 Nevertheless, 
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several of our interviewees suggested that London 
needed to go further and build a rounder, more detailed 
picture of changing need in the capital – by going below 
the borough level and identifying particular pockets of 
local need, as well as covering issues such as victimisation 
or environmental degradation that are important to 
Londoners as a whole. There are examples from other 
cities that point the way. As we have seen, many US and 
Canadian cities are far ahead of London in adopting 
a “Vital Signs” approach and using quantitative and 
qualitative work to build a shared understanding of need 
(see International Case Study 1). A potential option 
would be for Trust for London to enhance the London 
0OVERTY×0ROĚLE�×USING×NEED×DATA×AND×CITIZENLED×RESEARCH×
in order to identify giving priorities for London. 

Second, we need, as a city, to develop a better 
understanding of who is giving what, where donations  
of time and money are going, and how these can be more 
effectively directed. Currently, much of our information 
on aggregate foundation and corporate giving comes 
from national-level data, giving us a highly opaque 
picture of developments in London. At the same time, 
it has become much easier to share and analyse data 
using digital technology. The 360Giving initiative in 
particular provides a platform for funders to submit 
grant data, which, through the 360Giving open data 
3TANDARD�×TAKES×ADVANTAGE×OF×COMMON×REPORTING×ĚELDS×
– including the level of funding, funder and recipient 
INFORMATION�×AND×BENEĚCIARY×LOCATION�×4HIS×INFORMATION×
can be easily analysed through the GrantNav online 
TOOL×OR×DOWNLOADED×AS×A×#36×ĚLE�×4HE×TOOL×HAS×SEEN×A×
good uptake in London: 42 out of 71 funders234 currently 
submitting data are based in the capital. Nevertheless, 
this represents a small proportion of organisations 

Recommendation 1: London’s giving leaders should develop a richer 
understanding of need in the capital, perhaps through building on 
Trust for London’s London Poverty Profile.
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WORKING×IN×,ONDON×AND×IS×CERTAINLY×INSUFĚCIENT×TO×ENABLE×
A×ROBUST×ASSESSMENT×OF×AGGREGATE×FUNDING×ĥOWS 
across London.

Acting on priorities
)F×THE×ĚRST×ELEMENT×OF×GIVING×BETTER×IS×THE×DEVELOPMENT×OF×A×
shared understanding of patterns of need and giving, the 
second element is to ensure coordinated and impactful 
approaches to addressing needs. 

London is already a relatively highly networked 
city, with a degree of coordinated giving. We have 
pointed to some facets of this in the course of this 
report. London Funders brings together many of the key 
giving organisations in the capital. The City of London 
is becoming increasingly strategic. Some of London’s 
business sectors have come together to pool their 
charitable efforts. London Plus has replaced two existing 
pan-London organisations and promises to help improve 
data, raise standards and connect different sectors 
together. The Mayor is taking more of a leadership 
role. At the local level we are also seeing promising 
developments, with trusts, foundations, corporates and 
local government working together (and in some cases 
pooling funds) to tackle social problems. 

Nonetheless, London’s civic leaders need to continue 
to encourage joint working. The Mayor and other leaders 
should reiterate their support for strategic approaches 
at every turn. Moreover, there are a number of practical 
measures that could drive more coordinated approaches 
to giving. 

Our research suggests that too much corporate giving 
takes place in a private world of its own. London Plus 

Recommendation 2: London’s giving leaders should encourage all 
major London funding organisations – foundations, local authorities 
and corporates – to provide greater transparency on grant data 
by publishing on 360Giving. London Funders should also publish a 
regular “state of giving” review that would track the development of 
giving in London.
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offers an opportunity to connect corporates who support 
employee volunteering with each other and to ensure 
volunteering efforts are directed at priority causes. 
London Plus could help support London’s many smaller 
charities by connecting them with expert volunteers – as 
we have seen, London’s smaller charities have been badly 
hit by public spending cuts. 

For two decades, London Funders has been 
central to connecting and convening the capital’s 
independent and statutory grant-makers. Its network 
groups have enabled knowledge-sharing around key 
London issues, strengthened funder practice in areas 
such as measurement and evaluation, and encouraged 
collaborative working. The development of these 
networks has, in recent years, enabled London Funders 
to play a leading role in driving improvements to London 
funding practice through reports such as The Way Ahead 
as well as its place-based giving programme. However, 
London Funders’ engagement of corporates and private 
philanthropists has been limited. With public spending 
CUTS×INCREASING×THE×SIGNIĚCANCE×OF×THESE×GIVING×SECTORS×TO×
London’s wider funding mix, there is a pressing need to 
get corporates and individual philanthropists around the 
table, increase cross-sector communication, and foster 
collaborative working.

Recommendation 3: Strengthen London Plus’ capacity to 
encourage employee volunteering, ensuring volunteering efforts  
go where they are needed most.

Recommendation 4: London Funders should make its work with 
corporates and private philanthropists a priority – encouraging 
more of them to join the organisation, promoting good practice, and 
advocating joint working among them. The Mayor of London and 
London’s other giving leaders should support London Funders in this. 
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Donors could also work together to reduce the 
BURDENS×THEY×PLACE×ON×THEIR×BENEĚCIARIES�×7HILE×THE×
'RENFELL×ĚRE×POSED×HUGE×CHALLENGES×FOR×,ONDON×VOLUNTARY×
sector, it also catalysed innovation, with London Funders 
leading in bringing together donors to create a single 
online funding portal for the charities working with 
Grenfell victims. London could build on this with, for 
example, a group of funders interested in addressing 
a particular social problem coming together to invite 
applications for funding through a shared portal.

London has developed a reputation as a leading 
centre of national and international social investing 
over the last decade or so. Yet London-based social 
INVESTORS×HAVE×AT×TIMES×STRUGGLED×TO×ĚND×INVESTIBLE×
OPPORTUNITIES×IN×THE×CAPITAL�×AND×07#iS×����×REPORT×
INTO×,ONDONiS×PROSPECTS×AS×A×jGLOBAL×ĚNANCIAL×CENTRE×
for social investment” concluded that it was only at 
“stage 1” of its development: a strong national centre,  
but not a global one.��� 

Several of our interviewees suggested that London’s 
SOCIAL×INVESTMENT×SECTOR×WOULD×BENEĚT×FROM×A×PHYSICAL×
space where philanthropists, social investors and social 
entrepreneurs could meet. While there are numerous 
hubs and accelerators for social enterprises across the 
capital, none work to bring together the full range 
of players in London’s social investment ecosystem. 
There are international precedents from which London 
might learn, such as the MaRS district in Toronto (see 
International Case Study 4) or Civic Hall in New York.236

Recommendation 5: London Funders should lead in adapting the 
Funders Portal – which allows voluntary sector organisations to 
access multiple funding streams with a single application – into a 
systemic London resource.
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Giving more
Londoners’ generosity has been best expressed in recent 
years when galvanised around a particular event or cause. 
International examples (e.g. Do More 24 in Washington, 
DC; see International Case Study 2) show that city 
giving days can work, bringing in huge sums for local 
charities and addressing key social issues. City Giving 
Day has proved successful in the corporate sphere and 
some of the new Metro Mayors having been exploring 
the possibility of setting up their own Giving Days. But 
this poses the question: why can’t all Londoners, not 
just City workers, engage in an annual celebration of 
charitable giving and volunteering? 

There are clear risks to this approach, and it would 
need to be carefully thought through and designed. 
We have seen other generic national or London giving 
campaigns fail to make much of an impact, in part due to 
the lack of an ask targeted at a particular cause. There is 
also a real danger of initiative fatigue – we already have 
City Giving Day and Giving Tuesday, as well as new 
emerging local schemes like Love Kingston Day. 

To ensure impact and long-term sustainability,  
any annual giving day should involve the  
following components:

• ×!×CAUSE×FOCUS×THAT×IDENTIĚES×A×KEY×ISSUE×EACH×YEAR×
for Londoners to support, but that also provides 
space for a broader celebration of monetary 
giving and volunteering. 

• ×(IGHPROĚLE×SUPPORT×FROM×THE×-AYOR×OF×,ONDON�×
in conjunction with local political leaders and 
other private, public and voluntary sector leaders 
from across the capital.

Recommendation 6: London Funders should review the need for a 
physical space to act as a centre for philanthropy, social investment 
and enterprise in London.
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•  A targeted ask towards wealthy Londoners 
around giving back to the capital.

•  An inclusive approach that ensures that 
Londoners of all backgrounds are engaged, 
harnessing giving traditions among ethnic 
minority and religious communities. 

•  Engagement of key fundraising and 
volunteering infrastructure organisations, 
including the Evening Standard, BBC London, 
London Community Foundation, East End 
Community Foundation, and local place-based 
giving schemes.

•  Collaboration and alignment, where possible, 
with other giving campaigns – particularly City 
Giving Day, Giving Tuesday, and local place-
based campaigns.

•  An in-built system of monitoring and impact 
MEASUREMENT×TO×GIVE×ROBUST×ĚGURES×ON×THE×
amounts raised, number of people engaged,  
and ultimately the impact of the day on the  
ISSUE×AREA×IDENTIĚED�

Many Londoners have seen their wealth increase 
dramatically in recent decades as property values 
have ballooned. And much of London’s physical 
infrastructure, including some of its iconic bridges and 
historic institutions, was funded by charitable legacies. 
But as we have seen, only one in twenty Londoners leave 
a bequest when they die – slightly below the national 
average. Against this background, London should aim 
not just to meet national averages, but to raise the bar on 

Recommendation 7: The Mayor, working with the City of London, 
London Funders and other partners, should establish an annual 
London giving day.
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legacy giving. This will require a campaign that works 
WITH×,ONDON×MEDIA�×ĚNANCIAL×ADVISORS×AND×EMPLOYERS�×
reaching Londoners across the city. The Mayor and 
the Corporation are well positioned to do more to 
promote legacy giving in the capital – working with 
other organisations (including Remember a Charity), 
or through a new annual giving day for the capital (see 
Recommendation 7).

Finally, organisations like London Community 
Foundation and East End Community Foundation 
also need to be part of any joint initiative on legacy 
giving, as they have the expertise to manage legacy 
gifts – particularly for Londoners who may not have 
an attachment to a particular charity but want to leave 
money or assets to support their local community or 
London as a whole. 

Smaller charities have often been hardest hit by 
public spending cuts. There is much that London’s 
funders can do to relieve the burdens on them and make 
it easier for them to apply for grants, including creating 
SHARED×APPLICATION×PROCESSES×�SEE×2ECOMMENDATION×�	�×
But as traditional (and especially public sector) funding 
diminishes, small charities are going to have to look for 
funding from new sources, including major donors  
and corporates. 

“The opportunities within London for 
corporate giving and high-value giving 
are increasingly important for third sector 
organisations. If you went back 5 or 10 years 
in terms of sustainability, it was all about 
trying to get people in with the council, but 
now there’s a lot less available; and really it’s 
been trying to support organisations [to] build 

Recommendation 8: London’s giving leaders should review how best 
to increase the proportion of Londoners leaving a charitable legacy 
in their wills, with a particular focus on property owners.
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relationships with corporate donors, and 
with high value donors. But this takes a lot 
more time.” 
Grants Manager, independent foundation 

Many smaller organisations, however, lack 
fundraising expertise and capacity, with the Institute 
OF×&UNDRAISING×ĚNDING×EVIDENCE×OF×jA×SKILLS×SHORTAGE×
among smaller charities to raise the income that they 
need”.237 This can be a particular problem for charities 
operating in underserved London locations. A 2017 
survey of community organisations in Lambeth and 
Wandsworth by the Walcot Foundation, for example, 
asked respondents what kinds of support they would want 
from capacity-building consultancy and workshops: in 
both cases, fundraising support was the most commonly 
selected option.238 

Alongside giving better, we therefore also see 
developing capacity and skills around asking as a key 
component of efforts to ensure that funds are more 
effectively distributed across the capital and reach 
where the need is greatest. 

“There’s a multitude of community 
groups, which are startups or small-scale 
organisations that have limited expertise, and 
definitely not a huge amount of confidence in 
terms of their ability to generate income […] 
but have got these amazing initiatives, and 
can be totally transformative of London, and 
reflect its diversity.”
Director of Fundraising, national charity

,ONDON×CIVIC×LEADERS×SHOULD×THEN×BE×LOOKING×TO×ĚND×
ways to help SME charities build up their fundraising 
capacity, including through funded advice and  
training programmes. 
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Cross-cutting
In addition to measures that would help London give 
MORE×AND×GIVE×BETTER�×OUR×RESEARCH×HAS×ALSO×IDENTIĚED×A×
number of cross-cutting actions that would achieve both 
of these. 

As already set out, the current Mayor of London, 
Sadiq Khan, has shown a strong interest in supporting 
London’s civil society and promoting giving. But over the 
longer term, City Hall’s engagement with non-statutory 
funders has been limited. The Mayor could learn from 
other cities such as New York, which have taken a more 
hands-on approach to convening philanthropic resources 
AND×DIRECTING×THEM×AT×IDENTIĚED×CITY×PRIORITIES×�3EE×
)NTERNATIONAL×#ASE×3TUDY×��×4HE×/FĚCE×FOR×3TRATEGIC×
Partnerships). Among other priorities, the Mayor 
should explore ways of encouraging social investment 
approaches to tackle London’s social problems. One 
option would be for the Mayor’s Fund for London to 
FULĚL×THIS×ROLE�×BUT×THIS×WOULD×REQUIRE×A×SIGNIĚCANT×SHIFT×
in emphasis – a shift from funding and delivering social 
mobility programmes, toward cultivating giving and 
mobilising cross-sector partnerships. In setting up any 
kind of OSP within City Hall, the GLA should also 
prioritise communication and partnership with external 
bodies, most notably London Community Foundation, 
who already have a role in leveraging giving from 
foundations, corporates and individuals to address pan-
London issues. 

Recommendation 9: London Funders should support fundraising 
capacity-building programmes among small and medium- 
sized charities. 

Recommendation 10: The Mayor should establish a function within 
the GLA with the authority and resource to speak on philanthropy, 
harness the Mayor’s convening power, and leverage philanthropic 
support to address important London issues.
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We know from our interviews that awards can have 
a huge impact on grassroots community organisations 
working tirelessly (and mostly without recognition) to 
stimulate giving and community engagement in their 
local area. Awards are also a great way to spotlight giving 
from communities who may be overlooked in traditional 
conversations around philanthropy in London. Various 
London organisations already give awards. The City of 
London Corporation runs the Beacon Awards, intended 
to honour philanthropists (though these are national in 
scope), and the GLA runs the Team London Awards, 
focused on Team London-supported programmes. But 
THERE×IS×AN×ABSENCE×OF×HIGHPROĚLE×AWARDS×FOR×,ONDON
focused volunteering in general, and for London-focused 
giving by trusts and foundations, ordinary Londoners, 
wealthy Londoners or corporates. 

Though London has developed as a leading global 
social investment hub, it is not clear that this has 
translated into a particularly large or vibrant market 
supporting London-focused initiatives. In particular, 
there is some evidence to suggest that the bottom end 
of the market – i.e. smaller, high-risk investments in 
social enterprises and charities – is underdeveloped. Our 
research suggests that London’s smaller social enterprises 
CAN×ĚND×IT×HARD×TO×SECURE×THE×SOCIAL×INVESTMENT×THEY×NEED�

Recommendation 11: The Mayor, working with London Funders 
and the City of London Corporation, should review how best to 
recognise individuals and organisations that give most and give 
best in London. 

Recommendation 12: London Funders and other London giving 
leaders should promote funder collaboration to develop the bottom 
end (risk capital) area of the market in London.
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Strengthening London’s national and global role
Much of the emphasis in our recommendations is on 
promoting more and better giving to London causes. We 
make no apology for this. As we have set out, London 
FACES×ACUTE×NEED�×)T×HAS×BEEN×A×DIFĚCULT×TIME×FOR×,ONDON
focused charities. And many London organisations have 
A×STATUTORY×DUTY×TO×FOCUS×ON×THE×CAPITAL�×"UT×THE×BENEĚTS×
of a more concerted, strategic and joined-up approach 
will not be limited to the city. Giving is rarely a zero-sum 
game and persuading Londoners to give more, give better 
AND×GIVE×TOGETHER×WOULD×BENEĚT×NON,ONDONFOCUSED×
causes as well. Many of the recommendations set out will 
HAVE×NATIONAL×BENEĚTS�×MOVES×TO×ENCOURAGE×LEGACY×GIVING×
or boost social enterprise, for instance, would increase 
giving in general, not just to London causes. 

Nevertheless, we also argue that there are real 
opportunities for London to boost its position as a 
global giving capital, both by attracting new players 
and supporting the development of those already here. 
Moreover, there are opportunities for London to work 
with other UK cities and regions (and beyond) in sharing 
resources and lessons. 

As already set out, London is a well-established 
centre of global civil society in general, and giving in 
particular. Many international philanthropists chose to 
establish their trusts and foundations in the capital – not 
LEAST×BECAUSE×OF×ITS×LEGAL×AND×ĚNANCIAL×EXPERTISE�×4HE×
capital plays host to countless international civil society 
conferences and meetings. Yet despite its economic and 
BROADER×jSOFT×POWERk×SIGNIĚCANCE�×,ONDONiS×GIVING×SECTOR×
rarely gets the same attention as other economic sectors. 
Developing London’s position as a global capital of 
GIVING×COULD×MAKE×A×SIGNIĚCANT×CONTRIBUTION×TO×,ONDONiS×
ECONOMY×AND×INĥUENCE×m×AS×WELL×AS×HELPING×THE×GROWTH×OF×
philanthropy globally. 

We recommend that the Mayor, working with 
the City of London Corporation, The Philanthropy 
Collaborative, and other partners review London’s 
CURRENT×POSITION×AS×A×GLOBAL×CENTRE×OF×GIVING×AND×IDENTIĚES×
ways in which this could be further developed. The 
review should look at recent global trends in giving, 
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London’s strengths and weaknesses as a global giving 
capital compared to other cities, and what it can do to 
strengthen its position. With the ranks of the wealthy 
and super-wealthy growing all the time, and emerging 
economies in Asia, Africa and South America 
producing a new generation of wealthy individuals, 
the greatest opportunity probably lies in attracting 
wealthy philanthropists and new philanthropic trusts or 
foundations to London. The review should particularly 
focus on how London can attract and retain these. It is 
quite possible that one of London’s many consultancies  
or the Philanthropy Collaborative (see Case study 6) 
would be pleased to lead this review pro bono. 

Though it is a slow process, the governance of 
England’s cities is changing, with central government 
promoting new, more accountable Mayoral models of 
leadership in exchange for devolution of new powers. 
Devolution presents an opportunity to re-establish 
traditions of civic urban philanthropy that were once a 
very prominent feature of many UK cities, and which 
remain a feature of many US cities today.239 Centre for 
London has already argued that London in general, 
and the Mayor of London in particular, needs to 
develop stronger connections with other British city 
leaders and work with them in advancing common 
interests.240 As London continues to develop a more 
strategic and joined-up approach to city giving, it 
should look for opportunities for sharing knowledge 
with other UK cities, as well as learning from them. 
One option would be for London’s giving leaders 
to establish a network of UK cities — focused on 
developing and promoting city giving.

Recommendation 13: The Mayor, working with the City of London 
Corporation, The Philanthropy Collaborative and other partners, 
should establish a review of London’s current position as a global 
centre of giving and identify ways in which this could be strengthened. 
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Recommendation 14: London’s giving leaders should work with 
other UK cities in developing and promoting city-focused giving. 

Summary of recommendations 

 –  Recommendation 1: London’s giving leaders should develop a richer 
understanding of need in the capital, perhaps through building on Trust 
FOR×,ONDONiS×,ONDON×0OVERTY×0ROĚLE�×

 –  Recommendation 2: London’s giving leaders should encourage all 
major London funding organisations – foundations, local authorities and 
corporates – to provide greater transparency on grant data by publishing 
on 360Giving. London Funders should also publish a regular “state of 
giving” review that would show the direction of giving in London.

 –  Recommendation 3: Strengthen London Plus’ capacity to encourage 
employee volunteering, ensuring volunteering efforts go where they are 
needed most.

 –  Recommendation 4: London Funders should make its work with 
corporates and private philanthropists a priority – encouraging more of 
them to join the organisation, promoting good practice, and advocating 
joint working among them. The Mayor of London and London’s other 
giving leaders should support London Funders in this. 

 –  Recommendation 5: London Funders should lead in adapting the 
Funders Portal – which allows voluntary sector organisations to access 
multiple funding streams with a single application – into a systemic 
London resource.

 –  Recommendation 6: London Funders should review the need for a 
physical space to act as a centre for philanthropy, social investment and 
enterprise in London.

 –  Recommendation 7: The Mayor, working with the City of London 
Corporation, London Funders and other partners, should establish an 
annual London giving day.
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 –  Recommendation 8: London’s giving leaders should review how best to 
increase the proportion of Londoners leaving a charitable legacy in their 
wills, with a particular focus on property owners. 

 –  Recommendation 9: London Funders should support fundraising 
capacity-building programmes among small and medium-sized charities. 

 –  Recommendation 10: The Mayor should establish a function within the 
GLA with the authority and resource to speak on philanthropy, harness 
the Mayor’s convening power, and leverage philanthropic support to 
address important London issues.

 –  Recommendation 11: The Mayor, working with London Funders  
and City of London Corporation, should review how best to recognise 
individuals and organisations that give most and give best in London. 

 –  Recommendation 12: London Funders and other London giving leaders 
should promote funder collaboration to develop the bottom end (risk 
capital) area of the market in London.

 –  Recommendation 13: The Mayor, working with the City of London 
Corporation and other partners, should establish a review of London’s 
current position as a global centre of giving and identify ways in which 
this could be strengthened. 

 –  Recommendation 14: London’s giving leaders should work with other 
UK cities in developing and promoting city-focused giving. 
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London’s economy has boomed in recent decades. At the 
same time, need has deepened in many ways. Against this 
background, it is often argued that we need a step change 
in charitable giving. 

More, Better, Together traces the recent history of the 
giving of time and money in London and identifies 
what the city can do to give more, give better and give 
together. It encompasses giving to specifically London 
causes, and London’s role as a centre for national and 
international philanthropy. It focuses on five forms of 
giving in particular:

•  Giving by trusts and foundations

•  Giving by the general public
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